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Abstract 
This project uncovers the unwritten rules of the interrogative which acted as arbiters of power in religious 
discourse between 1300 and 1450. The central claim of the project is that scenes of question-asking 
dramatize the convergence of conflicting cultural and intellectual investments, as lay people leverage 
questions to negotiate social position, spiritual authority, and access to knowledge. Viewed as 
intersections between lay education and clerical learnedness, questions show how late medieval authors 
incorporated contemporary social concerns about the development of an educated laity. Despite the role 
of the interrogative in both communicating the laity’s aspirations for religious knowledge and reifying 
social barriers that denied them such access, there has been no extended study published on questions 
in Middle English literature. 
Individual chapters approach questioning through the clerical resources harnessed to address the laity’s 
demand for religious knowledge, including rhetoric, grammatical thought, and techniques of scholastic 
disputation. Each chapter examines a genre which represents an intersection between lay education and 
clerical learnedness: devotional guides such as those by Richard Rolle, Lollard tracts, lyrics, sermons, and 
elementary textbooks. The writtenness of medieval texts obscures the exigent desire expressed by the 
laity’s spoken questions, as in Piers Plowman when Will intercepts everyone he encounters to ask where 
to find the good life. I combine theories from pragmatics with literary analysis to reanimate the 
conversational, as opposed to purely textual, significance of these questions. In doing so, I bring together 
linguistic and literary techniques to reveal fundamental assumptions about language use which marked 
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This project uncovers the unwritten rules of the interrogative which acted as arbiters of 
power in religious discourse between 1300 and 1450. The central claim of the project is that 
scenes of question-asking dramatize the convergence of conflicting cultural and intellectual 
investments, as lay people leverage questions to negotiate social position, spiritual authority, 
and access to knowledge. Viewed as intersections between lay education and clerical 
learnedness, questions show how late medieval authors incorporated contemporary social 
concerns about the development of an educated laity. Despite the role of the interrogative 
in both communicating the laity’s aspirations for religious knowledge and reifying social 
barriers that denied them such access, there has been no extended study published on 
questions in Middle English literature.  
Individual chapters approach questioning through the clerical resources harnessed 
to address the laity’s demand for religious knowledge, including rhetoric, grammatical 
thought, and techniques of scholastic disputation. Each chapter examines a genre which 
represents an intersection between lay education and clerical learnedness: devotional guides 
such as those by Richard Rolle, Lollard tracts, lyrics, sermons, and elementary textbooks. 
The writtenness of medieval texts obscures the exigent desire expressed by the laity’s 
spoken questions, as in Piers Plowman when Will intercepts everyone he encounters to ask 




reanimate the conversational, as opposed to purely textual, significance of these questions. 
In doing so, I bring together linguistic and literary techniques to reveal fundamental 
assumptions about language use which marked social groups and united religious 
movements. 
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When penning the Preface to his translation of Genesis (c.992–1002), Aelfric worried that 
anyone reading his English without access to the Latin text might be led into spiritual error. 
There was a danger, he thought, that readers would expect the translation to support the 
same rigorous exegetical treatments as the Latin, because “þincþ þam ungelæredum þæt 
eall þæt andgit beo belocen on þære anfealdan gerecednisse” [the unlearned think that all 
the sense is inclosed in the simple narrative].1 The historical level of the Genesis narrative, 
“nærolice gesett” [very narrowly composed], does not suffice to authorize all of the 
spiritual meaning of Genesis (“gastlice understandan” or the “gastlicum angite”);  the 
“anfealdan gerecednisse” [one-fold narrative] cannot support the “menigfeald getacnung” 
[manifold signification].2 Even rendering the biblical text as closely as possible may not 
avoid misinterpretation, given that Latin and English do not have “ane wisan on þære spræc 
fadunge” [one means of ordering speech].3 Several centuries later, Orm registers similar 
concerns about Englishing biblical material in his Ormulum (c.1180), advising that “whase 
mot to laewedd follc / Larspell off Goddspell tellenn, / He mot wel ekenn maniʒ word / 
Amang Goddspelless wordess” [For whoever would to lewed folk / Learning from the 
Gospels tell, / He must add many words / Among the Gospels' words].4 As efforts to 
educate the laity intensified and the numbers of religiously ambitious lay people increased, 
anxieties about spiritual errors arising from lay ignorance persisted. The author of the 
                                                 
1 Aelfric, Preface to Genesis and Libellus de Veteri Testamento et Novi: The Old English 
Heptateuch and Ælfric’s Libellus de Veteri Testamento et Novi: Volume One: Introduction and Text, ed. 
Richard Marsden, EETS o.s. 330 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), lines 43–46. My translation. 
2 Aelfric, Preface to Genesis, lines 95, 40, 96, 46, and 91. 
3 Aelfric, Preface to Genesis, line 100. 
4 Holt, Robert. The Ormulum: With the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R.M. White (Oxford: Clarendon 




Cloud of Unknowing (c.1375) voices the most pronounced concerns about readers’ 
tendency toward literal interpretation, including mistaking a spiritual term as a reference 
to physical things, as in the case of “thees yonge presumptuous goostly disciples 
misunderstonden this other worde up. For yif it so be that thei outher rede, or here redde or 
spoken hou that men schuld lift up here hertes unto God, as fast thei stare in the sterres as 
thei wolde be aboven the mone, and herkyn when thei schul here any aungelles synge oute 
of heven.”5 There were of course more varied literacies, vocations, and religious 
dispositions among the audiences for these texts than the “lewed” and “learned” binary 
they employ would suggest. Claire Waters has suggested that one reason for obscuring the 
permeability of the boundaries between clerical and lay intellectual ability was a “cultural 
investment in regarding the laity as simple and unlearned by comparison with the clergy.”6 
In the Cloud of Unknowing and other fourteenth- and fifteenth-century texts, the imagined 
response of lay readers serves as a locus of inventio, as authors anticipate, represent, and 
accommodate questions from lay audiences not trained in textual interpretation. 
 Despite lacking formal training in textual interpretation, uneducated lay readers are 
ventriloquized in vernacular poems, sermons, biblical paraphrase and devotional tracts 
asking for information and explanation of points they do not understand. Adaptations of 
biblical materials feature many such questions.7 Were poisonous plants created before or 
                                                 
5 Patrick J. Gallacher, The Cloud of Unknowing (Kalamazoo, MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 
1997), chapter 57, lines 1977–80. 
6 Claire M. Waters, “Talking the Talk: Access to the Vernacular in Medieval Preaching,” in 
Vulgar Tongue: Medieval and Postmedieval Vernacularity, edited by Fiona Somerset and Nicholas Watson 
(Penn State Press, 2010), 31–42. Here 38. See also Fiona Somerset, Clerical Discourse and Lay Audience 
in Late Medieval England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), in which she argues that clerics 
occasionally occupied the role of a “lewed” person in order to better support their discursive position and 
connect with their readers.  
7 David Lawton’s field-shaping articles on “englishing the Bible” demonstrated that “the Bible” in 




after the Fall?8 Why did the devil hate Adam and Eve?9 Why did he tempt Eve first?10 How 
could Mary and Joseph have lost Jesus when he was twelve?11 These questions show an 
interest in the origins, motivations, and emotions of items, events, or people mentioned 
only briefly in the Bible. Other questions concern elements of church practice or private 
devotion. Why do I, a woman, and other common people receive only bread when we 
commune and not the wine?12 How can I contemplate Scripture if I don’t know how to 
read?13 What is love and how may I know that I love God?14 Still other questions treat 
weighty theological matters. Why did the Son come to save the world rather than the Father 
or Holy Spirit?15 Why would God allow the serpent to deceive Eve, condemning her and 
everyone after her to hell?16 Or, stated another way, why did God, in his great foreseeing 
wisdom, not prevent the beginning of sin?17 The demand for actionable spiritual 
information is central to texts such as Piers Plowman and the fifteenth-century Memoriale 
                                                 
the total book as the Wycliffites translated it. David Lawton, “Englishing the Bible, 1066–1549,” in David 
Wallace, ed. The Cambridge History of Medieval English Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002), 454–82; and “The Bible and the Biblical in English, from Caedmon to 1550,” in The Oxford 
History of Literary Translation in English, Volume One: To 1500, ed. Roger Ellis (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 193–233. 
8 The Historye of the Patriarks, in Cambridge, St John’s College MS G.31. 
9 “The Life of Adam and Eve,” in the Auchinleck Manuscript, National Library of Scotland. 
10 The metrical sermon “Fall and Passion” in Thorlac Turville-Petre, Poems from BL MS Harley 
913: “The Kildare Manuscript,” (Early English Text Society, 2015), 46–53. 
11 Paul J. Patterson, ed., A Mirror to Devout People: Speculum Devotorum (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2016), 10.37–47. 
12 Patterson, ed., A Mirror to Devout People, 18.104–106. 
13 Johannes Hubertus Lodewijk Kengen, ed., Memoriale credencium: a late Middle English 
manual of theology for lay people: edited from Bodley MS Tanner 201 (FE MacDonald, 1979), 213/21–
22—214/1–14. 
14 Richard Rolle, Form of Living, in Richard Rolle: Prose and Verse, ed. by S. J. Ogilvie Thomson, 
EETS 293 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), lines 626–27. 
15 The N-town Plays, ed. Douglas Sugano, TEAMS Middle English Texts Series (Kalamazoo, MI: 
Medieval Institute Publications, 2007), lines 113–14. 
16 William Langland, The Vision of Piers Plowman: A Critical Edition of the B-Text Based on 
Trinity College Cambridge MS B.15.17, ed. A. V. C Schmidt (Everyman, 1995), 10.107–110. 
17 Julian of Norwich, The Showings of Julian of Norwich, ed. Denise N. Baker, A Norton Critical 




Credencium. Fictional and didactic texts alike represent lay curiosity as a natural response 
to wonder, not intrinsically disruptive, but with potentially dangerous consequences if not 
pursued with correct guidance and intentions. Authors use a wide range of strategies to 
refocus readers’ curiositas into profitable inquiry and to teach readers which questions are 
worth asking. In some cases, authors discourage lay and uneducated audiences’ questions, 
citing their lay status, lack of schooling, or lack of intellectual capacity as justification for 
refusing to provide detailed answers. Notwithstanding the motif of clerical capacity and 
lay ignorance, the material of vernacular questions in texts for the laity overlaps 
substantially with questions in Latin theological texts. 
 This dissertation attends to scenes of question-asking imagined or reported in 
religious discourse between 1300 and 1450 to illuminate relationships between social 
groups and their respective access to religious knowledge. As a means of uncovering the 
unwritten rules of question-asking in this period, this study asks, “What kind of person can 
say what, how, using what means, to whom, when, and why?”18 The central claim of the 
project is that scenes of question-asking dramatize the conflict of cultural and intellectual 
investments, as lay people leverage questions to negotiate social position, spiritual 
authority, and access to knowledge. Viewed as intersections between lay education and 
clerical learnedness, questions reveal clerical strategies for refashioning the role of the 
intellect in lay spiritual life. Each chapter approaches questioning through genres that 
harness clerical resources to address the laity’s demand for religious knowledge, including 
grammar, dialectic and disputation, rhetoric, and biblical exegesis. The four question-and-
answer practices discussed in the chapters are each defined by a set of pragmatic norms 
                                                 




common to both Latin and Middle English texts. Ultimately, I argue that the frameworks 
for using question-and-answer in Latinate scholarly contexts were communicable to and 
inextricable from lay vernacular practice. Despite the role of the interrogative in both 
communicating the laity’s aspirations for religious knowledge and reifying social barriers 
that denied them such access, there has been no extended study published on questions in 
Middle English literature to date. 
 The activity of question-asking in late medieval England rarely receives sustained 
attention except as a formal feature of individual genres. Experts in literary dialogues, 
debates, and encyclopedic dialogues have advanced nuanced readings of characters’ 
discursive profiles, source texts, and the conventions of individual genres.19 Historians of 
theology and law have likewise offered comprehensive accounts of specialized genres as 
they develop over time, including confessional interrogatories, collections of disputed 
questions, pedagogical texts, and lists of questions for inquisitions.20 While informative 
and thorough, studies that focus on single genres do not address the issues of how 
individual questions and discursive postures migrate across genres, between literary usages 
                                                 
19 Some of the more prominent examples include Steven Kruger, “Dialogue, Debate, and Dream 
Vision,” in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval English Literature, 1100–1500, ed. Larry Scanlon 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 71–82; and Francis Lee Utley, “Dialogues, Debates, 
and Catechisms,” in A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1050–1400, ed. Jonathan Burke Severs, 
Albert E. Hartung, and Peter G. Beidler, 11 vols. (Hamden, CT: Connecticut Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, 1967–2005), vol. III (1972). For recent work on debate poetry see Wendy Matlock’s work, for 
example, “The Feminine Flesh in the Disputacione betwyx the Body and Wormes,” in The Ends of the 
Body: Identity and Community in Medieval Culture, ed. Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill Ross (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2013), pp. 260–82; and Kathleen R. Burt, “Argument in Poetry: (Re)Defining 
the Middle English Debate in Academic, Popular, and Physical Contexts” (Ph.D. Diss., Marquette 
University, 2014). 
20 For the role of questions in education, see Nicholas Orme, Medieval Schools: From Roman 
Britain to Renaissance England (Yale University Press, 2006), and on the dialogue form in pedagogical 
texts see Vivien Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages (New York: Longman, 1997), 
esp. pp. 134–35. Work on these genres will be discussed at length in relevant chapters. Other genres that 
regularly incorporate questions include the formal records of academic training, legal proceedings, 




and historical records, and through multiple linguistic registers as they are voiced by a 
spectrum of speakers that includes highly Latinate clerks and illiterate English speakers. 
By tracing individual questions and question-asking practices across genres and languages, 
this project revises the perceived divide between “literary” and “non-literary” texts. 
Throughout my dissertation I use Latin texts to frame my investigation of literature in 
Middle English, subjecting Latin genres to equal scrutiny to avoid the imbalance noted by 
Thomas Bestul, who observes that “while the importance of the Latin background is 
everywhere proclaimed” the backgound texts “are themselves radically underexamined.”21 
Reading Latin and Middle English texts together through the lens of pragmatics as 
theorized by modern linguists accentuates the social context of question-asking. This 
project combines theories from pragmatics with literary analysis to reanimate the mimetic, 
conversational significance of questions embedded in literary texts. 
Whereas historical linguistics at first focused on the morphological, lexical, and 
syntactical features of language locatable in written texts, the last few years have seen 
historical pragmatics come into its own as a critical field. Andreas Jucker, one of the 
foundational figures of the field of historical pragmatics, defined it as the study of “patterns 
of intentional human interaction (as determined by the conditions of society) of earlier 
periods.”22 Scholars of historical pragmatics, in pursuit of a better understanding of 
                                                 
21 Thomas H. Bestul, Texts of the Passion: Latin Devotional Literature and Medieval Society 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2015), 4. 
22 Andreas H. Jucker, “Historical pragmatics,” Language and Linguistics Compass 2, no. 5 (2008): 
894–906, here 895. Among the very first publications to propose a methodology for the field was a volume 
edited by Jucker and Andreas Jacobs, in which they write, “In the case of pragmatics it is reasonable to 
assume that communication in earlier periods can also be described in terms of pragmatic phenomena such 
as speech acts, implicature, politeness phenomena, or discourse markers,” Andreas Jacobs and Andreas H. 




historical usages of language, typically limit their investigations to three categories of 
“speech-related” written texts: “‘speech-like’ genres (e.g., personal correspondence), 
which contain the aspect of communicative immediacy; ‘speech-based’ genres (e.g., trial 
proceedings), which are based on an actual speech event; and ‘speech-purposed’ genres 
(e.g., plays), which are designed to be articulated orally.”23 These genres are most likely to 
incorporate the quirks and idiosyncrasies that mark individual language use. Even within 
this corpus, as Colette Moore states, “our picture of what daily language looked like in the 
medieval period can only ever be a constructed one.”24 The relationship between any of the 
questions I examine in this study and the words spoken by historical individuals in 
medieval England is at best conjectural and in some cases clearly a fabrication. But where 
the attribution of a question to members of an audience is an authorial fabrication, I contend 
that it reflects assumptions about audience members’ manner of speech, stances on the 
issue of lay intellectual capacity, and perceptions of what audiences need by way of a 
satisfactory response. 
Literary scholars working from the perspective of linguistics have argued for the 
potential to reconstruct norms of language use even from the mediated language of literary 
texts. Tim Machan asserts that “when utterances, speech acts, or the representation of 
[language] varieties serve the mimetic aspirations of a work’s fictional world, they succeed 
or fail in accordance with how well they reproduce the linguistic semiotics of the reader’s 
                                                 
the history of English, edited by Andreas H. Jucker (Pragmatics & Beyond New Series 35) (John 
Benjamins, 1995): 3–36, here 5. 
23 Colette Moore, “Everyday English in Late Medieval England,” in Machan, Tim William. 
Imagining Medieval English: Language Structures and Theories, 500–1500. Cambridge University Press, 
2016. 188–209. 




social world.”25 Without pragmatic norms recognizable to the text’s audience, speech 
within literary texts would be difficult for readers to interpret. From these expectations, 
Helen Barr argues, “One may recover… how the staging of reality is socially anchored by 
attending to the narrative position from which utterances are produced, and by tracing the 
regulatory procedures which police orders of discourse.”26 The social aspects of 
conversation both precede individual utterances, in the sense that social norms regulate 
speech, and follow them, as interlocutors respond to the illocutionary and perlocutionary 
effects of what was said. Even the lofty ambitions of dialectic are subject to incidental and 
unwanted perlocutionary effects, as Augustine remarks in his introduction to the 
Soliloquies, 
There is no better way of seeking the truth than the question-and-answer method. 
It is, however, hard to find anyone who would not be ashamed to be beaten in an 
argument. The almost inevitable result is that a babble of dissent caused by willful 
obstinacy will destroy a topic which up to this point has been carefully canvassed 
in the discussion. People are cut to the quick, and even if they generally conceal 
their feelings, on occasion, too, they show them openly.27 
As a result, Augustine explains that he will both ask and answer the questions, a 
compromise that allows him to pursue truth while avoiding the emotional fallout entailed 
by involving other people in the conversation. In exploring question strategies that 
permeated the barrier between lay discourse and learned, then, I will aim to investigate “a 
                                                 
25 Timothy William Machan, English in the Middle Ages (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 
17. 
26 Helen Barr, Socioliterary Practice in Late Medieval England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2001), 5. 
27 Augustine, Soliloquies (Soliloquiorum libri duo, 2.7.14), ed. Wolfgang Hormann, Sancti 
Augustini opera 14 (Vienna, 1986); trans. Gerard Watson in Saint Augustine, Soliloquies and Immortality 
of the Soul (1990). “Cum enim neque Melius quaeri veritas possit quam interrogando et respondendo et vix 
quisquam inveniatur, quem non pudeat convince disputantem, eoque paene semper enveniat, ut rem bene 
inductam ad discutiendum inconditus pervicaciae clamor explodat, etiam cum laceratione animarum 
plerumque dissimulate, interdum et aperta, pacatissime, ut opinor, et comodissime placuit a meipso 




more or less intentional plan of practices (including discursive practices) adopted to 
achieve a particular social, political, psychological or linguistic goal.”28 These practices 
include both conventional (or syntactic) and conversational (or cooperative) norms 
employed to question teachers and students, dispute the truth of a claim, or sway the 
emotions.29 “Question” is a misleadingly simple word that signifies a baffling array of 
conversational behaviors.  This dissertation makes no attempt to account for all types of 
questions, or even all forms of questioning in Medieval England, since, as Quintilian well 
recognized, “In fact questions admit of infinite variety.”30 Each chapter in this study 
examines texts that represent a usage group in late medieval England, representing a 
discourse pattern, whether imagined or reported, applied to specific aims. In each case the 
primary texts originate in England between 1300–1450 and use questions to advance 
instruction, narratives, confession, or disputation. 
 In the first chapter, “The Grammar in Question,” I lay the groundwork for 
remaining chapters by exploring the grammatical understanding of interrogative syntax and 
the schoolroom practice that trained writers of Middle English texts. The initial survey of 
grammatical treatments of interrogative syntax reveals that Priscian and his commentators 
                                                 
28 Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak, “The discourse-historical approach (DHA),” in Methods for 
Critical Discourse Analysis, edited by Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer (SAGE Publications, 2009), 87–
121, here 94. 
29 Foundational studies on the syntax and pragmatics of questions include Cornelia Ilie, What Else 
Can I Tell You: A Pragmatic Study of English Rhetorical Questions as Discursive and Argumentative Acts 
(Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1994); Esther N. Goody, Questions and Politeness: Strategies in Social 
Interaction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978); Ferenc Kiefer, ed., Questions and Answers 
(Springer Science & Business Media, 1980); Ferenc Kiefer, “Questions and Attitudes” in Crossing the 
Boundaries in Linguistics: Studies presented to Manfred Bierwisch, ed. W. Klein and W. Levelt 
(Dordrecht: Reidel, 1981), 159–76; and Michel Meyer, Questions and Questioning (Walter de Gruyter, 
1988). 
30 Quintilianus, Marcus Fabius, ed. Harold Edgeworth Butler. The Institutio Oratoria of 
Quintilian: In Four Volumes. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1920. Here Vol. 3, pp. 377–83. 




focused primarily on interrogative pronouns and frequently leveraged readers’ pre-existing 
pragmatic competence as a means of explicating grammatical rules and relationships. 
Whereas grammatical theory develops an understanding of questions in the abstract, not 
connected to any social practice or group, the textbooks themselves rely heavily on a very 
specific method of questioning known in England as “apposing.” The extant evidence of 
student experiences of apposing indicates that students correlated successful answers to the 
master’s questions in apposing with pride and reputation among neighbors and fellow 
pupils, while failure to demonstrate the required knowledge occasioned shame and, often, 
physical punishment. This much of the popular narrative about apposing has been 
previously noted and studied. I use materials from school notebooks alongside Alcuin’s 
dialogues to expand the narrative of apposing by demonstrating that, although schoolboys 
were aware of their obligation to answer the teacher’s questions and the threat of violence 
associated with noncompliance, the power disparity between teachers and students does 
not diminish the inherent instability of dialogue. Apposing as a practice of question-and-
answer allows for a subordinate student figure to frustrate the conversational dominance of 
the teacher by either outperforming him or refusing to cooperate. Reading versions of the 
Life of Saint Catherine and the Infancy of Christ as instances of schoolroom dialogue 
demonstrates the religious, and occasionally humorous, applications of this question-and-
answer practice in literature for popular audiences, as both protagonists assume positions 
of authority beyond their social standing through successfully responding to theological 
questions when apposed. 
The second chapter, “Evasive Maneuvers: Inquisitio and the Lollards,” situates 




conversation. Focusing initially on fourteenth-century texts of religious instruction, the 
chapter examines preachers' charitable obligation to answer questions pertaining to the 
spiritual life. I then use speech act and politeness theories to argue that conflicts between 
Lollard and orthodox uses of questions contributed to the making of Lollard heretics in late 
medieval England and ultimately shaped the development of vernacular religious 
instruction. While vocally anti-Lollard writers including Thomas Hoccleve, John Mirk, and 
Reginald Pecock regard Lollard questions as heretical challenges to articles of faith, 
Lollard writers advocate strategic use of questions to distinguish reliable teachers from 
dishonest ecclesiastical figures. Reading William Thorpe’s Testimony and other Lollard 
inquisitions through the lens of pragmatics enables a new interpretation of the Lollards’ 
relationships to inquisitional questioning, confession, and deference to church authority. 
William Thorpe, Richard Wyche, John Aston, and Sir John Oldcastle, among other 
suspected Lollards, habitually evade giving satisfactory answers to inquisitors’ questions. 
This chapter argues that Lollard suspects flouted conversational norms in a bid to overwrite 
the inquisitional model of obligation with a pedagogical one. Together Lollard and anti-
Lollard texts converge on a set of behaviors that define the Lollard speech community, 
behaviors derived from familiar paradigms that nonetheless indelibly altered the landscape 
of vernacular religious education. 
My third chapter investigates the significance of questions embedded in sermons 
for understanding sermons as literary texts. This chapter reexamines moments in late 
medieval sermons in England when preachers invite consideration of “doubtful questions,” 
opening spaces of inquiry and controversy. I argue that quodlibetal disputation offered 




the same time that the artes praedicandi called attention to the hazards of employing such 
a form in sermons intended for lay audiences. The practice of disputation de quolibet, 
meaning “on any [topic] whatever,” arose in the early thirteenth century, distinguished 
from standard academic disputations by the premise that the magister would address 
questions raised by audience members. I argue that preachers combined allusions to 
quodlibetal disputations and their form with literary elements as a means of treating the 
interrelated concerns of wonder, desire to know, and the limitations of human intellectual 
capacity. By appealing to narrative, exegesis, and similitude to respond to disputed 
questions, preachers shaped the laity’s ability to ask and answer questions; allowing 
audiences to participate imaginatively in asking difficult theological questions, preachers 
acquainted audiences with the proper emotional responses to spiritually productive or 
unproductive lines of inquiry. 
My final chapter, Rhetorical Questions in Middle English Lyric,” uses the 
interrogative in lyric as an avenue for exploring how lyrics activate a dialogic mode. While 
some prominent theories would have it that lyrics, like rhetorical questions, advance a 
single, obvious emotional argument, new work on rhetorical questions suggests that they 
instead function as bids to establish common ground with the audience, which the audience 
may accept or reject, in order to initiate a conversation. Specifically, I argue that the 
integration of questions with the refrains of lyrics and carols reveals a vital component of 
the questions’ form and function. Out of what appears to be stasis, the accretive aspect of 
the repeated refrain constructs a narrative out of the lyric speaker’s and the readers’ 
repeated responses to the question. Rhetorical questions in lyric trade the immediacy and 




meditative function that extends readers an invitation to relationship that they may accept 
or reject. By viewing rhetorical questions as moments which begin rather than preclude 
dialogue, this chapter explores how questions contribute to the emotive structure of lyrics, 
open previously closed-off possibilities for emotional engagement, and re-form 
relationships between readers and the lyric speaker.  
Together, these four chapters demonstrate the intersections between Latinate 
methods of transmitting and producing knowledge, recognized within genres devoted to 
grammar, dialectic, rhetoric, and biblical exegesis, and the question-and-answer practices 
of the laity in late medieval England.  
How to Read a Question 
Before investigating the literary and linguistic elements of question-asking in late medieval 
England, it is worth saying a few words about how questions were marked and recognized 
in manuscripts. The representation of questions in manuscripts demonstrates the extent to 
which questions were always understood in the light of performance contexts. Current 
consensus on the origin of the question mark attributes its popularization to the Corbie 
scriptorium (c.772–780).31 There is less concensus about the punctuation mark’s 
relationship to musical notations. Leo Treitler contradicts Willi Apel and Malcom Parkes’ 
claims that question marks derived from chanting tones or neumes porrectus and quilisima 
indicating a raised tone, arguing instead that neumes took their form as adaptations of 
punctuation marks.32 Nonetheless, Treitler also posits a mimetic function behind the form 
                                                 
31 Treitler, Leo. With Voice and Pen: Coming to Know Medieval Song and How It Was Made (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2007), 370. For additional information see. 
32 Treitler, With Voice and Pen, 10–28. Willi Apel, Gregorian Chant (Indiana University Press, 
1958). Malcom B. Parkes, Pause and Effect: An Introduction to the History of Punctuation in the West 




of question marks, namely that the upward stroke reflects the modulation of the voice: “all 
the forms of the question mark … are turned upward, corresponding to the inflection of the 
voice in questions.”33   
In a treatise on how properly to read Latin texts aloud, now known as the St. Gall 
Tractate, Benedictine Notker Labeo (c.950–1022) models the interpretation of texts for 
rhetorical delivery. He remarks as a matter of course that two interrogative sentences in the 
prologue to Priscian’s Institutiones grammaticae should be read with a special manner—
“Hec interrogatiue legenda sunt” [These are to be read interrogatively]—suggesting to 
Anna Grotans “a change in intonation.”34  
Figure 1. Chart showing the forms of question mark operative in early medieval European scripts (Treitler, 
419) 
                                                 
Supplement (Oxford, 1934–71); Lowe, “The Codex Bezae”; and Jean Vezin, “Le Point d’interrogation: un 
élément de datation et de localisation des manuscrits: L'exemple de Saint-Denis au IXe siècle,” Scriptorium 
34, no. 2 (1980): 181–96. On punctuation as well as Latin paleography more generally, see Bernhard 
Bischoff, Latin Palaeography: Antiquity and the Middle Ages (Cambridge University Press, 199), 
especially pages 169–70 on the question mark. 
33 Treitler, With Voice and Pen, 423. 
34 Anna A. Grotans and David W. Porter. The St. Gall Tractate: A Medieval Guide to Rhetorical Syntax 
(Camden House, 1995), Latin p.88, English p.89; Anna A. Grotans, Reading in Medieval St. Gall 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 189. I include evidence from St. Gall because of what 
appears to be a mutual influence between this monastery and English grammarians in this period, as 
evidenced by the copy of Alcuin’s De grammatica acquired by St. Gall in the ninth century (St. Gallen, 
Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 268) and Anna Grotans’ research which suggests that Notker Labeo’s method 
for deploying the seven rhetorical circumstances as questions to be used to construe classroom texts 




Interrogatives seem to have had a similarly marked influence on accent, according 
to a treatise on accent and figures of speech found in London, British Library, Harley MS 
1002:  
An interrogative also impedes the accent because every interrogative word is 
accented at the end; but if an interrogative word in an utterance is joined with other 
words it assigns its accent to the last word of the utterance in this way, What did 
you go out to see? Who or of what sort?… Note that the interrogative loses its 
strength in three ways. One way is by recitation where in the Gospel of John, Peter, 
turning around, saw the disciple whom Jesus loved following, who also leaned on 
his breast at supper, and said “Lord, who is he that will betray you?” [John 21:20, 
recounting John 13:25] Another way is by transition, as in Job, Tell me why you 
judge me so. [Job 10:2] The third way is by reason of continuity, as there, No one 
dared ask him “Who are you?” knowing it was the Lord. [John 21:12]35 
Each of the instances in which the interrogative loses its power to interrupt the normal 
accent pattern occurs when the question is embedded, not a standalone sentence. This aside 
on accent, then, doubles as a short account of the various ways of embedding an 
interrogative in statements. 
In England, early adoption of the question mark was limited to Latin texts, even 
when Old English syntax could have benefited from clarification or where a punctuated 
Latin exemplar was available. For example, Latin and Anglo-Saxon texts of the same 
sermon by Wulfstan show that although the punctus interrogativus appeared in the Latin 
                                                 
35 My translation. London, British Library, Harley MS 1002, fols. 97v–99r. In a fifteen-century 
hand. Transcribed in John N. Miner, Grammar Schools of Medieval England: A.F. Leach in 
Historiographical Perspective (McGill-Queen’s Press–MQUP, 1990), 279. “Interrogacio quoque impedit 
accentum quia interrogativa in fine acuuntur omnia; si autem interrogativa diccio in oracione aliis societur 
diccionibus accentum suum ultime diccioni illius oracionis tribuit hoc modo, Quid existis videre? Quis vel 
qualis?... Nota quod interrogacio amittit vim suam tribus modis: uno modo causa recitacionis unde in 
evangelio Johannis, conversus Petrus vidit illum discipulum quem diligebat Jesus sequentum qui et 
recubuit in cena supra pectus eius et dixit: Domine, quis est qui tradet te. Alio modo causa transicionis ut in 
Job, Indica mihi cur me ita iudices. Tercio modo causa continuacionis ut ibi, Nemo audebat interrogare 




texts it was never employed in the Anglo-Saxon versions.36 And despite occasional 
syntactic ambiguities between questions and statements in Anglo-Saxon, “contemporary 
use of the punctus interrogativus does not appear in any of the major manuscripts of Old 
English verse.”37 Parkes supposes that scribes deemed question marks less necessary in 
vernacular texts because readers would be more able to recognize an interrogative from 
syntax and context.38 Question marks in Middle English texts tend to be rare, although, as 
the lyric chapter will demonstrate, their presence sometimes makes a world of difference. 
Figure 2. A question mark appears in the title of the parsing grammar Terra que pars  in a list of 
grammatical works and other books (c.940–980) on the final leaf of London, British Library, MS Cotton 
Domitian A i, fols. 2–55: 55v, owned by the Benedictine abbey of Saint Augustine in Canterbury.39  
                                                 
36 Takako Fujii, “Wulfstan’s Latin and Old English texts of De Cristianitate,” Text and Language in 
Medieval English Prose: A Festschrift for Tadao Kubouchi, ed. Akio Oizumi, Jacek Fisiak, and John 
Scahill (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2005), 35–47, here 36–37. 
37 Mary Eva Blockley, Aspects of Old English Poetic Syntax: Where Clauses Begin (Urbana and 
Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 21. For an extensive discussion of the syntax of questions in 
Old English see also pages 19–46. On reading Anglo-Saxon manuscripts see also Donoghue, Daniel. How 
the Anglo-Saxons Read Their Poems. University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018. 
38 Parkes, Pause and Effect, 209. 
39 This state of the art syllabus for grammatical instruction reads as follows (not transcribed in full in any 
records I have been able to locate): “Þis syndon ða bec þe æþelstanes ƿæran. de natura rerum. քsius. de arte 
metrica. donatum [gloss: minorem]. Excerptiones de metrica arte. Apocalipsin. donatum maiorem. 




CHAPTER I:  
The Grammar in Question 
Grammar in late medieval England constituted the foundation of all the liberal arts, the 
subject of elementary education, as well as the precursor to any clerical occupation. The 
first step toward understanding the role of questions in late medieval England is to 
investigate how medieval grammarians at all levels of study theorized and employed 
questions, an analysis that will be pursued on three levels. The first section investigates 
how medieval scholars theorized questioning, not as connected to any particular social 
practice or group, but in the abstract as a linguistic formation. After tracing the treatment 
of the interrogative through the Latin grammars of Priscian and his commentators, the 
chapter will examine the treatment of the interrogative in the profusion of English 
grammatical tracts produced in the fifteenth century. Grammatical textbooks in question-
and-answer form as well as commentaries demonstrate an awareness of the pragmatic 
aspects of questions inherent in their arising from individual speakers in specific contexts; 
leveraging their readers’ existing pragmatic competence to facilitate grammatical 
explanations, grammarians from Priscian to John Leylond privilege grammatically 
regulated speech but recognize the common linguistic usage of questions as a tool for 
indexing grammatical knowledge and syntactical relationships.  
Secondly, the chapter turns to the process of question-and-answer associated with 
the transmission and examination of grammatical knowledge, known in England as 
“apposing.” My argument about this practice is twofold: first, that students’ outcomes 
                                                 





when apposed had significant effects on their reputation and status among their peers that 
play a more significant role than has previously been appreciated, and secondly, that 
schoolboys were aware not only of the obligation imposed by the schoolmaster’s questions 
but also of their own ability to disrupt the question-and-answer process. By examining the 
pragmatic elements of apposing as a classroom practice I will argue that the threat of 
violence associated with wrong answers to the schoolmaster’s questions does not diminish 
the inherent instability of dialogue. Given the close contact between schoolboys and their 
families and neighbors during the early stages of their education, especially in the late 
medieval period, I suggest that the practice of apposing, with its attendant implications of 
reputation and conversational instability, became available as a concept to the lay 
community at large. Specifically, I argue that apposing becomes a key feature of several 
texts that circulate widely in the vernacular, namely the Life of Katherine of Alexandria 
and apocryphal narratives of Jesus’s infancy. Both Katherine and the boy Jesus, 
represented as student figures dismissed by erudite masters, succeed so spectacularly when 
apposed that they reverse the power dynamics entirely and take up the position of 
authoritative teacher. In the present study I have limited the examples from religious 
literature for lay audiences to instances of apposing as examination, distinct from riddling 
questions like those in Saint Andrew and the Three Questions or debates such as The Owl 
and the Nightingale. 
My analysis of Katherine’s debate with the fifty philosophers and Jesus’ dispute 
with the masters at the Temple departs from the contemporary scholarly practice of treating 
them as disputations with university doctors. I do not advocate for a strict distinction 




disputations in their respective texts and rubrics. However, since the material covered in 
these disputes remains in all cases at the level of doctrine suitable for popular teaching and 
the relevant texts show no indication or understanding of the complex rules of obligation 
governing university disputations, I would argue that classroom apposing offers a more 
useful framework to analyze the exchanges. In addition to the laity’s greater exposure to 
and familiarity with the experiences of schoolboys, there is an element of violence in the 
hagiographical and apocryphal texts that more closely resembles the punishment associated 
with the elementary classroom than the professional university context. Additionally, these 
texts present the questions and answers as tests of the protagonist’s education and 
understanding than as two parties competing to best answer a central question for the sake 
of reaching the truth, as is the purpose of disputation. Ultimately, I argue, the narrative 
lives of Katherine and the boy Jesus provide a means of reinterpreting classroom dynamics 
as the student figures use questions and answers to shift power from their institutional 
superiors to themselves to authorize their teachings. 
This chapter is heavily indebted to the many excellent studies on the history of 
grammatical thought in England and Europe more broadly, including those by Vivien Law, 
Martin Irvine, Suzanne Reynolds, and the comprehensive survey with translations prepared 
by Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter.40 David Thompson, John Miner, R. W. Hunt, and 
Nicholas Orme have done the field a great favor by making the evidence from many 
                                                 
40 Martin Irvine, The Making of Textual Culture: “Grammatica” and Literary Theory 350–1100 
(Cambridge University Press, 2006). Vivien Law, Grammar and Grammarians in the Early Middle Ages 
(Longman, 1997). Suzanne Reynolds, Medieval Reading: Grammar, Rhetoric and the Classical Text 
(Cambridge University Press, 2004). Rita Copeland, and Ineke Sluiter. Medieval Grammar and Rhetoric: 




disparate manuscripts in untidy hands accessible for study.41 Recently scholars have 
become particularly interested in tracing the intersections between Latin grammatical 
learning and vernacular literature for lay audiences. Katherine Breen’s insightful study of 
late medieval English devotional works offers a clear explanation of the division between 
clergy and laity occasioned by the acquisition of grammar: “As the first subject of formal 
study, and a learned language with clearly articulated rules, it was thought to shape the 
mind both linguistically and morally from the very first repetitions of do, das, dat.”42 As 
the students’ participation in grammatical discourse immersed them in the rules that 
governed language, it was also thought to transition the “make-up of the self from 
disorganized to organized, from erratic (and error-prone) to disciplined.”43 Breen 
articulates the key distinction between the laity and those inducted into the study of 
grammar, namely that “habitus in this sense did not refer to the predilections of lay people, 
no matter how deeply ingrained. Instead, lay people formed assuetudines or consuetudines, 
that lacked the essential relation to rules constitutive of habitus.”44 Nevertheless, as Breen 
argues, writers of Middle English texts, beginning in the twelfth century, developed 
techniques for offering lay readers an alternative habitus as a means of access to the moral 
and orderly life. Christopher Cannon, on the other hand, argues that grammatical style, 
                                                 
41 David Thomson, ed. An Edition of the Middle English Grammatical Texts (New York: Garland 
Publishing, Inc., 1984). R. W. Hunt, The History of Grammar in the Middle Ages, ed. by G. L. Bursill-Hall 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing, 1980). Tony Hunt, Teaching and Learning Latin in Thirteenth-
Century England: Texts. Boydell & Brewer, 1991. Miner, John N. Grammar Schools of Medieval England: 
A.F. Leach in Historiographical Perspective. McGill-Queen’s Press–MQUP, 1990. All of Nicholas Orme’s 
work on medieval childhood and education has been valuable, but for the purposes of this study the most 
relevant is Orme, Nicholas. English School Exercises, 1420–1530 (Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, 2013). 
42 Katharine Breen, Imagining an English Reading Public, 1150–1400 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), 5. 
43 Breen, Imagining an English Reading Public, 5. 




elements of realism and literary technique cultivated through elementary instruction in 
Latin grammar, was a defining influence on major writers including Chaucer, Langland, 
and Gower as they formulated an English poetics.45 My approach differs from both of these 
studies, in that they approach the relationship between grammatical study and lay 
experience in terms of literary elites who adapt grammatical formations for the enjoyment 
of lay audiences. Instead, I argue that the pragmatic norms of grammar school apposing 
became familiar to lay people through anecdotes and encounters with schoolboys and their 
teachers, which resulted in a popular understanding of schoolroom examinations that could 
be used as a framework for interpreting the literary scenes I have described. 
The evidence from the medieval grammar school classroom is not what we would 
wish it to be, since it is fragmentary, often comes from manuscripts of the late fifteenth or 
early sixteenth century, and the relationship between goings on described in exercises and 
treatises and what may actually have been said can be difficult to assess. We will likely 
never know what occurred between individual schoolmasters installed in a range of formal 
and informal school situations and the pupils who acquired some degree of Latinity under 
their care. In one way this archive offers an appropriate beginning point for a project that 
attempts to recover the irrecoverable, the words spoken before the advent of sound 
recording technology that could provide ostensibly objective linguistic data about how men 
and women and children spoke, sang, or were silent. More importantly, this archive is also 
the perfect place to begin a project that investigates the intersection between clerical 
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resources and lay education, with grammar school pupils as beginners seeking initiation 
into clerical learning.  
 
Theorizing Question Form 
The main source available to late medieval grammarians for thinking about interrogative 
syntax was book 17 of Priscian of Caesarea’s Institutiones grammaticae (c.520), one half 
of what was known as De constructione or Priscianus minor.46 Due to the dearth of 
syntactic theory in Donatus, commentaries on Priscian were among the only sustained 
considerations of syntax popular as medieval grammar textbooks. Initially, Priscian’s 
Institutiones grammaticae (IG) were used as commentary and foil to Donatus’ Ars maior; 
this effectively led to the marginalization of the last two books of Priscian’s IG, since the 
Ars maior did not encompass syntax.47 The recovery of Priscian’s work on syntax was 
occasioned in large part due to the efforts of Alcuin of York (c.735–804), who incorporated 
material from Priscian into his grammatical dialogues and featured a “proportionately large 
amount excerpted from books seventeen and eighteen” in a volume of excerpts from the 
IG.48 Once reintegrated, the Priscianus minor, along with the Priscianus maior, remained 
                                                 
46 For an overview of Priscian’s theory of syntax generally, see Vivien Law, Grammar and 
Grammarians, 5–7, 266–68. For a more in-depth study of the treatment of syntax in medieval Europe, 
which lies outside the scope of this study, see Suzanne Reynolds, Medieval Reading, especially chapter 7. 
47 Priscian, Grammaire Livre XVII–Syntaxe I, ed. Marc Baratin and Groupe Ars Grammatica 
(Paris: Librarie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2010), 49: “Priscien servait en effet plus que jamais à commenter 
Donat; or celui-ci n'avait rien écrit sur la syntaxe…. La diffusion, et par voie de conséquence la 
connaissance des livres 17 et 18 a donc été longtemps inférieure à celle des seize premiers, mȇme au XIIe 
siècle.” For Priscian’s dependence on Apollonius and the philosophy of the Stoics, which lie outside the 
scope of this chapter, see the introduction to this edition. Vivien Law notes that Virgilius Maro 
Grammaticus and Aldhelm were exceptions to the general disuse of Priscian in the seventh and eighth 
centuries, in Law, Vivien. The History of Linguistics in Europe: From Plato to 1600 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 145.  
48 J. Reginald O’Donnell, “Alcuin's Priscian,” Latin Script and Letters A.D. 400–900 ed. by John 
J. O’Meara & Bernd Naumann (Leiden: Brill, 1976), 222–35, here 235. Note that interrogative materials 




a required text in the Arts Faculty at the Universities of Oxford and Paris to the end of the 
fourteenth century. Commentaries on the IG flourished in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries and offered fertile material for the development of new theories of language use, 
especially among the speculative grammarians or Modistae and the “intentionalists,” as 
will be discussed shortly. 
The primary means of formulating a question in Latin, Priscian and his 
commentators agree, is to set an interrogative pronoun or adverb at the beginning of the 
clause. Much of Priscian’s discussion of interrogative syntax takes place around question 
words, of which he provides a complete list.49 Priscian differed from Donatus with regard 
to interrogative pronouns by classifying them as nouns, a category which “comprises both 
substantives and adjectives; interrogatives and relatives like quis, ‘who?’ and qui, ‘who, 
which’ are nouns, not pronouns.”50 Priscian’s recent editors comment that “These 
[categories] allow Priscian to present the nominal class as forming a kind of continuum, 
from the general to the particular, from the generic name (qui / quis) to the appellative 
(animal / homo) and to the proper (Plato).”51 Alcuin’s Dialogus Franconis et Saxonis de 
octo partibus orationis (c.798) draws attention to the discrepancies between Priscian and 
                                                 
to form chapters 14, 19, and 25 of Book 1 of Alcuin’s excerpts. Priscian likewise featured in a letter-poem 
Alcuin wrote at York between 778 and 781 entitled Cartule, perge cito, in which he describes sending his 
friend Beornrad (Samuel) of Echternach a copy of Priscian’s grammatical text: “Dicque ‘Valeto, pater 
Samuhel’, dic ‘Vive sacerdos’. Detege iam gremium, patres et profer honestos / Priscianum, Focam, tali 
quia munere gaudet.” Douglas Dales, Alcuin: His Life and Legacy (Cambridge, UK: James Clarke & Co, 
2012), 32. 
49 Priscian, Grammaire Livre XVII - Syntaxe I, ed. Marc Baratin and Groupe Ars Grammatica 
(Paris: Librarie Philosophique J. Vrin, 2010), p. 96, lines 20–21 and p. 102, line 24. These include quis, 
qualis, uter, quantus, quot, quotus, quotenus, cuius, cuias, qualiter, qua, quo, ubi, quando, unde, cur, 
quare. 
50 Michael A. Covington, Syntactic Theory in the High Middle Ages: Modistic Models of Sentence 
Structure, Cambridge Studies in Linguistics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), 5. 
51 Priscian, Grammaire Livre XVII, 22. “Ils permittent à Priscien de présenter la classe nominale 
comme formant une sorte de continuum, depuis le général jusqu'au particulier, du nom générique (qui / 




Donatus on interrogative pronouns. A fourteen-year-old, Franco, has been listening closely 
to the explanations of a fifteen-year-old, Saxo, about pronouns and notices that the numbers 
don’t add up: 
FRANCO: Don’t forget that you said there were fifteen pronouns. Then why is it 
that Donatus included ‘who’, ‘what sort’, ‘such’, ‘how many’, ‘so many’, ‘which 
[=how many]’, ‘so many’ amongst the pronouns as well?  
SAXO: I remember saying that there were fifteen pronouns about which there was 
no doubt. As for the ones you mention, there is room for doubt as to whether they 
are pronouns or nouns. Priscian, that ornament of Latin eloquence, says that they 
are interrogative, relative, or redditive nouns and says that they cannot be pronouns 
because they do not denote a definite person, which is one of the properties of the 
pronouns which have case.52  
The point that, as Saxo says, interrogative pronouns do not specify a definite person plays 
a significant role in Priscian’s theory of interrogative syntax. If an interrogative (pro)noun 
offers the generic name of the subject of inquiry, appellative and proper nouns each 
represent a type of information that could be solicited about an individual person or entity.  
One of the first commentators to engage extensively with the De constructione is 
Petrus Helias (c.1100–1166), a master at the cathedral school at Paris, who produced two 
separate versions of a commentary on the Minor, both of which he appears to have written 
before his commentary on the Maior (books 1–16 of the IG).53 In the Summa super 
Priscianum (c.1140–1150), the first Summa to set a precedent for what became a staple 
                                                 
52 Translation from Law, Grammar and Grammarians, 137. Latin in Alcuin, Dialogus 
Franconis et Saxonis de Octo Partibus Orationis, in Patrologiae cursus completus […] Series Latina, ed. 
by Jacques-Paul Migne, vol. 101 (Paris: Migne, 1863): Col. 873C–873D: “FR. Memor esto, dixisse te 
quindecim pronomina esse. Sed quid est quod Donatus inter pronomina posuit, quis, qualis, talis, quot, tot, 
quotus, totus, [quantus, tantus]?---SAXO. Memini me dixisse quindecim esse pronomina, in quibus nulla 
dubitatio esset. De istis enim quae ponis, dubitatio est an sint pronomina, an nomina. Priscianus Latinae 
eloquentiae decus nomina interrogativa vel relativa vel redditiva ea nomina dicit, et pronomina negat esse 
posse, quia finitas personas non habent, quod proprium est pronominis cum casu juncti.” 
53 Petrus Helias, Summa super Priscianum, ed. Leo Reilly, Studies and Texts (ST 113) 2 vol. 




genre in scholastic literature, Helias describes the possible answers to a single question, 
from general to specific, in terms of Priscian’s categories: 
When Who is put interrogatively… it can be answered by an appellative noun, as 
Who rules over the world? can be answered, Man. But because man when it is 
appellative signifies a community, it is not yet suitably determined who rules over 
the world, for that reason another question remains, What man rules over the world? 
and then it can be answered with either a pronoun or a proper noun, like Caesar 
rules over the world. But another question also remains by which it is asked about 
the referent of the proper noun, like Who is Caesar? and then a pronoun can be 
supplied, like that man or this man. Moreover, if a pronoun is supplied in response 
to a question made by who and an appellative noun, like What man rules over the 
earth? This man or that man, another question remains by which it is asked about 
the entity indicated by the referent, like Who is this man? Caesar. But because it is 
possible to be equivocal regarding a proper noun, it can also be asked Caesar who? 
and it can be responded something that determines the proper noun, like Iulius 
Cesar, or the Caesar who conquered Pompeii.54 
Priscian’s noun categories provide Helias with a language for describing a typology of 
possible responses to any single question. More complicated than a single correct answer, 
suitable answers must fit the context, they depend on what the asker desires to know. 
However, Priscian’s theory of the interrogative noun also created its share of logical 
difficulties for his later commentators, as Mary Sirridge and Karin Margareta Fredborg 
assert:  
Priscian’s argument that if questions asked with quis are normally answered by 
nouns, the questions must be about the same sort of thing, that is, substances 
                                                 
54 My translation. This section approximates a set of examples given in Priscian’s IG which refer 
to Ajax as the subject of questioning. The Ajax example is IG 17.33, ed. M. Hertz, 2 vols (Leipzig: 
Teubner, 1855–59; repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1961), vol. 2, p.129:5. Priscian’s Latin from Summa super 
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nondum determinatum est congrue quis dominetur orbi terrarum; ideo restat alia questio, “Quis homo 
dominatur orbi terrarum?” et potest responderi pronomen vel proprium nomen, ut “Cesar dominatur orbi 
terrarum.” Sed restat alia etiam questio qua queritur de supposito proprietati nominis, ut “Quis est Cesar?” 
et respondetur tunc pronomen, ut “Iste” vel “Ille.” Si autem ad interrogationem factam per “quis” et nomen 
appellativum respondeatur pronomen, ut “Quis homo dominatur orbi terrarum?” “Ille” vel “Iste”, restat 
etiam alia questio qua queritur de substantia suppositi, ut “Quis est ille?” “Cesar.” Sed quia potest esse 
equivocatio in proprio nomine, potest etiam queri “Quis Cesar?” et potest responderi aliquid quod 




qualified, just much more generally, is not entirely convincing. For by what sort of 
quality exactly are ‘who’ (quis) and ‘of what sort’ (qualis) connected to 
substances—whichness and howness? And for that matter, what sorts of quality are 
alterity (alius) and anyhood (ullus)?55 
Ultimately, though, Priscian admits that almost all words can be used interrogatively, 
especially in the case of yes or no questions, as in homo est ille? with the response homo 
est (Is it a man? It is a man).56 Helias clarifies Priscian’s remark with an additional 
observation: “if I say, ‘are you reading?’ the verb is put interrogatively, but it is not an 
interrogative utterance.”57 In any case, the more elementary grammatical treatises have 
more to say about the arrangement of words within an interrogative sentence than the 
commentaries proper. Notker identifies the verb-initial pattern of questions without an 
interrogative pronoun or adverb: “Interrogatively a verb is better set first, as in “Venit ille?” 
[Is he coming?], or as Vergil says, “Heu, cadit in quemquam tantum scelus?” [Oh, can any 
be guilty of such a great crime?].”58 Smaragdus of St. Mihiel (750–825) specifies in his 
Liber in Partibus Donati (c.805) that the interrogative (pro)noun should also be placed first 
in the sentence:  
“They are prepositive, as quis, hic” [citing Donatus]. Here quis is prepositive, when 
it appears in a question and it is put before the noun or pronoun, as Who is man, 
that you should be mindful of him? [Ps 8:5] and Who is a great God, as our God 
                                                 
55 Mary Sirridge and Karin Margareta Fredborg, “Demonstratio ad oculum and demonstration ad 
intellectum: Pronouns in Ps.-Jordan and Robert Kilwardby,” ed. Jakob Leth Fink, Heine Hansen, and Ana 
María Mora-Marquez. Logic and Language in the Middle Ages: A Volume in Honour of Sten Ebbesen 
(BRILL, 2012), 199–220, here 203. 
56 My translation. Priscian, Grammaire Livre XVII–Syntaxe I, 124,10–18. “Et sciendum quod 
omnibus paene dictionibus possumus interrogaiue uit, sed isdem sufficienter respondetur uel aduerbio 
negatiuo uel confirmatiuo, ut si interrogem homo est ille? et respondeatur homo est.” (lines 10–12). 
Priscian refers to yes “etiam” and no “non” as adverbs of negation and confirmation, “adverbio negatiuo 
uel confirmando.” 
57 My translation. Latin, Summa super Priscianum, ed. Reilly, vol. 2: 885. “Si ergo dicam ‘legis?’ 
interrogative ponitur verbum, non tamen est dictio interrogativa.” 
58 Grotans, Anna A., and David W. Porter. The St. Gall Tractate: A Medieval Guide to Rhetorical 
Syntax (Camden House, 1995) Latin p.74, English p.75. “Melius etiam interrogatiue preponitur uerbum. Ut 




is? [Ps 76:14] Or Who has our friend? [Luke 11:5] et cetera. And quis is rarely 
found anywhere unless prepositive.59 
On the whole, the pronoun quis was the subject of choice for theorists of the interrogative, 
given the range of interesting examples to which it could be attached as well as the 
problems of signification it presented. 
If Priscian saw fit to reclassify interrogative pronouns because they lacked a 
specific referent, his choice was supported by his consistent attention to the specificity of 
first and second person pronouns. Priscian’s discussions of first- and second-person 
pronouns demonstrate what Margherita Donati calls his “remarkable metalinguistic 
awareness,” noting the pragmatic function of these pronouns in relationship to the vocative 
case, namely “placing an addressee in a given speech context.”60 Priscian reinforces his 
initial distinction by saying that  
the first and second person, unless they are in figura, do not involve nouns, since 
the speaker knows or sees both his own essence and characteristic and the essence 
and characteristic of the addressee, since he is present. Instead, nouns are rightly 
added to the third person, since it may happen that the person is absent or that his 
characteristic is not accessible owing to the distance.61  
                                                 
59 My translation. “SUNT PRAEPOSITIVA, UT QUIS HIC (629,8). Tunc praepositiuum est 
‘quis’, quando cum interrogatione profertur et nomini praeponitur aut pronomini, ut Quis est homo, quod 
memor es eius? [Ps 8:5] et Quis Deus magnus, sicut Deus noster? [Ps 76:14] aut Quis uestrum habet 
amicum? [Luke 11:5] et cetera. Et raro inuenitur aliter ‘quis’ nisi praepositiuum” (p. 95, lines 138–43). 
Smaragdus is of particular interest in relationship to England’s literary tradition as a grammarian and 
exegete who was strongly influenced by both Bede and Alcuin’s writings and in turn influenced Ælfric. For 
the use of Smaragdus in Ælfric’s work, see various articles by Joyce Hill, especially “Ælfric and 
Smaragdus,” ASE 21 (1992), 203–37. On the reasons for lack of manuscript witnesses to Smaragdus or 
Alcuin’s grammars in Anglo-Saxon England, see Helmut Gneuss, “The Study of Language in Anglo-Saxon 
England,” in Textual and Material Culture in Anglo-Saxon England: Thomas Northcote Toller and the 
Toller Memorial Lectures, ed. D. G. Scragg (DS Brewer, 2003), 75–106, esp. 83. 
60 Margherita Donati, “Vocative and Person in Priscian’s Metalinguistic Reflections,” Latin 
Linguistics Today: Akten des 15. Internationalen Kolloquiums zur Lateinischen Linguistik, Innsbruck, 4–9. 
April, 2009, ed. Peter Anreiter and Manfred Kienpointner (Innsbruck, 2010), 525–35, here 525. 
61 Translation in Donati, “Vocative and Person,” 528. Grammatici Latini II, ed. H. Keil (Lipsiae, 
1855–1880) p.585, 14–28: “Prima enim et secunda, nisi figurate, adiunctione nominis non egent, cum et 
substantiam et qualitatem tam suam ipse qui loquitur, quam eius, ad quem praesens praesentem loquitur, 
videtur scier vel aspicere. Tertiae vero personae ideo congrue adiunguntur nomina, quia potest vel abesse 




In this passage, according to Donati, “Priscian specifies that speech act participants can see 
each other, whereas the third person is external in regards to the speech act participants and 
can be absent” and so anticipates the work of later linguists such as Emile Beneviste on the 
“semiotic split between first and second person vs third person.”62 Priscian equates the 
pragmatic function of the vocative to that of the second person pronoun, thereby rendering 
the noun a specific form of address and making any vocative pronoun form redundant: “So 
by means of addressing […] I shift to the second person ‘o Virgil,’ namely ‘I am addressing 
you, Virgil.’”63 Petrus Helias elaborates on Priscian’s metalinguistic line of thought and 
extends the pragmatic implications of Priscian’s distinction to the interrogative:  
The interrogative lacks the vocative case because while the vocative case always 
points out a certain person, interrogatives do not register a person but indicate an 
uncertain one and put him under doubt, as when I say, “Who does this?” I remain 
in doubt about this nor do I specify any person. Why they do not have the vocative, 
then, is because the vocative case always specifies a person, which appears also in 
appellatives, because if I said, “O man, come to me,” although this noun 
corresponds to many, nevertheless I specify a certain person because I direct my 
speech to someone.64 
Priscian and Helias demonstrate that pronouns are inherently context dependent; 
sometimes the ambiguity can be resolved within the construction of the sentence, by 
placing the pronoun after a relevant noun and making the pronoun agree with it in number, 
gender, and case as appropriate; but in other cases, the reference to the appropriate 
                                                 
62 Donati, “Vocative and Person,” 529. 
63 Quoted and translated in Donati, “Vocative and Person,” 532. “Sic vocando […] facio 
secundam personam ‘o Virgili’ id est ‘te voco Virgili.’”  
64 My translation. Latin from Summa super Priscianum, ed. Reilly, vol. 2: 1013–14, lines 65–72. 
“Interrogativa ideo carent vocative casu quia cum vocativus casus semper certam personam demonstret, 
interrogativa non certificant personam sed significant eam incertam et sub dubitatione ponunt, ut cum dico, 
“Quis fecit hoc?” sub dubitatione hoc relinquo nec aliquam certifico personam. Quare non habent 
vocativum quia vocativus casus semper certificat personam, quod etiam in appellativis apparet quia si 
dicam, “O homo, veni ad me,” quamvis hoc nomen se habeat ad multa, aliquam tamen certifico personam 




individual can only be construed pragmatically as the words are reanimated in new 
contexts. These reflections theorize the meaning of parts of speech in spoken discourse or 
speech-like writing, codifying, to borrow Donati’s phrase, “the pragmatic and cognitive 
relevance of the addressee in the linguistic activity.”65 Although the object of questioning 
is by definition uncertain, the context of posing the question always includes a role for a 
definite asker and a role for a definite addressee. 
Discussions of interrogative syntax are always bursting off the page, implicating 
not only intonation but fictive interlocutors and their conversational goals as well. Vivien 
Law comments that “Parts of [Priscian’s] discussion of syntax would now be regarded as 
falling into the domain of pragmatics.”66 Another of Priscian’s influential commentators, 
Englishman Robert Kilwardby, regent in the Arts Faculty in Paris, accommodates 
pragmatic concerns in his broader philosophy of language. Kilwardby’s Commentary on 
the Priscianus minor (c.1235) reflects linguistic thinking that Irène Rosier-Catach terms 
“intentionalist,” in that he paid more attention to individual instances of language use than 
the Modistae who primarily investigated universal systems of grammatical thought.67 C. 
H. Kneepkens says of Kilwardby and fellow intentionalists that “The capacity of the 
listener and the intention of the speaker are important factors in their reflections and 
judgments of linguistic phenomena.”68 This focus also made Kilwardby sensitive to a 
feature central to the form of elementary grammatical education, “the domain of 
incomplete sentences as in the case of an actus exercitus (in opposition to the regular actus 
                                                 
65 Donati, “Vocative and Person,” 533. 
66 Law, History of Linguistics, 91. 
67 Irène Rosier-Catach, La parole efficace. Signe, rituel, sacré (Paris: Seuil, 2004), 146–48. 
68 C.H. Kneepkens, “Robert Kilwardby on Grammar,” in A Companion to the Philosophy of 




significatus), question and answer, where one word may function as a complete sentence 
[plene orationis].”69 Grammatical texts regularly use the single-word sentence Quare, the 
meaning of which is context dependent to the gist of “Why is it the case that [your previous 
answer] fits the previous question?” Although this is nowhere explicitly specified, 
Kilwardby and his fellow grammarians depend on students’ existing pragmatic competence 
to interpret the full meaning of the follow-up question. Grotans describes similar word-
questions as “set classroom phrases.”70  
To some extent, the successful interpretation of grammatical texts always presumed 
the student’s prior linguistic competence—to access the concepts presented, the student 
already needed to have a working knowledge of pragmatics, implicature, and usage more 
generally. All the same, grammarians tended to look unfavorably on unregulated speech. 
Kilwardby theorizes the relationship between linguistic science and ordinary facility with 
language in the De ortu scientiarum (c.1250). Mary Sirridge asserts that Kilwardby viewed 
every science as “an artificial discipline superimposed on a pre-existent practice or 
institution which lacked the organization and sophistication to achieve its proper goal 
efficiently.”71 For grammar, this pre-existing practice was common speech or usage. As 
Kneepkens summarizes, “Kilwardby is aware that the great majority of language users 
learn a language without following courses in grammar. Their method of learning a 
language is usus, based on the imitation of other speakers and the innate cleverness of 
                                                 
69 Kneepkens, “Robert Kilwardby,” 61. See Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana Chigi L.V 159, fol. 
4va. 
70 Grotans, Reading, 96. 
71 Mary Sirridge, “Robert Kilwardby as ‘scientific grammarian,’” Histoire Epistemologie Langage 
Vol 10, no. 1 (1988) pp.7–28, here 10. For an edition of the DOS, Robert Kilwardby, OP, De ortu 




mankind; the result is an active and passive command of the sermo usualis: the daily use 
of ordinary language.”72 Kilwardby’s description of communication before grammar was 
invented allows for the possibility of speech without grammar, but describes it as inferior 
in every way to speech governed by grammar:  
Ordinary speakers could express their thoughts and make themselves understood 
less well when they spoke by happenstance and without uniformity and when each 
person put together his speech or mode of speaking however he liked. Also, people 
who spoke less correctly and less artfully conveyed scientific knowledge less well 
and more slowly and were understood less well and more slowly.73 
Kilwardby describes sermo usualis, without the benefit of grammatical regulation, as being 
both inefficient to the point of hindering communication and scientific advancement. 
Although Kilwardby’s repetition of the phrase “less well and more slowly” establishes a 
clear hierarchy between regulated speech and common usage, the fact that sermo usualis 
both precedes and enables grammatical thought was inescapable. The dependency of 
grammatical explanation on speakers’ prior experience with language is especially clear 
when grammarians appeal to students’ pragmatic competence in making a proof or 
providing examples of a concept. 
Anselm of Canterbury (1033–1109) appeals to common usage of questions (usus 
loquendi) to support an argument about facere “do” as a verb that can encompass a vast 
range of actions and non-actions. Rather than explaining the expectations of question and 
answer pairs, he counts on his readers’ prior understanding of such pairs to explain how 
the verb “do” can be “put in the place of,” or stand as the placeholder for, the verb offered 
                                                 
72 Kneepkens, “Robert Kilwardby,” 27. 




in an answer that suits the context. After introducing the concept, Anselm immediately 
appeals to the common use of questions to demonstrate his meaning:  
For when it is asked of someone, What is he doing? [quid facit?] then to do is there 
being put in place of any verb which can occur in the reply (as careful observation 
shows [si diligenter consideretur]), and whatever verb thus occurs is put in the 
place of to do. For in reply to someone who queries, What is he doing? no verb can 
rightly be used in which to do is not understood in respect of the person concerning 
whom the question is posed. For when one replies, He is reading or He is writing, 
it is equivalent to saying, He is doing this, namely reading (or writing). So, any 
verb can be used in reply to such a query.74 
In summary, the verb to replace “do” in reply to the question “What is he doing?” is 
determined by extralinguistic context, and the appropriateness of this variable response 
will be self-evident to the reader who carefully considers his prior experience. Anselm 
expects that his students will already intuitively recognize felicitous answers to his sample 
question. But if the equivalence of “do” with action verbs is self-evident, Anselm 
acknowledges that some will have doubts about the suitability of some other answers to 
the same questions, such as “He is, He lives, He is able, He owes, He is named, He is 
called.”75 Anselm dismisses these doubts, again, with an appeal to common usage: 
no one finds fault if, to someone asking, What is he doing? it is replied that He is 
in the church, or that He lives like a good man,… or that He owes a great deal of 
money,.... Hence every verb may at some time or another constitute an appropriate 
                                                 
74 Translated by Desmond Paul Henry, Quaestio Subtilissima (Manchester University Press, 
1984), 158–59. “Verbum hoc quod est ‘facere’ solet poni pro omni verbo cuius libet significationis finito 
vel infinito, etiam pro ‘non facere’. Cum enim quaritur de aliquo ‘quid facit?’, si diligenter consideretur, 
ponitur ibi ‘facit’ pro omni verbo quod responderi potest, et quodcumque verbum respondetur ponitur pro 
‘facit’. Non enim recte redditur ullum verbum interroganti ‘quid facit?’, in quo non intelligitur ‘facit’ de 
quo interrogatur. Nam cum respondetur ‘legit’ aut ‘scribit’, alet idem ac si dicatur ‘hoc facit, scilicet legit’ 
aut ‘scribit’. Potest autem omne verbum reddi sic interroganti. Et in pluribus quidem palam est, ut: cantat, 
dictat: in aliquibus vero forsitan dubitatur, ut sunt ista, scilicet: est, vivit, potest, debet, nominatur, vocatur. 
Sed nemo reprehendit, si interroganti ‘quid facit?’ respondetur quia ‘est in ecclesia’, aut ‘vivit sicut bonus 
vir’, aut ‘potest super totam civitatem in qua habitat’, aut ‘magnam debet pecuniam’, aut ‘nominatur super 
vicinos suos’, aut ‘vocatur ante omnes alios ubicumque sit’. Potest ergo omne verbum aliquando responderi 
interroganti ‘quod facit?’, si sit qui hoc facere convenienter sciat. Quaecumque itaque verba redduntur 
quaerenti: "quid facit?", ponuntur, ut dixi, pro ‘facit’ in responsione, et ‘facit’ ponitur pro illis in 
interrogatione, quoniam hoc interrogatur, quod respondetur, et hoc respondetur, quod interrogatur.”  




reply to him who asks What is he doing? if there is someone who knows how to do 
this in a suitable way.76 
Pragmatic competence is referenced, although not named, in the activity of knowing how 
to answer “in a suitable way,” that is, how to construct a felicitous answer to a question 
that will not be rejected by other speakers. To close, Anselm relates the act of questioning 
back to the rule at hand:  
Thus, whatsoever the verbs may be which are used in the reply to someone raising 
the What is he doing? query, such are the verbs which are put in the reply to replace 
doing (as I said), and doing stands in their place in the question, since that 
concerning which the question is raised is given in the reply, and that which is given 
in the reply is that concerning which the question is raised.77 
Ultimately, grammatical correctness depends on pragmatic correctness, and grammatical 
knowledge is built on a foundation of facility with language use in conversation.  
Like Anselm, Smaragdus explains grammatical concepts by inviting his reader to 
imagine him or herself in situations in which questions would be needed to elicit 
information, as in the following example: “Quotus is always supplied in asking, as if 
someone, asking, were to say: “what number psalm is ‘Mercy and justice I will sing to you, 
Lord,’ in the order of the psalms?” and you would respond “the hundredth” or similar.78 
Smaragdus’s grammar also demonstrates the extent to which textual interpretation depends 
on illocutionary force perceived by the reader. Smaragdus’s lengthiest consideration of the 
pragmatic factors of textual interpretation occurs in his discussion of the pronoun quis. 
Quis is used when an absent or unknown person is mentioned, in cases when the 
questioner is ignorant, or when he in fact denies the question, or when he wishes to 
affirm the proposition, or with humility of one imploring, or with desire of one 
praying, or with indignation of one reproaching, and thereby reveals a mental state. 
                                                 
76 Translated by Henry, Quaestio Subtilissima, 159. 
77 Translated by Henry, Quaestio Subtilissima, 159. 
78 My translation. ‘Quotus’ enim semper interrogando profertur, ut si dicat aliquis interrogando: 
‘Quotus psalmus est misericordiam et iudicium cantabo tibi, Domine [Ps.100:1], in ordine psalmorum?’ et 




For example, when the questioner is ignorant: Lord, who shall dwell in thy 
tabernacle? [Ps. 14:1] and Who is he, Lord, that I might believe on him? [John 
9:36]; when he denies the question: Who is a great God like our God? [Ps. 76:14] 
where [the answer] “no one” is to be understood; …when entreating with humility, 
What is man, Lord, that you should be mindful of him? [Ps. 8:5]79 
The illocutionary force of questions in the Psalms, from which Smaragdus’s examples are 
primarily drawn, come to play an important role in exegesis, as in the revised version of 
Richard Rolle’s commentary on Psalm 23:8, Quis est iste Rex glorie? which clarifies that 
“þe prophet askeþ not ‘what is he þis’ for ignoraunce, but forto lere us wiþ his answere.”80 
The intellectual stance of the question answerer, extraneous to the sentence’s semantic 
meaning, has consequences for the meaning of the passage and David’s persona as a 
biblical poet. In keeping with his exegetical style, Smaragdus writes that the answer “no 
one” is subauditur from the question “Who is a great God like our God?” Subauditur is 
rendered in an early sixteenth-century English grammatical text as “expressyd or 
vnderstod” or, to borrow Carin Ruff’s phrase, understood “indirectly, allusively, in addition 
                                                 
79 My translation amplifies and modifies the translation of Law, Grammar and Grammarians, 143, 
and uses the Douay-Rheims translation of the example questions. Smaragdus’s grammar survives in 19 
copies and influenced several later parsing grammars, including Anima quae pars and Que pars orationis 
est ista. The Latin text of the passage, including examples omitted in the translation, reads: “…sed de 
absente et incognita proferuntur persona. Et aut cum ignorantia interrogantis aut cum interrogatione 
negantis aut cum adfirmatione pronuntiantis aut cum humilitate precantis aut cum desiderio optantis aut 
cum exclamatione reprobantis uovis et mentis ostendunt affectum. Cum ignorantia interrogantis: Domine, 
quis habitabit in tabernaculo tuo?; et Quis est, Domine, ut credam in eum?. Cum interrogatione negantis: 
Quis Deus magnus, sicut Deus noster? et est subauditio negantis ‘nemo’; et Quis similis tibi in diis, 
Domine, quis similis tibi? et est subauditio ‘nullus’. Cum adfirmatione pronuntiantis: Quis ascendit in 
caelum aut quis descendit? Quis continuit spiritum minibus? Quis conligauit aquas quasi in uestimento? 
Quis suscitauit omnes terminus terrae? et est subauditio adfirmantis ‘nullus, nisi tu Deus’; et de se ipso 
Dominus: Quis posuit in uisceribus hominum sapientiam, uel quis dedit gallo intelligentiam? Quis 
enarrauit caelorum rationem, et concentum caeli quis dormire facit? et est subauditio ‘nullus alius, nisi 
ego’. Cum humilitate precantis: Quis est homo, Domine, quod memor es eius?; et Iob: Quis mihi tribuat, ut 
in inferno protegas me?. Cum desiderio optantis idem Iob: Quis det, ut ueniat petition mea et quod expect 
tribuat mihi Deus?; item ipse: Et quis mihi tribuat, ut sim iuxta menses pristinos, secundum dies, quibus 
Deus custodiebat me?; et cetera. Cum exclamatione reprobantis: Dominus de Heliu: Quis est iste inuoluens 
sententias sermonibus imperitis?’” Smaragdus, Liber in partibus Donati, ed. by Bengt Löfstedt, Louis 
Holtz, Adele Kibre, CCCM 68 (Turnhout: Brepols, 1986), 92,56–93,63. 
80 Anne Hudson, ed., Two Revisions of Rolle's English Psalter Commentary and the Related 




to the surface meaning.”81 Smaragdus, along with Bede and centuries of other grammarians 
and exegetes, inherited the concept of subaudition from Augustine and Priscian: 
Unlike eclipsis, the syntactical phenomenon to which it responds, subauditio does 
not have the status of a technical term in grammar. It can be used not only of an 
“eclipsed” term that must be supplied, but of contextual or extra-textual information 
that must be understood for correct interpretation of the text.82 
Subauditio allows the hearer or reader to intuit a speaker’s intentions from the text, whether 
to discern ignorance or emotion, and it equally, according to Englishman Stephen Langton 
(1150–1228), allows for speakers to formulate the response that will best satisfy an asker’s 
intent. In conversations, the maxim of cooperation requires that the answerer attempt to 
answer the true request rather than the request made by a literal interpretation of the words. 
Beryl Smalley relates an episode from Langton’s Commentaries (1203) in which  
Langton explains how Samuel went to Bethlehem to anoint David on the pretext 
that his purpose was to sacrifice to the Lord [1 Kings xvi. 2] by comparing Samuel 
to his students: “This was not Samuel’s primary object in coming; it is an unusual 
way of speaking. Your reply to the question: ‘why do you come to the schools?’ 
would not be: ‘I come to sit down and look at the walls’; and yet that is what you 
do.”83  
Smalley quips that “The very walls and benches rise before us” in this anecdote, conjuring 
the classroom in Paris, but what she and Langton both point to is the utility of bringing 
students’ customary use of language to bear on the need for extra-textual information to 
arrive at the correct interpretation of a biblical text. 
                                                 
81 Dublin, Trinity College MS 430 in Thomson, An Edition, p. 188, line 89. 
82 Carin Ruff, “The Hidden Curriculum: Syntax in Anglo-Saxon Latin Teaching.” Ph.D. Diss, 
University of Toronto, 2003. Vivien Law notes that Priscian occasionally uses subauditur (“is understood”) 
to comment on ellipsis. Law, History of Linguistics, 91. 
83 Beryl Smalley. Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre 




 The relationship between grammar and its practitioners’ preexisting competence in 
language prompted extensive reflection on the role of grammar as a means of intellectual 
and ethical subject formation. The matter of elementary grammar instruction often 
pertained to ethics, but even more fundamentally, as Rita Copeland states, “The very terms 
of the art itself, the intellectual system that it comprised, was understood as a cultivation 
and preparation of the mind through language.”84 In addition to regulating the person, 
grammar and rhetoric “constituted the abiding theoretical toolbox for anyone engaged in a 
life of letters.”85 John of Salisbury (c.1115–76) defended the concept that grammar 
prepared the intellect to receive the knowledge of the other sciences, saying “grammar 
prepares the mind to understand everything that can be taught in words…For grammar 
equips us both to receive and impart knowledge.”86 In the same way, I argue, the form of 
elementary grammatical pedagogy, question-and-answer, provided students with a method 
of organizing knowledge that persisted through the late stages of grammatical study into 
the study of other sciences. Having laid the groundwork for medieval syntactical 
approaches to the interrogative, and medieval grammarians’ engagement with pragmatic 
context, the form of elementary grammatical materials from the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries can be read as manifestations of theory they themselves do not typically broach. 
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Literary Theory, AD 300–1475, ed. Rita Copeland and Ineke Sluiter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2009), 52. 
85 Copeland, “General Introduction,” 1. 





The English Word that Answers the Question 
The production of materials for elementary grammatical instruction in the period from 
1300–1500 was by no means a constant. Using the records from Oxford as a metric, David 
Thomson shows the ebbs and peaks in the output of English grammarians.87 Notably, “the 
number of Oxford Masters of Grammar had sunk to two in the years 1360–80.”88 On either 
side of this decline in Oxford’s prominence stand two figures of great significance to the 
development of an English tradition of elementary grammar instruction. John of Cornwall 
was grammar master at Oxford from 1344 to 1349 and wrote the Speculum grammaticale 
(1346), unusual for the period in its inclusion of English examples embedded in the Latin 
instruction. On the strength of John Trevisa’s remarks in his translation of Ranulph 
Higden’s Polychronicon, it has been long accepted that John of Cornwall innovated the use 
of Middle English as the language of instruction in English classrooms. However, 
Christopher Cannon has recently made a persuasive argument that the lack of evidence 
confirming Trevisa’s apparent claim that by 1385 schoolboys learned their Latin by means 
of English instruction should instead be taken to mean that Latin was still the language of 
grammatical instruction even at the end of the fourteenth century.89 In any case, the 
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innovation attributed to John of Cornwall is first substantiated in the work of John Leylond, 
grammar master at Oxford from c.1401–1428; his works, including the Informacio, the 
Comparacio, and possibly the Accedence, are the first grammar textbooks written primarily 
in English, and they were widely circulated and adapted throughout the fifteenth century.90 
Thomson notes the corresponding effect on the number of grammar masters at Oxford, 
stating that “the sharp rise to twenty-two by the period 1440–60 reflects a revival which is 
closely connected with the new form of instruction,” followed by a fifty percent decline 
from 1468–1480 because grammar schools elsewhere take prominence.91  
 Cornwall’s Speculum grammaticale represents itself as a commentary and draws 
upon elements of speculative grammar, according to Cannon, but it also takes a form 
consistent with parsing grammars modeled on Donatus and Priscian.92 In one example he 
comments on the pedagogical method in the process of conveying the grammatical 
material: 
It should further be asked, “How many tenses are there in the verb?” to which the 
reply is, “five”; presens, the tyme that is now, as doceo, I teche; preteritum 
imperfectum, the tyme that is litil agon as docebam, I taughte; preteritum perfectum, 
the tyme that is fulli agon, as docui, I have taught; preteritum plusquam perfectum, 
the tyme that is longe agon, as docueram, I hadde taught; futurum, the tyme that is 
to come, as docebo, I shal teche. This is the way to teach boys all the conjugations.93 
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Cannon argues that passages like this one in the Speculum grammaticale interpolate 
English phrases and examples not so much as a medium for language instruction but as a 
part of a “general tendency toward realism in elementary teaching,” that is, “not essential, 
a resource pedagogy makes use of but does not require for its basic work, equivalent to the 
student’s name, say, or his location or position (sitting or standing, say) in the classroom.”94 
The teacher’s condescension to English examples is thus an aspect of grammar school 
style, Cannon states, that serves the purpose of more fully “indexing the student’s 
position.”95 His analysis similarly dismisses the possibility that Alexander Villa-Dei’s 
Doctrinale describes a common practice when it recommends the use of the vernacular to 
explain difficult concepts: “If, at first, the boys are unwilling to pay attention fully, he 
should, nevertheless, pay attention, who, fulfilling the role of teacher and reading to the 
boys, will expound (it) to them in lay language, and the greatest part of it will then be clear 
to the boys.”96 Ultimately, Cannon argues that elementary Latin grammatical texts taught 
Middle English poets a style and techniques for poetry making in English not because the 
instruction was in English, but because they were so thoroughly inculcated in that style in 
Latin. Certainly, by the, publication of John Leylond’s grammatical tracts in the early 
fifteenth century, trends had shifted enough that teachers regularly composed and copied 
English grammatical materials for use in the classroom. 
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In the early versions of Leylond’s tracts there is very little instruction on the use of 
the interrogative or syntax more generally. Like interpretive readings of polysemous poetic 
texts, attempts to account for different modes of questioning or types of questions are 
largely absent from grammatical notebooks. However, several fifteenth-century 
schoolmasters added relevant materials to Leylond’s works where they saw opportunity. 
One such exception is the grammar tract found in Cambridge, Trinity College, MS O.5.4 
(c.1410), made for the founding of the College of St. Mary Magdalen in Battlefield, near 
Shrewsbury.97 It is unsurprising, based on other interpolations in the manuscript, that this 
tract attributes its teachings on syntax to Priscian: “Thys be the principal reulys that Precian 
putteth in the furst bokis of construccion.”98 After recounting the four correct constructions 
or word-orders for making Latin sentences, the text asks, “In how many maners is the 
ryghtfull order of construccyon y-lette? By fyve. By askynges, as ‘Whom louest thou?’ 
Quem diligis tu?” etc.99 In other words, question asking is a “letting” or deviation from the 
normal word order. This text opens as a version of the Informacio, but the section about 
the deviations from normal grammatical orders does not appear in other versions of the 
text, suggesting that it was added by a later writer or perhaps the Battlefield scribe. 
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In the midst of this version of the Informacio in MS O.5.4 is set a version of a 
widely circulated tract entitled Accidence which was also attributed to John Leylond. This 
second tract contains another original interpolation. This section, in accordance with 
Priscian rather than Donatus, focuses on the “nouns of askynge.” Unlike Priscian and his 
commentators, all the examples are of local significance for the masters and pupils who 
would use the text. 
How many nounes of askynge hast? VIII, videlicet quis, qualis, quantus, cuius, 
cuias, quid, quotus, and quot. Wherof asketh quis? Of substance, as ‘Hoo techyth 
in the scole? The mayster’ Quis docet in scola? Magister.100 
 
The remainder of the interpolated section addresses in turn each of the interrogative 
pronouns named in a mnemonic verse found in two fifteenth-century school notebooks 
naming the “nownys interrogatiuis”: “Quis, qualis, quantis, cuius, cuias, quotus et quot, / 
Adde quotennis, uter: sunt quesatiua tibi tot.”101 The most thorough account of the possible 
questions and answers to them follows from a single interrogative pronoun, cuius:  
Wherof asketh cuius? Of possessyon of thyng, and thenne yif hit bytokenyth 
possession of a noun adiectyf, thenne me schal answere by a genityf case, as Cuius 
liber est iste? ‘The maytres’, Magistri, Ricardi, rectoris, vicarii. Whenne hyt 
maketh askyng of possession of a noun adiectyf, thenne me schall answere by a 
pronoun possessyf, as ‘Hoos cloke is thys?’ Cuius armilausa est ista? Mea, tua, 
sua. Et declinatur sic: nominatiuo, cuus, -ia, -ium; accusatiuo cuium, -ia, -ium; 
ablatiuo cuia.102 
This text specifies not only the types of answers that can be given in response to a certain 
question, but also the case of the noun or pronoun offered in reply. It is worth noting that 
this unique section is less consistent in its patterns of correlating English and Latin items 
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than Leylond’s material. Whereas the model in Leylond’s Accedence is the teacher’s 
question in English (EQ), English answer (EA), Latin answer (LA), the models found in 
the section on interrogatives include Latin questions (LQ) and arrange the parts in 
variable order:  
EQ EA LQ LA,  
EQ LQ EA LA,  
LQ EA, multiple LA  
EQ LQ multiple LA 
EQ LQ EA LA LQ LA 
LQ LA103 
 
The difference in style supports the conclusion that this section is the work of the scribe 
or another writer whose work he interpolated into the text of John Leyland. 
Another aspect of grammar school style that Cannon makes visible is the systematic 
use of ut to introduce examples of a given rule. Ut functions as a pragmatic marker 
indicating “interactivity,” the purpose of which is to “mediate messages between speakers 
and hearers or, indeed, writers and readers.”104 An analogous formation in modern 
academic prose is “thus,” an otherwise archaic word that introduces a conclusion 
proceeding from evidence or arguments previously stated.105 Similarly quare in medieval 
grammatical texts acts as a segue between an initial answer to a question and its further 
explication. Aside from the systematic use of pragmatic markers, the question-and-answer 
format of most medieval Latin grammars is in many ways the most obvious aspect of 
grammatical style—so much so that, as Cannon has recently observed, “it is so hard to see 
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it as an element of a style” or “as a technique rather than grammatical pedagogy as such.”106 
Scholars are quick to attribute a wide range of benefits to the question-and-answer dialogue 
as a method of pedagogy. Vivien Law terms the form a “parsing grammar,” the advantages 
of which are that they “permit the teacher to adjust the level of the interrogation (along 
with the information imparted) to the needs of the pupil,” while providing the material “in 
easily digestible question-and-answer form.”107 For Nicholas Orme, the question-and-
answer form of Donatus’s Ars minor (mid-4th century) “lent itself to teaching and learning 
by heart.”108 For Federica Ciccolella, the key benefit of the parsing grammar was its 
“‘open’ form that easily permitted variations and insertions of new material: this flexibility 
was its key to success.”109 In sum, question-and-answer grammatical texts appear to be 
flexible with regard to material and level of instruction, to foster memorization, and to ease 
comprehension. While accepting all of these reasons as incentives for adopting and 
perpetuating the dialogue form, I suggest that the question-and-answer style trained 
students in question-asking as a means of organizing knowledge so that it could be 
recognized as grammatical.  
Late in the fifteenth century new versions of Leylond’s materials envision question-
and-answer as a process occurring not only between the student and the teacher, but also 
between the student and the sentence he is meant to parse. One such example appears in 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson D.328, a notebook written by Walter Pollard of 
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Plymouth between 1444 and 1483. Pollard’s notebook contains a series of questions from 
the teacher to the student about a latin, “The church is a place which cristen men ben much 
holdun to luff.” After the first of these, “which is thi principall uerbe in this leson?” the 
text asks, “how schalt þu witt which is the nominatife case.”110 The answer, “By this english 
words who or what is,” is innovative in that it contains a question. In Walter’s text 
grammatical understanding of the noun “church” is produced and organized by its 
appropriateness as an answer to the question “Who or what is?”  
Two manuscripts from the turn of the sixteenth century elaborate on this method of 
parsing through questions asked by the student of the sentence; the text of the Informacio 
in London, British Library, MS Harley 1742 reads:  
How schalt thou doo when thou hast a Englys to make in Laten? I must reherse my 
Englys tyll I haue yt perfitely be hart, and see how many verbys be in that reson, 
and yff there be but one he hys the pryncypale verbe. Than I must put before hym 
thys question, “Whoo or what?” and that worde that anssorthe to thys quesstion 
schall be the nomenatyue case or the vocatyue to the werbe, as The master teche 
thys worde: teche ys the werbe. “Who or what techeth?” “The master.” Thys word 
master her answeryth to thys question and therfor yt schall be the nominatyue case 
to the verbe, vt Preceptor docet.111 
The student then repeats the process with the question “Whom or what?” to determine the 
direct object of the verb. The solution to the pedagogical question in the text, how a student 
should make a Latin, comes to contain a question-and-answer dialogue all in itself. In 
Dublin, Trinity College MS 430, a similar reply is accompanied by a short Latin verse 
explaining that there will be no answer to the student’s question “Who or what?” if the 
verb is an impersonal verb without number or case: “Vult primus casus tibi respondere 
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roganti, / Sed rectum querunt impersonalia nullum.”112 So, the lack of answer to this set of 
questions is itself grammatically significant. This passage, according to Orme, “showed 
[students] that English too had what we would now call subjects, verbs, and objects.”113 
But these passages also show students using question and answer as a means of organizing 
knowledge. By the mid fifteenth century, schools were teaching students to use question-
and-answer to recognize syntactical relationships. This is, of course, not a sophisticated 
theoretical account of the relationship between parts of a sentence, but sufficient for 
elementary instruction, as two of Priscian’s commentators observe. Peter Helias, in parsing 
the phrase filius Herculis “the son of Hercules,” says “What is Herculis governed by? By 
this nominative filius. Why? The pueri usually say that it is because it is closer to it in the 
construction or in meaning.”114 It seems likely that the method of putting questions to the 
verb offered a similar shorthand suitable only to the pueri, but Helias does not seem to 
dismiss boyish ways of knowing as unimportant. Petrus Hispanus, on the other hand, 
elaborates more fully on boyish ways of understanding grammar as a subject position that 
any of his more advanced students could occupy if they ask an elementary question. He 
explains that when construing a certain passage from Virgil “the pueri are told for the sake 
of easiness that [the plural] fuerunt is understood [in fuit],” and 
Therefore, if you ask that I construe hic illius arma hic currus fuit, because you ask 
as a puer, I will respond as if to a puer: ‘Here were his weapons, here was his 
chariot.’ Nevertheless, it should be known by the more advanced student that these 
two are conjoined and are both understood in the verb fuit.”115 
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Helias and Hispanus refer to answers provided in dialogue between teachers and students 
about construing texts meant to help students understand syntactical relationships. I argue 
that the developments in Middle English grammatical texts show that question and answer 
were not only used to organize instruction and impart knowledge through dialogue but also 
came to be used as a means for young grammarians to recognize knowledge as grammatical 
and construe “an Englische.”  
So far in this chapter I have examined the content of grammatical theory about 
interrogatives, both in Latin texts for university contexts and in the Middle English tracts 
beginning with Leylond. I have argued that comments on interrogative syntax, following 
Priscian’s lead, leverage students’ preexisting pragmatic competence to support the 
classification of interrogative pronouns as generic nouns, to differentiate between the 
mental states implied by questions, and, by recognizing when a statement can and cannot 
“answer” a question appropriately, to grasp fuzzier concepts more readily. From the most 
basic parsing grammar to the first summa, grammatical texts at all levels found the 
question-and-answer style an effective means of delivering content, for the many reasons 
already discussed here and elsewhere. However, to end the account here would be to take 
these distillations of pedagogical discourse at face value, disregarding the very 
interactional contexts they reference. In the next section I propose that a reevaluation of 
the question-and-answer form in grammatical texts is needed which takes into 
consideration the classroom practice of apposing, as it is called in Middle English.  
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Apposing and Its Discontents 
In 1357, Bishop Grandisson of Exeter instructed that boys should be able to construe and 
understand the words of the Paternoster and the Hours of the Blessed Virgin as well as be 
able to “decline or respond as to the parts of speech” in those texts, before continuing to 
more difficult texts and poetry.116 A letter from Anselm of Canterbury (1033–1109) to one 
of his former students studying at Canterbury suggests that parsing was strongly associated 
with the elementary stages of grammatical education, since he tells his student, “Don’t be 
in the least ashamed to study in this way, even if you think you don’t need to, as if you 
were just a beginner.”117 An excerpt from an English version of the Gesta Romanorum 
demonstrates the extent to which the question and answer format of the Ars minor signified 
the activity of young children at school. The text begins, “this yonge childryn that gone to 
the scole haue in here donete this question, how many thinges fallen to apposicion? and it 
is answerid, that case all only that is afalle. what falleth before the puttyng? It is answerid, 
that vj. fallynges; for after the maner of vj. cases are vj. maner of prides.”118 The narrator 
reenacts the question and answer about the apposition of one noun to another of the same 
case as an entry point to his grammatical metaphor about the six cases and their 
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corresponding “falls” into pride. His examples include the pride of the gentry (genitive) 
and those who accuse their neighbors (accusative). Catherine Chin writes that although the 
list of linguistic information generated in response to the questions in elementary textbooks 
“themselves are not narratively organized, there is a narrative logic in which the imagined 
reader is implicated…. The list thus calls into being a narrative of readerly activity.”119 
Scholars have lately been invested in the narrative logic of pedagogical dialogues, and the 
beginnings of a discussion about the dynamics of exchange have been set out by Catherine 
Chin, Jan Ziolkowski, and Christopher Cannon.  
Chin analyzes at length the conventions of the dialogue form that impose the “idea 
of temporally continuous subjects on individual acts,” namely a single asker and a single 
respondent, in which the obligation conferred by the question “interpellates [the speaker] 
as continuously existing.”120 Ziolkowski, on the other hand, observes the flexibility of the 
textual form in performance:  
Although upon initial inspection the standard grammars look rigidly and statically 
hierarchical, in fact they presume constant role reversal. The teacher would have 
first taught the subject matter, which would have become the responses in question-
and-answer dialogues, and he would have then assumed the role of the interrogator, 
thereby putting the pupils or students in the position of playing the magister when 
they replied. The beginners knew what to say back because the master had already 
presented it to them.121 
Cannon elaborates on the multiple subject positions evoked by the collective formal 
features of grammar school style, arguing that these grammatical structures “evoke the 
sequence inherent in instruction,” and because this “movement is so frequently cyclical 
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and swaps two otherwise fixed positions—it could also be said that the characteristic 
movement of the grammar-school style is rotation. …The texts that employ this style not 
only teach grammar…[they] absorb any reader into a version of the grammar-school 
classroom built into the text.”122 These perceptive readings all focus on the reification of 
hierarchies and grammatical correctness as the teacher makes subject positions available 
to the student and evaluates responses against set rules and texts. Even as these readings 
allow for role reversal in terms of asking questions or providing answers, they view the 
student-answerer as taking the “position of playing the magister.” In other words, even as 
rotation is built into the text, the relative authority of the teacher and student remains fixed. 
I argue that the evidence points instead to the inherent instability of the question-and-
answer dialogue form which, deployed in its interactional context, required that teacher 
and students constantly reorganize and renegotiate their relationships with one another. 
One of the recent developments in historical pragmatics calls into question any static 
hierarchy in dialogue when lifted from the relatively regulated, standardized page of the 
textbook. Gabriella Mazzon encourages any pragmatic study of dialogue to “take into 
account elements such as the continuous negotiation of power during interaction, as 
representing, for example, the notion of ‘conversational dominance.’”123 
 Power and obligation are already significant terms in the study of elementary 
grammatical education. Catherine Chin describes the grammar school combination of 
question-and-answer and imperatives as “obligation in what may be its purest form, …. 
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interpellat[ing] the imagined reader into a system in which correct knowledge of current 
linguistic practice can simply be demanded, as well as repeatedly reproduced, in an 
ongoing contemporary context.”124 This correctness, as Chin establishes, participates in 
three horizons simultaneously. First, the pupil must respond with the answer required by 
the master in the moment of discourse; secondly, the master and student participate in an 
ongoing discipline that defines correct speech; and finally, the student must observe “social 
sanctions encouraging the speaker to correctness,” or the need to speak so as to be 
understood.125 Chin views the “repetition of the scenario of obligation” as a formal feature 
intricately engaged with the project of understanding grammar as a cohesive body of 
knowledge and the development of Christian pietas from antique literary exemplars.126 
Jacques Moeschler proposes a linguistic framework in which the conditions for a 
correct answer are determined already by the question. He builds on the theory advanced 
by Anna-Brita Stenström that questions (Q) and responses (R) are sometimes followed by 
a reaction to the response (F), so that the whole exchange consists of QRF.127 In 
Moeschler’s theory, “The main difference between Q and R is not linked to the opposition 
eliciting/elicited, but is in the fact that Q imposes constraints on R (illocutionary and 
discursive) and thus gives indications about what is a possible appropriate R, whereas R 
indicates only that certain conditions are satisfied relatively to Q.”128 A question, then, 
imposes “sequencing restraints” or “satisfaction conditions” that define whether the next 
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utterance constitutes an appropriate response.129 What this means for questions in 
pedagogical contexts is that the teacher, in questioning the student, limits the subset of 
suitable answers (types of answers that are contextually appropriate). Considering Chin’s 
discussion of correctness, the whole set of possible answers to any one question the teacher 
may ask is reduced to one, that is, the answer recorded in the textbook. It is clear, then, that 
the master begins the exchange in the position of power, having set the question and, 
effectively, determined the answer. The follow up (F), is then the master’s reaction to how 
closely the student’s response matched the predetermined satisfactory answer. This 
framework enables both a reinterpretation of grammatical textbooks and a means of linking 
the dialogue form of the textbook to the classroom practice known as apposing. If, when 
the pupil gives a correct response to the initial question, and the master continues to the 
next question, the second question can be interpreted as a kind of positive reaction to the 
appropriateness of the student’s answer. Instead of pairs of questions and answers, then, 
question-and-answer textbooks model a dialogue practice in which the student is perfectly 
prepared and the progress through the material can continue uninterrupted. It is when the 
answer fails to meet the satisfaction conditions of the question that the follow-up in the 
classroom discourse diverges from the textbook, and it is this divergence for which we do 
not have a script. The evidence we do have is primarily anecdotal and visual, found in 
manuscript illuminations and the latinitates or “latins” collected in school books. 
In grammar notebooks of the second quarter of the fifteenth century “apposing” is 
represented as an oral examination that took place regularly, with high stakes, often on the 
material contained in elementary textbooks based on the Ars minor (“To whom does it 
                                                 




belong to know Donatus by heart but us, who are questioned in that book every day?”130). 
An example from 1434 indicates that the questions could be asked by the master, the usher, 
or a star pupil (“Thre childerin sittyng in scole to lere gramer, oon þe mayster is to aposyn 
and an oþer þe vscher and þe thredde oon of þe discipulis wisest of gramer of alle scoleris 
sittyng in scole”131). These latins also refer to aspects of delivery that characterize 
praiseworthy answers, especially that they are prompt (prompte responsione), and state 
that anyone slow to answer inhibits the school’s progress: “To children dull of disposition 
who are lacking in a prompt response to the master apposing them, some severe correction 
is appropriate because they are the cause of impeding the learning of us all.”132 In theory, 
practice should make the student more capable at this verbal task: “þe ofter a child ys 
aposyd, þe redyer answerer he schold be by reson.”133 Whereas grammatical textbooks 
make no reference to the master’s reaction to the answers given by his students, the latins 
indicate that students were highly attentive to two possible outcomes. On the one hand, a 
                                                 
130 Beccles, Suffolk c.1434. Cambridge: Cambridge University Library, MS Add. 2830, fol. 101v, 
“Quos Donatum scire cordialiter oportebit nisi nos quibus in illo libro indies oponetur?”; Written by John 
Hardgrave of Beccles while a teen for his personal use while John Drury was grammar master there; “he 
must have remained a literate layman, employed (we might conjecture) as an officer on the estates of a 
great magnate, in such a magnate’s household, or as a teacher in a local school” (72). Translation by Orme, 
Nicholas. English School Exercises, 97:2.127. 
131 Cambridge: Cambridge University Library, MS Add. 2830, fol. 98v, “Trium puerorum 
sedencium in schola discere / uel ad discendum gramaticam, vni magister est oppositurus et alteri hostiarius 
et tercio vnus discipulorum sapientissimus gramatice omnium scolarum sedencium in scola, qui / uel que 
est paruus locus et strictus”; Orme, English School Exercises, 88:2.88. 
132 London, British Library, MS Additional 37075, fol. 190v, “Pueris hebetis ingenii / vel -te -nio 
qui carent prompte responcionis / vel -ta -ne magistro opponent illis, oportuna aliqua aspera correcio, quia 
illi sunt causa prepedimenti erudicionis omnium nostrum”; Copied by John Claveryng in London, c.1450–
1470. Calendar anomalies "can only be explained if Claveryng was copying from material that had become 
previously disarranged" (179). Orme, English School Exercises, 187: 6.13. Orme states that since there are 
two versions of this exercise I nthe manuscript, it is likely that “the first version of the exercise represents a 
pupil's own composition, either by Claveryng or by a schoolboy whose work he copied” (180). 
133 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 94r, “Quanto crebreus puero 
opponitur, eiure tanto esse promptio responsalis”; Orme, English School Exercises, 56: 1.35. Hanna agrees 
with this interpretation of the practice, that “‘apposing’ also engrained prompt and accurate oral 
responsiveness, a logical approach to problems, and perhaps, for the intelligent, a modicum or verbal 




confident student could declare that “Y Jon aposyd schalbe preysyd.”134 On the other hand, 
the possibility that apposing could result in a beating was deeply felt. Ralph Hanna writes 
that “In schoolboy lore, ‘apposing’ was a horrifying prospect with potentially severe results 
for the errant, a meeting with the schoolmaster’s rod, his badge of office.”135 This constant 
incentive to study well enough to answer correctly is represented in the iconography of the 
grammar school, as Ziolkowski observes: “Often the master is seated, with to one side of 
him a boy who has been summoned to be questioned or examined (‘apposed’, as it was 
styled).”136 Jody Enders, who has written perceptively on the overlap between violence, 
pedagogy, and drama in the medieval period, posits the “quintessentially coercive status of 
La question,” especially in cases “when a raised switch warned that only correct answers 
would be accepted.”137  
Whoever wrote these latins—it is often unclear whether they were composed by 
schoolboys, by their teachers, or by aspiring teachers anthologizing materials from their 
time in school—they demonstrate sensitivity to the correlation between the difficulty of 
the material examined and the scale of the resulting punishment or reward. For example, 
“Hyt befallyth þe mayster to bete Roberd and me ʒyf we fayle wan we beþ aposyd yn a  
                                                 
134 Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 92r, “Ego Johannes in opposite laudabor”; 
Compiled with other school exercises in Bristol c.1414 or 1431 by Thomas Schort (priest) (1406–1465) 
perhaps an assistant in the grammar school under Robert Londe (Irish). Orme, English School Exercises, 
47–48, 51: 1.4. 
135 Ralph Hanna, “Literacy, Schooling, Universities,” in The Cambridge Companion to Medieval 
English Culture, ed. Andrew Galloway (Cambridge University Press, 2011), 172–94, here 182. 
136 Ziolkowski, “Performing Grammar,” 173. 
137 Jody Enders, The Medieval Theater of Cruelty: Rhetoric, Memory, Violence (Cornell 
University Press, 1999), 132–33. See also Ben Parsons’ work on beating in medieval pedagogy which 
provides evidence that in some cases authorities disagreed about the role of beating in the learning process. 
Ben Parsons, “The Way of the Rod: The Functions of Beating in Late Medieval Pedagogy.” Modern 





Maastricht Hours, BL Stowe MS 17, f. 109r
St. John’s College, Cambridge MS S.30 f.72r
St John's College Cambridge MS G.14, fol. 96v
ÖNB, Cod. 2499, fol. 1v
Figure 3. Clockwise from the top left, a schoolmaster holding a birch rod questions a student holding an ABC; 
a teacher holds a discussion with a group of boys gesturing animatedly; apes enact typical schoolroom scenes 
as one schoolmaster teaches while another dispenses discipline; a schoolmaster prepares to discipline a student 
who says repentantly volo studere, pie magister, as his classmates look on and whisper covertly when they are 





lyʒt mater.”138 It was clearly in the student’s best interest not to get an easy question wrong. 
Some latins demonstrate students’ interests in comparing their tasks to those of other 
students. One boy complains, “It is more difficult for me who am being questioned by my 
wiser fellow than for my brother who sits in school on the ground learning grammar.”139 
The correlation between performance when apposed and occurring the master’s praise or 
punishment seems to be straightforward and as expected. 
 It was not only students who were vulnerable to embarrassment and punishment on 
account of replying poorly to easy matters in Latin. Priests and chaplains were periodically 
examined on their ability to construe Latin sentences from the Bible or liturgy. William de 
Waude, Dean of Salisbury, conducted a visitation of the church in Sonning in 1222. He 
asked Simon, the chaplain of Sonning, to parse the first line of the Canon of the Mass, Te 
igitur clementissime Pater. William asked Simon what word governed Te, to which he 
answered, “Pater – because the Father governs everything.”140 The register reports that the 
remaining chaplains, seeing Simon’s fate, refused to be examined but were ultimately 
compelled. Gerald of Wales included fourteen stories of clerical mishaps in his Gemma 
Ecclesiastica (c.1200), one of which demonstrates the pedagogical potential of humiliating 
mishaps. One story concerned a student who had a surprising question for twelfth-century 
theologian John of Cornwall (not to be confused with the later English grammar master): 
                                                 
138 Oxord, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 92v, “Interest a magistro vapulare 
mea et Roberti si deficiamus cum in materia facili nobis apponatur” c.1414 or 1431. Orme, English School 
Exercises, 53: 1.19. 
139 Cambridge: Cambridge University Library, MS Add. 2830, fol. 101r, “Mihi sapienciori socio 
meo opponetur deficilius fratre meo qui sedet in scolis humi addissens gramaticam”; translation by Orme, 
English School Exercises, 97: 2.123. 
140 Quoted and translated in William Campbell, “The Education of the Parish Clergy in Thirteenth-
Century England,” conference paper, International Congress of Medieval Studies at Kalamazoo, 2016, p. 1. 
Latin text in W. H. Rich Jones, ed., Vetus registrum sarisberiense alias dictum Registrum S. Osmundi 




There is an example of a priest who asked Master John of Cornwall who Busillus 
was, thinking that it was the proper name of a king or some other great man. Asked 
by Master John where it was, and in what Scriptures it was found, he responded 
that it was in the Missal; and running to get his book, he showed to him at the end 
of the column on one page written in die, and at the beginning of another column 
bus illis, which, correctly distinguished, makes in diebus illis. Seeing this, Master 
John said to him: “Since this is the beginning of the Gospel reading, it should be 
asked in the public session of the school tomorrow.”141 
When the student asked his question the next day, everyone laughed, and John used the 
opportunity to demonstrate the scandal of insufficiently learned clerics. The hapless clerk 
asked the wrong question, namely quis? “who,” and his question betrayed his ignorance. 
In addition to demonstrating assessment of grammatical knowledge outside the 
schoolroom, these narratives demonstrate the potential for the shame of experts to be 
simultaneously humorous, disconcerting, and educational, a dynamic I will return to later. 
Sample sentences from school notebooks also provide a sense of the interactional 
context of apposing outside the master-student dynamic. In some cases, this takes the form 
of competition for the best position in the class, determined as students watched one 
another in apposing and compared performances. For example, one sentence says, “þe best 
answerer and the best lerner, hyt befallyth þe mayster to preyse.”142 One boy worries that, 
having seen all of his classmates apposed successfully that day, his prior reputation will be 
                                                 
141 My translation. Latin from Gerald of Wales, Opera 2:343; J. S. Brewer, J. F. Dimock, and G.F. 
Warner, Giraldi Cambrensis Opera, I, Rolls Series, 5 (1867), pp. xx–xxii, xxxii–xxxiv, 1–202, 207–404, 
and II, Rolls Series, 6 (1868), pp. x–xi, xvii, xxiv, 9–152.) “Item exemplum de illo quo quaesivit a magistro 
Johanne Cornubiensi quis esset busillis? putabat enim proprium nomen regis vel alicuius magni viri fuisse. 
Interroganti autem magistro Johanni ubinam hoc, et in qua scriptura inveniretur, respondit quoniam in 
missali; et currens propter librum suum, ostendit ei in fine columnae paginae unius scriptum in die, in 
principio vero alterius columnae bus illis, quod recte distinctum facit “in diebus illis.” Quo viso, magister 
Johannes dixit ei: “Quoniam de divina pagina hoc erat principium, videlicet evangelii, se velle in crastino 
in publico scholae suae auditorio istud inquiri.” Quo facto, cum sequutus esset omnium risus, ostendit 
magister, hin occasionem sumens, exemplis variis quantum accidat in clero dedecus et scandalum ex 
ignorantiae tenebris et illiteraturae” (343). 
142 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 98v, “melioris responsalis et 
melioris adiscentis interest a magistro licere”; Compiled with other school exercises in or from Chyppnam 




irreparably damaged if he does not also succeed: “Euery of my felowys yposy and non of 
ham y-concludyd, god forbade me to be concludyd of eny and namelych in lyʒt materys, 
y-contyd wysyst of grammyre of hem alle” [Every one of my fellows having been apposed 
and none of them concluded [i.e. confuted or overcome in questioning], God forbid that I 
should be concluded by any and especially in easy matters, [I being] counted the wisest in 
grammar of them all].143 One extravagant boast claims a student’s international reputation 
for wisdom in grammar, which entitles him to field all the schoolmaster’s questions that 
day:  
I myself and no other will respond to the master and his usher in all the questions 
propounded in school today, and if I say so it is because I am notable and 
acknowledged for my grammar in the universities on both sides of the sea—Paris 
and Orleans, Oxford and Cambridge—in which I have hitherto never set foot, I 
vouch to God as my witness, by whose testimony the truth is proved.144 
The failure to uphold one's prior reputation by answering well seems to have been a 
motivating factor nearly as strong as the threat of the birch rod, as one boy recalls, “I was 
twice defeated by a certain sophistical argument, which overwhelmed and shamed me 
among my neighbors [vicinos] after being reputed a notable clerk.”145 The reference to 
“neighbors” refers to classmates, but it opens the intriguing possibility that the wider 
community was aware of students’ reputations and would have known when a star pupil 
                                                 
143 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 98v, “Cuilibet sociorum meorum 
opposite et nulli eorum concluso, absit mihi ab aliquot conclude et precipue in materiis facilibus, reputato 
sapientissimo gramatice omnium illorum”; Orme, English School Exercises, 67: 1.109. 
144 Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge MS 417/47, fol. 18r, “Ipse et non alius respondebo 
magistro et ipsius hostario ad omnes questions in scolis hodie proponendas, et si egomet hoc asseram 
notabilis gramatibus approbatus in vniuersitatibus transmarinis et cismarinis Parisiis et Aurilianis, Oxonia 
et Cantibrigia in quibus hucvsque nunquam terram calcaui deum inuoco intestem inuoco cuius testimonio 
veritas approbator”; translation in Orme, English School Exercises, 156: 5.18. 
145 Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge MS 417/47, fol.20r, “in quodam argumento sophistico 
cuius me teget et pudet inter vicinos meos notabilem clericum reputatum”; translation in Orme, English 




had received a beating. There is certainly evidence that parents were aware of such things, 
both from court records, anecdotes such as the story about Guibert of Nogent whose mother 
paid the teacher extra not to beat him, and a letter from Agnes Paston to her son’s 
schoolmaster imploring him to beat Clement if necessary and keep her apprised in writing 
of his progress.146 
Depending on whether a student was more keen to enhance his reputation in the 
class or preserve his hide, he might note, with reactions ranging from relief to 
disappointment, that after apposing everyone else the master has forgotten him—“All my 
felowys aposyd but y, þe mayster thenkyt noʒt apon me”147; “Alle my felowys y-posyd, y 
þe Wyche grete desire haue to lerne, god forbede to be spared”148; and “ I wonder not a 
little at being consigned to forgetfulness by the master who before all else ought to 
remember, a notable reason for bringing about a good reward, [but the others] are examined 
by him two or three times a day, whereas by Heaven I am examined scarcely once in a 
whole week.”149 Answering well when apposed was the surest means of increasing one’s 
reputation not only with the teacher and among the other students, but even in the broader 
                                                 
146 On court records of cases in which fathers charge schoolmasters for beating their sons too 
vigorously, see Ben Parsons, “The Way of the Rod.” The letter, sent in 1458, reads “O prey Grenefeld to 
send me feythfully word, by wrytyn, who Clement Paston hath do his dever in lernyng. And if he hathe 
nought do well, nor wyll nought amend, prey hym that he wyll trewly belassch hym, tyl he wyll amend; 
and so ded the last maystr, and the best that ever he had, att Caumbrege.” Gairdner, James. The Paston 
Letters: 1422–1509 A.D. A New Ed., Containing Upwards of Four Hundred Letters, Etc., Hitherto 
Unpublished (Constable, 1895) 
147 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 98v, “Omnibus consortibus meis 
opposite preterquam mihi, magister non meminit mei me / siue me”; Orme, English School Exercises, 68: 
1.113. 
148 Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Lincoln College lat. 129, fol. 98v, “Omnibus sociis meis 
opposite, mihi cui magnum desiderium est addyscere, absit parci”; Orme, English School Exercises, 69: 
1.117. 
149 Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge MS 417/47, fol. 23v, “Obliuioni traditus a magistro qui 
preceteris memorare debere notabili causa mediante bona remuneracione mirror non modicum, cui opponi 
solebant bis uel ter in die vbi midius vix mihi semel opponitur per integram septimanam”; translation in 




community, and could lead to students assuming greater authority, such as apposing and 
evaluating their peers. Whether or not these latins represent specific occurrences traceable 
to the scribes of the school books or their acquaintances, these descriptions together 
construct a narrative about the practice of apposing and its broader social contexts. These 
anecdotal representations of the schoolroom present the type of narrative about classroom 
questioning that would be available to the schoolboy’s family, friends, and neighbors.  
The latins surveyed provide a deeper understanding of the power dynamics 
operative in apposing, as well as boys’ awareness of the social stakes of their performance. 
While several of the students ventriloquized by these latins express a desire to be rewarded 
for their good performance in questioning or to avoid the negative repercussions of poor 
performance, they all presume that students will participate when called upon. However, 
there is one further example that indicates a third outcome: faced with the obligation to 
respond to the master’s questions, students could choose not to cooperate. Despite his 
institutional authority and the threat of physical punishment, no schoolmaster could prevent 
students from subverting the educational goals of apposing. The student who sneaks away 
in this example does not respect the master’s position of authority, but neither does he give 
the schoolmaster the opportunity to beat him: “Every day when the scholars begin to be 
examined in the composition of latins, one of this company goes out of the door with furtive 
steps unknown to the master, because he will not wait for a settling of accounts with that 
intractable man [viro intractabili].”150 The educational dialogue is contingent on students’ 
                                                 
150 Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge MS 417/47, fol. 17r, “Omni die quando incipit in 
composicione latinitatum dum suum opponi scolaribus, vnus istius consortia furtiuis passibus egreditur 
hostium clam magistro quia nollet cum viro intractabili calculum exspectare”; translation in Orme, English 




participation, which was itself contingent on students responding to the obligation imposed 
on them. 
The obligation to answer the master’s questions plays a key and underappreciated 
role in several schoolboy songs from the fifteenth century. A carol preserved in two 
miscellanies voices a boy’s resistance to attending school and to answering the master’s 
query about his tardiness:  
Hey y y y wat helpeyt me thow y sey nay a Munday in þe morenyg van y vp rise at 
seue a cloke at my deuise to scole y must in eny wyse Quoþ y wat helpeyed me 
thow y seyde nay my master loke aboute he canat finde me in al þe tyme y y wat 
hellpid me thou y sey nay my mast loke as he were made wer haste þou be þou 
lityl…[breaks off mid-sentence]151  
The schoolboy, compelled to go to school whatever he may say, dawdles long enough that 
the master notices his absence. When the boy finally arrives at school he is greeted by an 
angry master who demands to know where he has been. A resolution to the scenario 
introduced in this interrupted lyric appears in another version recorded in the commonplace 
book of Richard Hill: 
My master lokith as he were madde, 
“wher hast þu be, thow sory ladde?” 
“milked Dukkis, my moder badde” 
hit was no meruayle thow I were sadde 
    what vaylith it me thowgh I say nay?152 
                                                 
151 IMEV 1399, Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud misc. 601 (SC 1491), fol. 115v, written as a 
prose paragraph in a fifteenth-century hand at the end of the main text in the manuscript, an illuminated 
version of the Prick of Conscience. Text transcribed in Kathleen Rose Palti, “‘Synge We Now Alle and 
Sum’: Three Fifteenth-Century Collections of Communal Song, A Study of British Library, Sloane MS 
2593; Bodleian Library MS Eng. Poet. e.1; and St John’s College, Cambridge, MS S.54” (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University College London, 2008), 96. 
152 Oxford, Balliol College MS 354, p. 511, lines 11–15. Punctuation added to the transcription for 
clarity. The burden is specified as “hay hay by this Day / What avayleth it me thowgh I say nay.” Richard’s 
version also adds another opening stanza preceding the material shared with the other manuscript. This 
stanza connects the boy’s dread of school with his fear of being beaten: “I wold ffayn be a Clarke / but yet 
hit is a strange werke; / the byrchyn twiggs be so sharpe / hit makith me haue a faint harte. / what auaylith it 




The excuse is patently nonsensical, an indulgence for which the poem’s speaker pays 
dearly. The boy reports that in response to his impudent rejoinder the master “pepered my 
ars” energetically until it was bloody (16). As he endures the beating, powerless to avoid 
it, he curses his master mentally—“myche sorrow haue he for his dede” (19). The 
remainder of the carol relays the schoolboy’s fantasy that if the schoolmaster were a rabbit 
and all the schoolbooks hounds, he could act the hunter and blow his horn to urge the dogs 
on in the chase until the master was caught and killed by his own books. The burden—
“What use is it to me if I say no?”—thematizes the boy’s perception of his speech as 
powerless to make his wants known. However, he finds a way to use his verbal agency to 
subvert the obligation to answer the master’s questions. Compelled to attend school and 
submit to the master’s discipline, the student avails himself of mental and verbal 
opportunities for noncompliance. Although the schoolmaster may beat the boy for giving 
an unacceptable answer, he cannot prevent his student from giving a cheeky answer in the 
first place. The carol demonstrates that the hierarchies of teacher and student, however 
unassailable they may seem, are always subject to humorous or insubordinate disruptions 
from schoolboys tired of being compelled to meet expectations. 
 The subject of the second poem, called “A Schoolboy’s Song at Christmas” by 
several editors, is in fact the negotiation of the balance of power between the schoolmaster 
and his pupils and the contractual nature of their working relationship. The poem is 
preserved in the notebook of John Gysborn, which contains primarily vernacular materials 
relating to pastoral care but also several lyrics, recipes, and legal formulas. The first four 
lines are in Latin, followed by ten pairs of Latin and Middle English half lines, all arranged 




We carry the rod at the end of term; 
The usher’s head we shall dash to pieces. 
If the master asks us where we shall go, 
Shortly we’ll respond, ‘that’s not for you to know!’ 4 
O most noble teacher, now we you pray, 
That you’ll [pl] assent to gyff hus leff to play. 
Now we propose to go, withowt any ney, 
To dissolve the school, I tell itt youe in fey.  8 
Just as that feast merth is for to make, 
We take our day owr leve for to take. 
After Christmas holiday, full sor shall we qwake, 
When we return latens for to make.   12 
Therefore we implore you, hartly and holle, 
That this day we’re able to brek upe the scole.153 
The Latin lines that open the poem announce a reversal of the usual power relations 
between teachers and students. Instead of the master, the students wield the discipline rod 
and threaten to beat the master’s assistant. Paired with the imagery of violence and beating, 
the students’ ability to brush off the master’s question with impunity signifies their 
unaccustomed dominance. Orme speculates that the verses were meant to be sung as a sort 
of ritual to end the school session and reads the macaronic lines as “abandon[ing] defiance 
in favour of supplication.”154 If read instead as about the pragmatic norms that constitute 
the master-pupil relationship, the poem’s interpretation is not so tidy. It is true that in lines 
five and six, and again in lines thirteen and fourteen, the students revert to terms of polite 
petition. However, the terms of that request are modified by lines seven and eight as the 
boys make clear that their request is effectively a demand which will not be denied, “Now 
                                                 
153 London, British Library, MS Sloane 1584, fol. 33v; qtd. in Nicholas Orme, Medieval Children 
(Yale University Press, 2003), 157. Ante finem termini baculus portamus, / Capud hustiarii frangere 
debemus; / Si preceptor nos petit quo debemus ire, / Breviter respondemus, non est tibi scire. / O pro nobilis 
docter, now we you pray, / Ut velitis concedere to gyff hus leff to play. / Nunc proponimus ire, withowt any 
ney, / Scolam dissolvere, I tell itt youe in fey. / Sicut istud festum merth is for to make, / Accipimus nostrum 
diem owr leve for to take. / Post natale festum, full sor shall we qwake, / Quum nos revenimus latens for to 
make. / Ergo nos rogamus, hartly and holle, / Ut isto die possimus to brek upe the scole. 




we propose to go, withowt any ney, / To dissolve the school, I tell itt youe in fey” (7–8). 
The tone shifts yet again in lines nine and ten, as they make an appeal to the purpose of 
holidays. Lines eleven and twelve shift the discussion again and offer a sort of contract—
in exchange for freedom now, the pupils will resume their accustomed places at the start 
of the new term. This contract has implications for quotidian schoolroom dynamics that 
should not be overlooked. Their promise to quake with fear as they obediently compose 
their latins highlights the master’s authority as a construct which is tenable only so long as 
the boys participate. Although ultimately capitulating to the master’s superior position, the 
poem foregrounds the fragility of the cooperative discourse on which the grammar 
curriculum depends. This poem and the carol, both exceptions from the classroom 
materials found in most school notebooks and textbooks, hinge on student fantasies of 
freedom from the obligation to respond to the teacher’s questions, here viewed as 
metonymic of the teacher’s authority and power.  
 The schoolboy fantasies of evading the question-and-answer roles envisioned in 
textbooks, latinitates, and school statutes show that despite the narrative of schoolroom 
apposing as an activity in which the master asks and the student answers, the grammatical 
texts themselves guarantee no such fixity in discourse roles and outcomes. These songs 
point to the instability of the master’s conversational dominance. Typically, a speaker is 
said to have conversational dominance if he or she speaks the most, exerts the most 
influence over other speakers’ contributions, and controls the topic of the conversation; 
these actions are often influenced by asymmetries in social status, gender, or level of 
expertise. The leading authority on conversational dominance, Hiroko Itakura, identifies 




conversational dominance; Itakura defines sequential dominance as when a speaker makes 
a bid to control the other speaker’s next contribution to the conversation and that bid is met 
positively with a “complying action” rather than a “non-complying action.”155 The refrain 
of the schoolboy’s carol, “what vaylith it me thowgh I say nay?” acknowledges the master’s 
higher institutional rank which makes his non-complying action, his “nay,” ultimately 
ineffective. But he derives pleasure, and perhaps amuses his classmates, in subverting the 
schoolmaster’s conversational dominance.  
Alcuin’s dialogues, with speakers who are more fully realized than in most 
grammatical textbooks, explore the slippage that occurs between institutional roles and 
conversational dominance as a means of infusing the grammatical material with humor. 
Ineke Sluiter has written on Alcuin’s use of humor in his Alcuin’s Dialogus Franconis et 
Saxonis de octo partibus orationis (c.798), asserting that he “makes a judicious use of the 
grammarians’ joke, which… [is] made to coincide with a ‘students’ joke’. Enabling 
students to take an active part in exchanging in-jokes is an effective student motivator.”156 
Among the examples that overlap with “grammarians’ jokes” and “students’ jokes” is 
Saxo’s use of interjections, in the midst of his discourse explaining interjections, to 
describe his reaction to being whipped in the classroom.157 I suggest that there are 
additional instances of “students’ jokes” that have to do with the dialogue form and its 
sequential obligations as opposed to the material of grammar proper. Alcuin’s ars 
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grammatica explores the use of conversational techniques to renegotiate the relative 
authority of interlocutors, to direct the focus of the conversation by imposing obligations, 
and to convey the humor of role reversals. The baseline of the discourse, described in light 
of Moeschler and Itakura’s theories, is when Franco poses a question with certain 
satisfaction conditions and Saxo replies in a way that meets those conditions. In this 
exchange, Franco can be said to have controlled the interaction because he influenced the 
form and content of Saxo’s speech. Itakura clarifies that conversational dominance may be 
used for cooperative ends, guiding the topic of the conversation toward the mutual interests 
of the conversation participants, as Franco’s curiosity propels the students through the 
grammatical material.158 
In several cases the master and students depart from this norm as they negotiate 
speaking turns and the topical direction of the discussion. Near the beginning of the 
dialogue, the master indicates that some of the material proposed by the boys is out of their 
depth in the current discussion: 
STUDENTS: What would you prefer, master: should we follow the order of master 
Donatus and ask about ‘‘feet’’ and ‘‘accents’’? 
TEACHER: Of those, too, you will get a fuller understanding in that same detailed 
treatment of metrics. For feet and accents cannot be understood unless with the help 
of long and short syllables. You had better turn to the parts of speech. 
STUDENTS: If you please, master, explain to us first where the name ‘‘grammar’’ 
comes 
from, or what its function is. 
TEACHER: Grammar is the science of letters [litteralis scientia], and she is the 
guardian of correct speaking and writing. She is based on nature [natura], analogy 
[ratio], authority 
[auctoritas], and usage [consuetudo]. 
STUDENTS: In how many species is grammar divided?159 
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Alcuin obliges with an in-depth discussion of the twenty-six divisions of grammar, then 
directs them to resume the course he instructed them to follow: 
TEACHER: You have short definitions of the individual species. Now turn to the 
parts. 
STUDENTS: We will do as you order [Faciemus ut jubes]. Yet, would you please 
first briefly explain to us the characteristics of the individual parts? 
TEACHER: Your curiosity knows no limits and makes you wish to exceed the 
limits of a 
little handbook.160 
In these exchanges, the boys temporarily assert dominance over the conversation by 
initiating question-and-answer sequences with which the teacher complies. This is 
especially noticeable because the boys several times ask questions instead of obeying the 
master’s instruction to move onto the next topic. The second time this occurs, Franco and 
Saxo allege compliance with the master’s instructions to avoid the appearance of 
insubordination, even as their question overrides his instructions. In both cases the teacher 
allows the boys’ questions to redirect the topic of the conversation because he deems the 
material beneficial for the students’ learning. The boys’ non-compliance is not rebellious, 
but it demonstrates the potential for derailing the discussion if they were so inclined. These 
exchanges record negotiation about the topic under discussion, whether the students will 
set the course to appease their curiosity or the teacher will enforce his instruction that they 
proceed to discuss the parts of speech. 
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 The humor from the exchanges between Franco and Saxo, on the other hand, 
derives from their self-aware exaggeration of the dynamics produced by Franco’s 
sequential dominance. There is an ongoing playful debate between the boys about whether 
Saxo has been sufficiently forthcoming with his answers or whether Franco has been too 
persistent with his questions: 
SAXO: Here you have plenty, I think, Franco, on the kinds of appellative nouns—
although 
nobody can satisfy your eagerness. 
FRANCO: It is not so much that I am eager [avidus], but you are jealous [invidus]: 
you 
begrudge me any knowledge, unless I force you into explaining by my questions. 
SAXO: Ask what you want: I will not be slow to answer!161 
The younger boy jokes that the only way to obtain the information he desires is by coercing 
Saxo into it through asking questions. Even in this case, when the younger student is clearly 
the less knowledgeable, the role of questioner is viewed as that of imposing obligation, as 
Saxo describes: “SAXO: You’re a hard taskmaster for me, Franco. Look what a burden 
you’ve imposed on me, leading me through rough and thorny terrain. Finally let me take a 
breath for a while.”162 Franco agrees to grant him a short respite, but when the boys resume 
after their break, Franco pretends to berate Saxo for his silence in the intervening time: 
“FRANCO: Finally open your mouth, which you’ve kept shut for so long, Saxo, and 
explain to me the rules of the adverbs which so far have been closed to me.”163 These 
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exchanges are short departures from the grammatical material that announce transitions 
between topics, but I would argue that they are also meant to entertain because they draw 
attention to the familiar power dynamics of pedagogical dialogue when they speak of 
coercing, burdening, and berating one another with questions. At one point in the dialogue, 
Franco playfully divests himself of any responsibility for having coerced Saxo with his 
questions and temporarily hands sequential dominance over to Saxo to appease him: 
SAXO: Genitive and dative singular of the fifth declension are distinguished by the 
ending ei. The accusative is in em. The vocative is like the nominative. The ablative 
is produced by e…. Now, Franco, have you had enough about the noun? 
FRANCO: I would have had enough if the little fleas which are in the master’s 
house had not filled up my ears with their little questions [quaestiunculis]. But if 
you like, let us move on to other things, provided that I also shake off these [little 
questions]. Go where you wish, I will follow you where you go.”164 
In what was no doubt also intended as a humorous move to defuse tension and entertain 
schoolboys sitting through or performing a long recital of grammatical material, Franco 
deflects the accusation implied by Saxo’s tone that Franco has been too eager in his 
questioning, perhaps overtaxing the energies of his instructor. Franco expresses a desire to 
agree with Saxo that his explanations should have been sufficient, by means of a little story 
couched in a past contrafactual condition. He would have been satisfied, he says, if it 
weren’t for the questions of the pesky little insects in his ears. This explanation has the 
additional benefit of working in a joke at Alcuin’s expense, namely that his house is 
infested with some type of insect. As a gesture of cooperation, Franco relinquishes the 
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decision about the next topic of conversation to Saxo. At several points throughout 
Alcuin’s ars grammatica the conventions of pedagogical dialogue come under scrutiny and 
the tension between the form’s imposition of obligation and the instability of speaker roles 
is played up to humorous effect. While the dialogue between Franco, Saxo, and their 
teacher remains cooperative and respectful, Gerald of Wales, and by extension theologian 
John of Cornwall, fully appreciated the potential for humor in embarrassing students caught 
in ignorance. Late medieval latinitates show schoolboys worrying about whether their 
performance in apposing will enhance their reputation or make them the laughingstock of 
the school.  
Concluding the Masters 
In the final section of this chapter I will examine instances in literature for lay readers and 
audiences that transpose the activity of schoolroom apposing into other contexts. In several 
narratives with high circulation among the laity, question-and-answer practices associated 
with the schoolroom are used to establish the authority of unlikely student figures. In 
Middle English lives of Katherine of Alexandria and apocryphal Infancy of Christ 
narratives the protagonists are both cast as student figures possessing wisdom beyond their 
years. Both Katherine and the boy Jesus are apposed and, when they field all questions 
successfully, accrue sufficient authority that the masters quizzing them instead solicit their 
teaching. The boy Jesus also repeatedly employs the inverse tactic, namely posing 
questions that the masters cannot answer in order to diminish their authority. In these texts, 
(un)successful responses to questions posed change the initial power dynamics between 
interlocutors. I argue that readers and audiences are invited to interpret these narratives, 




norms of classroom apposing. While advancing classroom apposing as a model to explain 
the pragmatic norms undergirding student figures’ unexpected accrual of authority in these 
two narratives, I argue that these texts are equally useful for illuminating the instability 
inherent in even the most conservative pedagogical question-and-answer texts. 
 Aside from her faith, the central feature of Katherine’s childhood is her success in 
answering questions when apposed. Katherine’s father arranges for her to receive an 
education far surpassing the normal fare for royal women at any point in the Middle Ages. 
Capgrave’s Life of Saint Katherine features an extensive description of Katherine’s 
education: 
Sche was set to book and began to lere 
All the letteres that were leyd hir before, 
For of all the scoleris that are now or were 
Sche is hem above; for neyther love ne feere 
Mad hir to stynt whan sche began to ken 
The lettyres and the wordys that sche spelled then. 
 
Sche had maystyres fro ferre that were full wyse 
To teche hir of rethoryk and gramere the scole; 
The cases, the noumbres, and swych manere gyse; 
The modes, the verbes, wech long to no fole. 
Sche lerned hem swetly, withowte any dole, 
Bothe the fygures and the consequence, 
The declynacyons, the persones, the modes, the tens.165 
Although Capgrave insists that Katherine learned all the seven liberal arts, and even 
describes how the furniture in her study was all arranged so that each area was devoted to 
a separate science, his description of her early education revels in grammatical 
terminology. Unlike terms from more advanced courses of study, the terms “noumbres,” 
“declynacyons,” and “tens” would have been familiar to anyone who had completed basic 
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study in Donatus; Capgrave’s remark that cases, numbers, modes, and verbs “[be]long to 
no fole” may have stroked the ego of any of his moderately learned readers. When 
Capgrave proceeds to list the seven arts in Katherine’s curriculum, he works in the standard 
definition of grammar: 
Sche lerned than the liberall artes seven. 
Gramere is the fyrst and the most lyth; 
He tellyth the weye full fayre and full even, 
How men schall speke, and how thei schall wryte. (365–67) 
The description of Katherine’s education is itself a kind of grammar school syllabus. 
Wishing to see if his daughter has successfully learned all that her long sequence of tutors 
was meant to have taught her, the king her father invites all masters from far and wide 
“who were of any name” to come and examine his daughter, “To wete yf his doutir dare 
take it unhand / To be apposyd of so many wyse men” (405–406). Three hundred and ten 
scholars attend Katherine’s apposing, each intent on doing “all his might / To schew his 
cunnyng; if any straunge thing / Hath he lernyd his lyve, he wyll now ful right / Uttyr hit, 
for his name therby schall spryng” (408–12). Capgrave here portrays a correlation between 
reputation and performance in apposing, not only for Katherine but also for the wise men 
reputed to have learned many “strange things” over a lifetime of learning. Strangely, after 
amplifying the copious lists of materials Katherine is meant to have mastered, Capgrave 
omits the material of her examination entirely, focusing only on the outcome: “But there 
was ryght nowt but Kateryn the yyng / Undyrstod all thyng and answerd ther-too; / Her 
problemes all sche hath sone ondoo” (412–14). At this point Capgrave emphasizes how 
her youth in conjunction with her comprehensive understanding (of “all thyng”) make her 
exceptional. The manifestation of her exceptional intellect is her correct response to all the 




earning their respect in the process. The scholars assure her father that she is capable of 
learning anything five times faster than any of them would be able to, and they return home 
because, as they say, “Of us nedyth sche noght; we hafe not here to doo” (426). Katherine 
is established as a student remarkable, in short, because she was never once bested by a 
question. 
 Even in narratives that collapse the process of Katherine’s education significantly, 
her ability to hold her own when apposed is presented as the warrant for her resistance to 
Maxentius’ pagan policies. John Mirk’s sermon on Saint Katherine says that because 
“scheo hadde ben at scole and was lerud at þe fulle and cowed spyton wyth any clerke þat 
com to scole,” she dared to confront Maxentius.166 In Mirk’s account, the philosophers 
summoned by Maxentius are “fifty scole-maysteres of þe wysyst þat weron in any cuntre. 
And whan þei weron comyn, he bade hem gone and spyton wyth Katerine and ourecomen 
hure.” Jacobus de Voragine’s Legenda Aurea (c.1258) says that the emperor “sent secretly 
by letters for all the great grammarians and rhetoricians.”167 The masters are initially 
peeved by the apparent disparity between their learning and their opponent’s lack of 
authoritative status, as a woman they perceive to be untrained in scholarship, and view the 
outcome of the disputation as a foregone conclusion: “þe leste scoler of þere hadde ben 
wyse inowh to haue ourecomyn hure.”168  
 At the end of the debate the philosophers unanimously endorse Katherine’s wisdom 
and convert, although Maxentius burns them to death for doing so. It becomes clear at this 
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point that the emperor never intended to entertain a change in his policies based on the 
outcome of the disputation and that he always had sufficient power to execute Katherine 
regardless of her opposition to his decrees or her ability to defend her views in debate. The 
staging of the apposing is, then, for the benefit of two other sets of beholders. Firstly, the 
debate is central to the conversion of the philosophers and numerous other members of 
Maxentius’ court because they convert in response to the transfer of authority from the 
scholars to Katherine which occurs by means of the interaction. The text in the Katherine 
Group (c.1225) emphasizes how, like a good schoolboy, Katherine answers promptly when 
questioned: “Heo ne sohte nawiht ah seide ananriht agein” [She did not deliberate but said 
back immediately…].169 Her performance contradicts the outcome anticipated by the 
scholars, namely that she would be humiliated, because, as they say, “ne funde we nohwer 
nan swa deop ilearet the durste sputi with us, ant yef he come i place, nere he neaver se 
prud thet he ne talde him al tom ear he turnde from us” [never have we found anywhere 
one so deeply learned who dared debate with us, and if he appeared in public, he would 
never be so proud that he did not consider himself entirely tame before he turned from 
us].170 The scholars elucidate the alternative to which they are accustomed, namely that 
their opponents are so ashamed by their inability to answer the questions they are 
confronted with that they retreat from the field cowed, reputation tarnished. The second 
audience for Katherine’s performance in apposing is late medieval readers. In observing 
how the learned philosophers respond to Katherine’s performance in the dispute, readers 
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are invited to respond to her authority in the exchange by affirming the content of 
Katherine’s answers, namely the orthodox doctrine she utters. 171 
 Because Katherine’s eventual martyrdom calls attention to her exceptional 
learnedness, the authoritative evaluation of her questions is necessarily split. The scholars 
function as the figures of worldly wisdom to be overcome, while the emperor resorts to 
violence because he dislikes her words. In this way, despite her punishment, her 
performance as a scholar is validated within the framework of the schoolroom. The 
Katherine narrative accomplishes this by splitting the functions of the schoolmaster into 
two, so that the experts consider the quality of her answers while the emperor, 
inappropriately resisting her arguments, punishes her. The violence in this text functions 
as pedagogical and mnemonic not for Katherine but for her onlookers and readers. The 
dyad of Katherine’s youthful education and her martyrdom hinges on two scenes of debate 
or examination with strong pedagogical overtones, providing, I argue, a paradigm for the 
audience to process the transfer of discursive power that authorizes Katherine as a saint 
and effects the conversions of her hearers. 
 The narratives of Christ’s infancy and his dispute with the masters at the Temple 
likewise feature scenes of question and answer in which Jesus unexpectedly overturns the 
experts’ authority through use of conversational dominance. Younger even than Alcuin’s 
students Franco and Saxo, Jesus is of an age with grammar school pupils in medieval 
England. The plays about the dispute of Christ with the Doctors offer productive moments 
to examine conversational dynamics because the biblical lacunae in this passage invite 
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invention. The Gospel text offers very little material for the adaptations of the scene in 
Middle English drama, since it says only that “After three days [Mary and Joseph] found 
him in the temple, sitting among the teachers, listening to them and asking them questions. 
And all who heard him were amazed at his understanding and his answers” (Luke 2:46–
47). Luke only indicates the effects of Jesus’ discourse, leaving exegetes and playwrights 
to speculate about how Jesus achieved those effects. Because nothing is indicated about 
the form or content of what was said, the biblical account left a gap that had to be filled 
before any dramatization would be possible: What did Jesus say? How did his skills in 
asking and answering questions amaze the masters? Like his writing in the dust during the 
accusation of the woman found in adultery, which is similarly unrecoverable, the dispute 
between Christ and the Doctors provided a conversational space that could be inscribed 
and reinscribed with matter pertinent to each successive lay audience. In some instances of 
both Katherine’s dispute and Jesus’ debate with the Jewish doctors, this textual space is 
filled with potted explications of conventional materials such as creeds and the ten 
commandments. But where the conversations are explored in more detail, the dynamics of 
question and answer are used to establish the authority of the student figure and upend the 
wisdom of the worldly sages.  
Mary Dzon’s research shows that exegetes across the centuries disagreed about the 
nature of the Christ child’s deportment in the Temple. For instance, she states that in 
Jerome’s interpretation “Jesus cleverly exercised pedagogical agency without violating 
decorum”; Bede portrayed Jesus’ listening to the masters as “an extraordinary example of 
humility” for Christians to learn; and Carthusian Ludolph of Saxony (fourteenth century) 




and also so that they would not be ashamed on account of his wonderful responses.”172 
Dzon draws a key distinction between the portrayals of the Christ child intended for lay 
audiences and interpretations of the story by biblical exegetes; exegetes emphasized 
Christ’s humility in the encounter whereas apocryphal narratives for popular consumption 
played up his disruptive behaviors. This finding supports Lawrence Clopper’s conclusion 
that “the vernacular drama of the later Middle Ages reflects lay spiritual interests rather 
than a strictly clerical agenda.” Clopper asserts that “Where we have evidence at all, dramas 
are produced and controlled by lay officials,” although he notes the possibility, based on 
evidence from the twelfth century, that it is possible schoolmasters were involved in the 
plays.173 Whoever the writers of the Middle English narratives examined here may have 
been, clerical or lay, the boy Jesus all texts is concerned with establishing the insufficiency 
of the doctors’ learning far more than learning in humility like a good schoolboy. 
On the model provided by the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, Middle English retellings 
supply the void of Jesus’ childhood with numerous encounters, often violent, with fellow 
Jewish children and adults, including three attempts to send Jesus to school to learn his 
letters.174 Whereas Katherine is exceptional in her ability to answer any question, the 
narrative dyad of Christ’s youthful encounters with masters is built on two meaningful 
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silences. The significance of these silences is that they occur in response to a question, and 
therefore constitute the failure to supply the second half of an adjacency pair. Emanuel 
Schlegoff asserts that when a “second pair part is produced next, it is heard as responsive 
to the first pair part, … if such a second pair is not produced next, its non-occurrence is as 
much an event as its occurrence would have been.”175 The effect is that when “‘non-talking’ 
follows a prior utterance which was a question,” the silence can be interpreted in terms of 
“who is not talking, and what kind of talk they are not doing.”  
The apocryphal narrative of the Christ child’s schooling was widely available in 
Middle English renditions including the Cursor mundi, a stanzaic Infancy of Christ found 
in several manuscripts, and The Romance of the Childhode of Ihesu Criste in the Lincoln 
Thornton manuscript.176 In light of recent arguments by Philippa Hardman, Felicity Riddy, 
and Cathy Hume that families and children were target audiences for romances and 
apocryphal narratives, it is significant that the connection between narratives of Christ’s 
childhood and pedagogy is further strengthened by the materials that accompany them in 
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manuscripts.177 In London, British Library, MS Harley 2399, the stanzaic Infancia Christi 
is followed by a version of “How a Wys Man Tawgh Hys Sone” (fol. 61r).178  
Jesus, like Katherine, is a child prodigy whose future success in debate is 
foreshadowed by his ability to overcome his teachers in apposing, but Jesus’ demeanor is 
obstinate in contrast to Katherine’s apparent cooperativeness. In the Laud Misc. 108 
Infancy of Christ (c.1300), the boy Jesus is sent to school four times.179 His first day with 
schoolmaster Zacharie comes to an end swiftly after Jesus begins “þene Maister streite a 
posi” about the law written in his books (495). Jesus’ second day in school, this time with 
schoolmaster Levi, introduces the motifs of Jesus’ silence before questioners and his 
questions about letters of the alphabet: 
And maister Leowi vnder feng him þere, 
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Daniel Kline notes this manuscript’s “tendency to include childhood as an essential part of hagiographical 
identity and national history”; Kline likewise reads the four school days in the Infancy as a reflection of 
“the doubling techniques so prominent” in the romances found in the same manuscript. Daniel T. Kline, 
“The Audience and Function of the Apocryphal ‘Infancy of Jesus Christ’ in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS 
Laud Misc. 108.” In The Texts and Contexts of Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud Misc. 108: The Shaping 





And him he gan a posi; 
Ake Jesus him nolde respoundi; 
Stille he stod bi fore him þere, 
Nolde he no þing him answere. 
Þo Jhesus nolde nouȝt ansuere, 
Maister leouwi dude him dere 
And wax wrothþ with Jhesu Marie sone, 
For he nolde for eiȝe [fear] ne for loue 
Answerien heom to heore resun. (762–71) 
Although answering to “reasons” is central to the classroom practice of apposing, Jesus’ 
silence before the anger of his teacher establishes him immediately as exceptional. This 
simple action of not speaking when expected may have amused younger readers who could 
not afford the same insolence and establishes the disruptive potential of nonparticipation 
in the common practice of the classroom. At the same time, his silence amplifies the effect 
of Jesus’ subsequent challenge to Levi, which supposedly demonstrates how far Jesus’ 
knowledge surpasses the material taught in the school. He asks “ȝwi was Allef furst bi 
founde: / Of alle lettres he is þe furste, / And Bethþ þat oþur is þe nexte,” followed by 
Gimel and Deleth (800–804). The schoolmaster is unable to supply a suitable explanation, 
and Jesus does not return to school the following day.  
The last two school days continue along much the same lines, drawing upon 
familiar models of schoolboy insubordination legitimized by Jesus’ wisdom as deity 
incarnate. In the third scene, faced with the anger of the “kete” (stubborn) and “beld” 
(brazen) schoolmaster, “Jhesus heold him þo wel stille” (1444): 
ȝeot eft he bi gan Jhesum a pose 
And þus to him seide þis glose: 
Nou seiȝe me, ȝif þou canst and darst, 
ȝwi was Aleph i nemned furst 
In Ebrv and destincte hit, 




This time it is the schoolmaster who asks Jesus to explain why Aleph is the first letter of 
the Hebrew alphabet. When Jesus refuses to comply and instead challenges the master to 
tell him “ȝwat is beth” (1462), the master chastises Jesus for his insubordination: “luttle  
 
Figure 4. Mary takes the boy Jesus to school. In two images Mary raises a switch, echoed visually by the 
schoolmaster in the image from the Liverpool Psalter. In all images normal school operations are 
represented, prior to interruption by Jesus’ disruptive behavior. 











































Ribaut [rascal], / þe hardiesse [audacity], hou cam it þe / þus forto Aposi me?” (1465–67). 
He strikes Jesus on the head in anger and is struck dead for his pains. The Christ child is 
the epitome of a bad student who resists the obligation to answer the teacher’s questions, 
even under threat of violence, but nonetheless gets the upper hand in the dialogue. The 
potential for humor is clear, especially because the audience is encouraged to excuse his 
bad behavior on account of his deity.  
As in Katherine’s Life, the scenes of Jesus’ early childhood education are paired 
with exceptional performance in a later dialogue with learned masters, a pairing 
emphasized by visual representations of the scenes. The images of the boy Jesus attending 
school focus not on his confrontation with the teachers, as in the apocryphal narratives, but 
instead on Mary coercing Jesus into entering the school building. As a result, the school 
scene is represented as it would have been before Jesus’ disruption. Students gather around 
the teacher for instruction, study together in pairs, or recite learned material to the 
teacher.180 This decision heightens the visual similarity between images of Jesus’ boyhood 
schooling and images of Jesus’ dispute at the Temple. In the Temple, Jesus is placed in the 
central position, on the teacher’s chair, with the masters gathered around him. At the same 
time, his diminutive frame that marks him as a child. Thus the arrangement of figures 
supports his claims to wisdom by placing him in the authoritative place iconographically, 
while his frame emphasizes the discrepancy between his behavior and the relationship he 
                                                 
180 For a careful reading of the iconography of scenes in which Mary takes Jesus to school in light 
of Jewish exegesis of the Psalms and thirteenth century developments in scholastic schooling, see Eva 
Frojmovic, “Taking Little Jesus to School in Two Thirteenth-Century Latin Psalters from South Germany,” 
Beyond the Yellow Badge: Anti-Judaism and Antisemitism in Medieval and Early Modern Visual Culture, 




would be expected to have with his interlocutors in terms of respective power and 
knowledge. 
 
Figure 5. In all three scenes Jesus is distinguished from the masters by his childish frame, but occupies the 
position of authority, in the teacher’s seat. The masters often consult books or scrolls. 
The two texts with the most complex presentation of the dispute between Christ 
and the Doctors in the Temple are the poem “Jesus and the Masters of the Laws of the 
Jews” in the Vernon manuscript (c.1390) and the N-Town play of Christ and the Doctors. 



























These two narratives differ in structure and content from four plays of Christ and the 
Doctors (Chester, Towneley, York, and the Coventry Weavers’ Play), which collectively 
focus on the learning of the doctors and the enumeration of the two precepts and ten 
commandments.181 In contrast, these two texts stress the disjunction between the Christ 
child’s wisdom and the material suitable to his age, namely studies in basic literacy and 
grammar. 
In the Vernon text the debate itself centers on the issue of letters, the most basic 
elements of grammatical learning. Letters appear first in the context of an insult as the 
doctors assume that Jesus has not yet learned his ABC’s and later in the content of the 
debate. Initially the masters are amazed by Jesus’ words about the Trinity (lines 13–15), 
but ultimately they grow angry that he speaks out of order, teaching about theology before 
learning the basics of grammar, the foundation of all other sciences: 
“Þow shuldest lerne A.B.C 
ffor þe fayleþa foiundement  
Þou tellest tales of Trinite! 
In wonderwyse þi wit is went.” (25–28) 
In response, the first time Jesus speaks directly in the poem he mocks the masters’ 
expectations regarding his ignorance by couching his explanation of the Trinity in the 
alphabet which they deem suitable material for his study: 
Þou farest foule, so þynkeþ me, 
ffor lewed lore on þe is lent.       
Whi is A Bi-fore b? 
Tel me, þat spekest in present, 
Or I schal tymeli teche þe 
Þi Reson raþe þe schal Repent.” (35–40) 
                                                 
181 For an analysis of the individual interpretations advanced by each of these four plays, which 
falls outside the scope of this chapter, see Daniel T. Kline, “Structure, Characterization, and the New 




The master who first challenged the Christ child, “Þe Maister wiþ wel wikked wille” (41), 
does not attempt an answer to the question, but rather threatens to beat Jesus for his 
insubordination in an attempt to reestablish dominance in the exchange.  
Qwaþ Ihesu: “þat is no skille, 
I com not hider for to fiht. 
Ȝit,” quaþ Ihesu, “of myn askyng 
Þou ne ȝiuest non onswere.” (47–50) 
However, Jesus interprets the master’s failure to comply with his question as a meaningful 
silence, a vacating of the authoritative role in the conversation. Having set the topic of the 
conversation by posing the question, he regards the master’s noncompliance as an 
invitation to occupy the position of teacher by answering the question. 
“Tak þis tale of my teching: 
A Is prys, wiþ-oute pere, 
lettre of þreo and is o þing; 
Þreo partyes A haþ knet I-fere.      56 
Bi A Biginneþ þe lettrure, 
ffor A is lyk þe Trinite. 
Þreo partyes A haþ of Mesure, 
Knet in knotte on A wol be.       
Ȝif þou wolt lerne, þou miht hure 
Hou A is lyk þe deite. 
Þe Deite is, þis is sure, 
Þreo and on, In Maieste,       
And euer her after heo schul dure 
In-departable alle þre. 
Nou hastou lerned, tac þou cure, 
Hou A is most of dignite.”      (53–68) 
Jesus’ lesson interprets the form of the letter A as an image of the Trinity—his whole 
analogy depends on the definition that a letter cannot be subdivided into parts, that it is “In-
departable” (line 66). This principle, foundational to elementary grammatical instruction, 
is expressed clearly by Sergius: “Every sentence can be divided into words, and words can 




can be divided.”182 The form of Jesus’ answer models its content, rephrasing the core 
teaching in three distinct but substantially similar ways. To paraphrase, the lesson states 
that 1) A is three parts in one, 2) A is the first and best letter because it is like the Trinity, 
and 3) the Trinity is eternally three parts in one. Instead of receiving the lesson, the master 
once again expresses incredulity at the unseemliness of a boy teaching, saying “What artou, 
lettrure to lere?” (line 70). A second master chimes in to much the same effect, saying 
“Þow kennest comeli Clergye, / And ȝit to teche þou art to ȝyng; / Þou hast not lerned, as 
men seye” (95–97). Rather than threatening to supplant Christ’s new conversational 
dominance with violence, the second master says that he will pose a question calculated to 
make Jesus appear a fraud before the onlookers: 
“As ouer-come þou worth of-take, 
Þat al þis peple hit schal se. 
Þis qwestion to þe I make: 
Tel me what is þe Trinite?” (105–108) 
Jesus’ answer to the new question ultimately relates to the previous, namely that A is always 
at the beginning of the alphabet on account of its resemblance the Trinity (lines 141–44). 
The initial question posed by Jesus was doubly loaded because it both pertains to the most 
basic elements of literacy, familiar to the poem’s audience from primers and abece lyrics, 
and references an advanced theoretical question raised in Priscian’s Institutiones 
grammaticae:  
People often ask about the cause of the ordering of elements, why a before b, 
etc.; likewise, people ask, too, about the ordering of the cases and genders and 
tenses and of the parts of speech themselves. It remains therefore to treat the 
aforementioned, and first of all the ordering of the parts of speech; albeit some 
people, taking refuge in their ignorance, say that one ought not to ask questions 
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about this sort of thing, suspecting that the places in the orders are fortuitous. But 
as for their opinion that nothing generally happens through ordering nor sins against 
ordering, to think that is completely stupid. For if they concede that there is ordering 
in certain things, they must concede that there is ordering in everything. Therefore 
just as a complete oratio is brought about by an apt ordering, so the parts of speech 
have been transmitted by the most learned writers of artes in an apt ordering, when 
they put the noun in first place and the verb in second, since indeed no oratio is 
complete without these.183 
Priscian staunchly defends the order of the letters of the alphabet, the parts of a sentence, 
and even the elements of the standard grammar curriculum. He dismisses as ignorant 
anyone who says that the order of grammatical elements is a matter of chance. Jeffrey 
Bardzell, writing on stoic influences on Priscian and the reception of Priscian in speculative 
grammar, states that “The notion of grammar as rule-governed linking of smaller units into 
larger units is widespread throughout the [twelfth] century.”184 Priscian would, of course, 
not have anticipated the Christ child’s solution to the question he raises, consonant with 
speculative grammar, that logic of the Trinity determines the order of the letters in all 
languages (A in English, but alpha and aleff in apocryphal versions of the Infancia Christi). 
The implication is that the masters have their assumptions all wrong. Instead of learning 
the alphabet before theology, the theological ordering behind even the basic elements of 
language precedes the elements themselves. If “grammar is the discipline of the correct 
                                                 
183 Translation by Carin Ruff, The Hidden Curriculum: Syntax in Anglo-Saxon Latin Teaching 
(Ph.D. Diss., University of Toronto, 2003), 199. Latin from Keil’s edition, IG 17.ii.12–14, Grammatici 
Latini 3:115–16: “Solet quaeri causa ordinis elementorum, quare a ante b et cetera; sic etiam de ordinatione 
casuum et generum et temporum et ipsarum partium orationis solet quaeri. Restat igitur de supra dictis 
tractare, et primum de ordinatione partium orationis, quamvis quidam suae solacium imperitiae quaerentes 
aiunt, non opportere de huiuscemodi rebus quaerere, suspicantes fortuitas esse ordinationum positiones. 
Sed quantum ad eorum opinionem, evenit generaliter nihil per ordinationem accipi nec contra ordinationem 
peccari, quod existimare penitus stultum. Si autem in quibusdam concedant esse ordinationem, necesse est 
etiam omnibus earn concedere. Sicut igitur apta ordinatione perfecta redditur oratio, sic ordinatione apta 
traditae sunt a doctissimis artium scriptoribus partes orationis, cum primo loco nomen, secundo verbum 
posuerunt, quippe cum nulla oratio sine iis completur, quod licet ostendere a constructione, quae continet 
paene omnes partes orationis.” 
184 Jeffrey Bardzell, Speculative Grammar and Stoic Language Theory in Medieval Allegorical 




linking of things,” the Christ child of the Vernon poem insists on the necessity of linking 
devotion to the very first elements of literacy.185 Martha Rust has suggested that a similar 
devotional grammar is operative already in the late medieval primer and its associated 
lyrics: “abeces imply that lay readers, especially in their use of their own literacy, would 
do well to model themselves after alphabetic characters by willingly assuming their 
preordained places within a complex social hierarchy and within the networks of written 
representation.”186 In the Christ child’s answer to the question Priscian voices, the 
learnedness of the clergy is collapsed into the devotional literacy of the English laity so 
that they ask the same question and find the same truth. 
As in Katherine’s debate with the fifty philosophers, no counterarguments to Jesus’ 
answer are offered. The masters’ reactions to his answers transition from violent anger to 
additional questions and eventually to shame as his authority is established: “Þe Maystres 
And Iewes / …. ffor heore wit gon sone fayle; / Monye with-drawe and gonne go, / Whon 
heore clergye hem nolde vayle” (175, 180–82). Ability to answer a posed question, or the 
inability to do so, is metonymic in this text for authoritative learning. The first master hoped 
that a beating would make Jesus submissive, and the second master hoped that failure to 
answer the question about the Trinity would shame Jesus into submission, but both 
attempts failed to counteract the effect of Jesus’ successful answers. Unable to suffer such 
a reversal in status, the masters begin to leave as the insufficiency of their learning in the 
face of Jesus’ questions and wisdom becomes apparent. 
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 The N-Town Play of Christ and the Doctors enacts similar dynamics in a more 
nuanced fashion. This text is particularly useful for examining the dynamics of the 
exchange because, as Andreas Jucker and Irma Taavitsainen have established, plays are 
among the most useful sources for historical pragmatics as they depict “interactions 
between different speakers of different social classes and different role relationships to 
each other.”187 Gabriella Mazzon’s study of pragmatics in Middle English plays suggests 
that “speakers work on sets of assumptions that are constantly reworked and modified 
during dialogue, e.g. on the information available to the addressee, also in terms of relative 
conversational power.”188 Her work accounts for the pragmatic causes of the shift in power 
from the scholars with higher institutional rank to the students as a result of “relative power 
in interaction, i.e. the kind of dominance that can be achieved in an exchange and that can 
override institutional rank.”189 The first portion of the play establishes the institutional rang 
of the doctors; they boast at length about the excellence of their knowledge of all the 
sciences, the first of which is of course grammar: 
DOCTOR 1 Loke what scyens ye kan devyse 
Of redynge, wrytynge, and trewe ortografye. 
Amongys all clerkys we bere the prysse 
Of gramer, cadens, and of prosodye!190 
In the play, the grammatical paradigm of pedagogical rotation is enacted through verbal 
markers of a shift in pedagogical roles where in the Vernon poem the focus was on the 
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content of question and answer. The insults of the N-Town doctors in response to the Christ 
child’s challenge, like their boasts, are more pronounced than in the Vernon poem and 
more infantilizing: “Goo hom, lytyl babe, and sytt on thi moderys lappe” (41) and “go to 
cradyl therin to take thi rest, / For that canst thu do bettyr than for to loke on book” (47–
48). In the play, as in the Vernon poem, Jesus sets a challenge question—“Can ye owth 
tellyn how this werde was wroght?” (50)—and proceeds to answer it when the masters are 
unable. In this version, however, instead of ignoring the question, one of the doctors denies 
that the answer to the question is obtainable by any science (53–56). As a result of the 
doctors’ admission that they are unable to answer the question, Jesus’ successful answer 
increases his authority to the point that the doctors become interested in testing the limits 
of his knowledge with further questions. 
 In the exchanges that follow, the doctors’ questions and their reactions to Jesus’ 
teaching track the shift in power and authority between interlocutors resulting from the 
boy’s successful answers. In examining the words of the doctors alone, three distinct 
stances toward the boy become apparent. The first is the expected disbelief that a boy 
without basic grammatical education dares to present himself as authoritative in matters of 
“high cognysion”: 
DOCTOR 2 Of thi wurdys I have skorne and derysyon! 
How schulde a chylde that nevyr lettyr dude lere 
Com to the wytt of so hygh cognysion 
Of tho grete werkys that so wundyrfull were? (61–64) 
This same doctor’s response to the boy’s explanation that the Trinity is like the sun—“this 
reson is right!” (85)—provides the first sign that the doctors have accepted the successful 
question-answer completion as justification for engaging with Jesus in serious dialogue. In 




a more respectful tone: 1) “What do all tho thre personys hyght? / Us to enforme, ye sey to 
me now” (87–88), 2) “Which toke flesch of the personys thre, / Ageyn the fende to holde 
such batayle?” (109–10), and 3) “Why rather he [the Son] than any of that other? / The 
fyrst or the thyrde, why come they nowth?” (113–14).191 These questions pursue new 
knowledge rather than, as was the case with the initial question, operating as a challenge. 
Having accepted the role reversal and the answers to their questions, the doctors signal the 
persistence of the new hierarchy beyond the conversation, asking that they be allowed to 
bring him any further doubts they may encounter. In this third stage of the conversation, 
the doctors seek to establish an ongoing pedagogical relationship with the boy as their 
master. 
DOCTOR 2 Now, jentyl Jhesu, we yow pray 
Whyl that we stodye awhyle to dwelle 
In cas mo dowtys that we fynde may 
The trewth of hem ye may us telle. 
JHESUS Goo, take youre stodye, and avyse yow well, 
And all youre leysere I shal abyde. 
If any dowtys to me ye mell, 
The trewth therof I shall unhyde. (193–200) 
This outcome differs dramatically from that envisioned in the Vernon poem, and constructs 
a more favorable view of clerical learnedness as ultimately conducive to pious behavior. 
There is no sense in the N-Town exchanges that the doctors’ learning keeps them from the 
truth or that the questions voiced by the doctors are bad questions or necessarily signify 
doubt.  
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Gabriella Mazzon, in discussing the value of dramatic texts as indicators of pragmatic 
norms, observes that “dramatic texts obviously rely on a stereotyping of conventions that 
are well known to the members of the speech community they are addressed to.”192 I have 
argued here that the conventions reflected and embodied in the N-Town play are those of 
schoolroom apposing as understood by the lay community generally. It is tempting to 
wonder whether a schoolboy was recruited to play the part of diminutive messiah, 
considering the evidence found by Meg Twycross for the Chester play of Christ and the 
Doctors, “For gilding the Little God’s Face, 12d.”193 The narratives suggested by 
commentaries, textbooks, and latinitates illuminate the power dynamics constantly 
renegotiated between master and pupils, and the schoolboy fantasies of being free of the 
obligation to answer when questioned by the master. Conversational dominance, here 
stereotypically ascribed to the master at the beginning of a pedagogical dialogue, is always 
vulnerable to undoing by the interlocutor’s performance. Narrative appropriations of the 
apposing model demonstrate the fragility of the authority of teachers hinted at in Alcuin’s 
works but otherwise present silently in all question-and-answer textbooks. If 
conversational dominance is often achieved by the questioner, be he student or teacher, the 
answerer can also accrue authority by supplying successful answers to the questions, with 
implications for his or her status in the community. 
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CHAPTER II:  
Evasive Maneuvers: Inquisitio and the Lollards 
It comes as no surprise to anyone who studies the activities of the Lollards, a heterodox 
group deriving views from the work of fourteenth-century theologian John Wyclif, that the 
official records of the Lollard inquisitions that took place in the early fifteenth century are 
organized by questions and answers. However, I argue that Lollards’ questions inside and 
outside the trial space merit more wholistic attention because they offer insight into a 
problem that has preoccupied both medieval authors and modern scholars: how does one 
identify a Lollard? I argue that attention to the social stakes of questions as questions 
became one of the distinctive characteristics of Lollards, both in their own literature and in 
texts written to combat their influence. Conflicting views about the proper contexts for 
question and answer contributed to the making of Lollard heretics in late medieval England 
and ultimately shaped the development of vernacular religious instruction and Middle 
English literature. 
In analyzing Lollards’ use of question and answer in conversation, this study 
contributes a new dimension to the ongoing discussion regarding the use of verbal and 
ideological markers to distinguish Lollards from their contemporaries. Many scholars have 
analyzed trial records and tracts for insight into whether adherence to certain propositions 
about Christian theology and practice sets apart texts or persons with Lollard affiliations.194 
Efforts to characterize shared formal elements of Lollard texts have also produced work on 
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the genres and vocabulary that constitute Lollard sermons, translations, and tracts.195 In 
contrast to both these approaches, Rita Copeland and Fiona Somerset’s studies emphasize 
shared literary postures of dissent and educational reform as criteria that characterize 
Lollard writings more effectively than taxonomies based on textual features or the strong 
propositions advanced by polemical works.196 All these methods emphasize the writtenness 
of the Lollard corpus, to the extent that such a corpus can be defined. But alongside charges 
of composition, possession, and dispersal of heterodox reading material, trial records show 
that Lollards were also interrogated about what they said and how they said it.197 The 
following reexamination of questions as a conversational rather than purely textual device 
positions linguistics as a complement to the literary, historical, and manuscript approaches 
that have advanced our understanding of Lollard texts and networks. Linguistics, and 
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Intellectuals, and Dissent in the Later Middle Ages: Lollardy and Ideas of Learning (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001). Copeland argues that Lollards dissented from the strong divisions between teachers 
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distinct posture because of opposition from orthodox clerics. Fiona Somerset focuses on texts influenced 
directly by John Wyclif’s writings to identify certain attitudes toward pedagogy and reform as Lollard. Fiona 
Somerset, Feeling Like Saints: Lollard Writings After Wyclif (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2014). 
197 See, for example, the accusations brought against Margery Baxter and Ralph Mungyn for remarks made 
to neighbors. The translation of Margery Baxter’s trial is found in Wycliffite Spirituality, ed. J. Patrick 
Hornbeck, Stephen E. Lahey, and Fiona Somerset (New York: Paulist Press, 2013); the Latin is edited in 
Norman P. Tanner, Heresy Trials in the Diocese of Norwich, 1428–31 (Offices of the Royal Historical 
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pragmatics specifically, can offer a paradigm better able to track continuities between 
Lollard texts and spoken interactions. 
In this chapter I seek to locate Lollards as a speech community, people “who are in 
a social network and share a recognition of, and an appreciation for, norms of speaking,” 
by examining their conversational techniques rather than their propositions.198 These 
norms comprise a set of conventional (or syntactic) and conversational (or cooperative) 
continuities and discontinuities with the bishops, priests, friars, and lay people that Lollards 
engage in conversation. The terminology to describe the norms of conventional and 
conversational correctness in these interactions derives from work in “classical” 
pragmatics. The “felicity conditions” for successful speech acts developed by linguists 
Austin, Searle, Grice, and their successors, as well as Brown and Levinson’s politeness 
theory, will provide interpretive frameworks for the social dynamics informing Lollard 
strategies and ecclesiastical authorities’ frustrations about Lollard questions.199 Speech act 
and politeness theories offer a method of accounting for the multiplicity of perceptions of 
a given encounter—Lollards intended their handling of question and answer to effect 
reform in the English church, while ecclesiastical authorities perceived Lollard norms of 
speaking as heretical challenges to orthodox forms of belief. I place texts with Lollard 
affiliations alongside texts that adopt other orthodox, reformist, or devotional postures in 
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recognition of the fact that a speech community develops through its multiple 
representations by persons outside the social network as well as internal to it. 
The late-medieval insular texts examined in this study present questions and 
answers as elements of face-to-face interaction as imagined or reported. To provide context 
for the subsequent discussion of Lollard conversational strategies, the first section of the 
chapter traces the development of some norms of speaking in pedagogical and confessional 
religious discourses in England over the course of the fourteenth century. The juxtaposition 
of Lollard texts with orthodox sources establishes continuities in how teachers and learners 
are expected to ask and answer questions, which can be obscured in polemical works. The 
second section explores Lollards’ motivations for the conversational behaviors that 
Lollardy’s opponents perceive as disruptive. While vocally anti-Lollard writers including 
Thomas Hoccleve, John Mirk, and Reginald Pecock regard Lollard questions as departures 
from orthodox practice, Lollard writers advocate strategic use of questions to discern 
reliable teachers from those who have abdicated their duty to instruct the people in faith. 
The third section reinterprets fifteenth-century Lollard inquisitions in which the accused 
persons frustrate attempts at inquisitional questioning. Reading William Thorpe’s 
Testimony and other Lollard inquisitions through the lens of pragmatics enables an 
interpretation of the Lollards’ discursive posturing that underpins and extends previous 
arguments about the Lollards’ relationship to inquisitional questioning, confession, and 
deference to church authority. Ultimately, William Thorpe and others like him manipulate 
inquisitorial question and answer to shift the genre of the conversation away from judicial 
condemnation and toward what they view as the true end of all Christian discourse: 




as a poem composed of question-and-answer exchanges and keen to address the social 
issues surrounding religious education. 
Expecting charité 
Middle English religious texts that imagine teachers in conversation with learners establish 
expectations surrounding charitable relationships between the laity and the clergy who 
mediate the lay learners’ access to spiritual knowledge. Nicole Rice asserts that a number 
of Middle English guides, innovating in response to demand from lay readers for more 
robust spiritual education, adopt dialogue as “a medium for positing the extension of 
intellectual privilege from clerical authors to lay readers.”200 More recently, Claire Waters 
has given this textual tradition a longer history by framing these Middle English religious 
texts as a response to dialogues in thirteenth-century Anglo-French religious writing. 
Waters argues that Anglo-French writers emphasized the exchange inherent in teacher-
learner interaction through “attentiveness to a scene of individualized and interactive 
learning,” enabling writers to tailor instruction to a “strongly imagined and specific 
audience.”201 Rice and Waters trace the development of the dialogic model in Middle 
English and Anglo-French vernaculars and its implications for clerical and lay 
relationships; the present study examines the norms of speaking made available to the 
Lollards in the context of this dialogic model of religious education. The orthodox, 
reformist, and heterodox texts considered here uphold a shared set of pragmatic 
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expectations concerning the mutual obligation of teachers and learners to cooperate in 
situations of questioning about spiritual matters. In the following section, I analyze these 
expectations and the significance of appeals to charity in situations when norms of question 
and answer are considered and enforced.202 
Approached through the lens of pragmatics, the asker and answerer’s 
presuppositions about their interaction provide context for the speech act of asking, which 
in Middle English discourse encompasses questions, commands, and requests as 
overlapping categories. For example, to frame the final chapters of the Form of Living 
Richard Rolle ventriloquizes a reader, saying, “Bot now may þou ask me and say, ‘þou 
spekest so mych of loue; tel me what loue is, and whare hit is, and how I shal loue God 
verrayly, and how I may knowe þat I loue hym, and in what state I may most loue hym.’”203 
Rolle’s putative reader embeds the five questions within an imperative, “tel me,” so that 
the syntax reflects the expectation that Rolle will comply with the request. Rolle responds 
to these questions simultaneously as interrogatives in need of resolution and as imperatives 
conferring obligation when he says that the reader’s questions impose a difficult task on 
him: “These bene hard questions to louse [resolve] to a febel man and a fleisshely as I 
am.”204 Nonetheless he will persevere until he does them justice through “þe help of 
Ihesu.”205 Rolle welcomes the imposition of the reader’s interjection, which simultaneously 
acts as question, imperative, and request, because it furthers the spiritual friendship that 
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Clare McIlroy identifies as the guiding principle of the text, “an eternal friendship between 
his authorial self, his reader (the human soul) and their mutual spouse, Christ.”206 Where 
he could have proceeded with straightforward exposition, Rolle invents this moment of 
dialogue to develop the dynamics of this spiritual friendship: the reader’s eagerness to learn 
imposes a difficult though enjoyable charitable obligation on the teacher.  
Throughout the remainder of the section on love, Rolle responds to each question 
in turn, maintaining the intimacy of dialogue between himself and the reader through 
second person address. He restates each question to chart his progress through the subject: 
“The first askynge is: what is loue? And I answare: loue is a brennynge desire in God.”207 
Rolle’s dialogic model in the Form of Living shows that a teacher’s willingness to 
cooperate with learners’ questions pertaining to spiritual truths demonstrates his 
relationship to charity. For example, Rolle implies that his response to the reader’s ‘hard 
questions’ is itself an exercise in charity, since one of the signs of being in charity is that 
“þe þynges þat ben herd [hard] in ham self semeth light for to do.”208 His teachings about 
love are most properly expressed in the context of a relationship between a student eager 
to love God and a teacher speaking “to þe louynge of God and help of oþer” (line 426). 
This dialogic model is notable in part because of Rolle’s widespread reputation throughout 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as a religious authority, but also because this pivotal 
passage of the Form of Living influenced several later writers directly. 
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The Middle English texts influenced by Form of Living similarly depict the 
teachings contained as a response to questions from eager learners. Fervor Amoris and Five 
Questions on Love are two such texts that adopt Rolle’s questions and his expression of 
charitable obligation as organizing frameworks, but fashion alternative responses to the 
inciting questions. Fervor Amoris (c.1375–1425) situates itself as a resource for readers 
who repeatedly pose the third of Rolle’s five questions: these readers “al day askin how 
þei schul loue God” and live to please him.209 The writer perceives this question as lay 
readers’ natural response to God’s charity in the Incarnation, which everyone “knoweþ, or 
scholde knowe,” and thereby positions his text as a response to the subsequent gap in the 
laity’s knowledge. Although the second and final chapters of Fervor Amoris draw content 
directly from the Form of Living, Nicole Rice notes that the resulting compilation 
transforms the endpoint of Rolle’s spiritual friendship from an anchoritic “solitary union 
with Christ” to an “active penitential life in the world,” putting Rolle’s degrees of love to 
“more conservative pastoral purposes.”210 For the orthodox writer of Fervor Amoris, lay 
readers’ questions reveal desires in need of discipline and instruction and motivate pastoral 
response. In contrast, the short Lollard tract Five Questions on Love fixates on the act of 
question and answer in Rolle’s dialogic interlude as an organizing framework, while 
providing alternative biblically-sourced answers to the inciting questions. The Lollard 
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adaptation intensifies the pragmatic expectations implied in Rolle’s text with the opening 
phrase: “A special frend in God axiþ bi charite þes fyve questiouns of a mek prest in 
God.”211 While calling attention to the spiritual friendship between teacher and learner 
McIlroy identifies as central to Rolle’s text, the Lollard version replaces the hermit with an 
explicitly priestly figure who has teaching obligations. In this reworking, the force of the 
friend’s appeal “bi charite” replaces Rolle’s humility topos: “Alle þes questiouns ben hard 
to telle hem trewly in Englisch, but ʒit charite dryveþ men to telle hem sumwhat in 
Englische.”212 The Lollard writer’s response to the friend’s questions not only emulates 
Rolle’s indication that teachers practice charity in responding to requests for instruction, 
but also implies condemnation for priests who do not heed the charitable obligation to 
respond in similar situations. The learner figures in Form of Living, Fervor Amoris, and 
Five Questions on Love ask initial questions out of desire for instruction but otherwise have 
little direct involvement in the text.  
In other Middle English texts that circulate with Lollard materials, learners take 
more agency in the dialogue and actively bolster their expectations of receiving answers to 
spiritual questions through theological arguments. In the prologue to A Fourteenth-Century 
Biblical Version, a learner figure called “Brother” (and later “Sister”) prompts a second, 
more knowledgeable “Brother” to teach him more about Scripture and the basics of faith. 
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When the learner first makes his request, he does so by appealing to charity and requiring 
truth in both the manner and content of the answers: “y preye ȝow purcharite to techen us 
lewed men trewlyche þe soþe aftur oure axynge.”213 The prologue positions the body of 
the text, consisting mainly of translations of the Catholic and Pauline epistles, as the 
teacher’s response to those “axynges.” When the teaching Brother is at first reluctant to 
answer his questions, the learner figure raises the stakes of the conversation by anticipating 
how the teacher will be held accountable for his refusal at Judgment Day. His ensuing 
arguments unpack the theological weight behind the formula, “purcharite,” that backs his 
initial request: 
y preye þe for þe loue þat þou schuldest haue to God & to þi breþeren, þat þou 
answere trewelyche to þinges þat y wole axen þe to hele [health] of my soule & of 
oþer mennes soules þat beþ lewedere þan þou art. [...] & we preyeþ hym to deme 
þe ryȝt, bytwene ous & þe in þe dredeful day of dome, bote ȝif [unless] þou 
trewelyche answere to oure axynges.214 
The learner figure’s language evokes eventual judgment to reinforce the binding nature of 
the obligation, as the teaching Brother acknowledges when he states, “y knowe wel þat y 
am holde by Cristis lawe to parforme þyn axynge.”215 The learner figure wins the argument 
about whether his questions require answers by instructing the teacher in his duties. 
Similarly, the learner figure in Life of Soul compares answering questions pertaining to 
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spiritual health to the acts of mercy Christ commanded: “frend I praye þe in 
cristis owne name þat þou ȝeue me sum water of cristis wisdom to kele [quench] þe þrist 
of my soule. [...] siþe my soule is anhungered after mete & a þirst aftur drynk· & naked for 
defaut of uertues [...] I preye þe þat þou write to me more opunliche of þe liflode of my 
soule.”216 Since “charite is cristes lawe in þis world,” the learner figure indicates that 
denying his request equates to disobeying Christ’s commands.217  
Life of Soul and the Biblical Version prologue share attitudes toward instructional 
dialogue common to texts written before the Lollard controversy and during the fifteenth-
century renegotiation of the lay and clerical relationships. The Benedictine monk John 
Gaytryge’s Sermon (1357) provides a precedent for Life of Soul’s representation of 
religious education as an act of mercy.218 Robert Thornton’s copy of the text commends 
seven spiritual acts of mercy, the last of which is “when men askes vs for to lere thaym, if 
we cun [know] mare þan þay, for to lere thaym.”219 The role of the learner figures in 
pressing for satisfactory answers if the teacher’s answers fall short likewise resembles 
Dives and Pauper, an orthodox text interested in reforming educational discourse to 
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remedy issues raised by Lollard critiques. Elizabeth Schirmer notes that “while Pauper’s is 
the voice of spiritual and doctrinal authority, discursive agency thus rests with his lay 
interlocutor.” Dives effectively controls the pace and development of the teaching, “which 
respond[s] to his questions and do[es] not move forward until he is persuaded by Pauper’s 
‘skils.’”220 In the same way, the learner figure in Life of Soul refuses to be satisfied with 
the Friend’s initial explanations, which he complains are “ful schort & ful derk,” so he 
focuses and reiterates his question to prompt a further and more “open” explanation of the 
teaching.221 In the Biblical Version, the aggressive tone of the learner’s insistence on 
satisfactory answers to his questions indicates a flattening of the hierarchy such that teacher 
and learner stand on equal footing before God who will “deme þe ryȝt, bytwene ous & þe.” 
Despite the emphasis on vernacular religious education and biblical interpretation, the 
relationship of these texts to a Lollard agenda remains ambiguous. Neither Life of Soul nor 
Biblical Version voices controversial Lollard claims as transparently as Dives and Pauper, 
a text which nonetheless represents its project as ultimately orthodox. On the basis of 
readings that take the teaching Brother’s voice as authorial, a reformist rather than Lollard 
origin for the Biblical Version has seemed likely.222 The learners’ agency in requesting 
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instruction has partial affinity with Lollard discursive behaviors; significantly, the learner 
figures in Life of Soul and Biblical Version do not challenge answers provided by the 
teaching figure, once the teacher consents to teach. Instead, the vocal learners in the 
Biblical Version prologue and Life of Soul insist that charity mandates cooperative behavior 
in question and answer dialogues, obliging their teachers to answer their “askings” for 
religious education. 
Although appeals to charity in the previous examples communicate an expectation 
of receiving the requested spiritual knowledge, the use of the same appeal in secular 
situations signals the pragmatic function of such phrases as markers which indicate 
pressure to provide the desired response to an “asking.” The formula “par charité,” with its 
accompanying expectations, permeates insular literary discourse to reinforce a vast range 
of inquiries and entreaties quite apart from any injunction to provide spiritual education.223 
In many romances, especially early ones, the formula appears without the strong language 
of judgment and binding obligation found in religious texts, but communicates a polite 
insistence that the hearer comply with the request. The Middle English lay Sir Degare 
relies heavily on this formula in situations such as Sir Degare’s inquiry about his father’s 
identity. Having just accidentally married his mother before learning of their relationship, 
Sir Degare’s need to learn his heritage takes on new urgency: 
“Leve moder,” seide Sire Degarre, 
“Telle me the sothe, par charité: 
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Into what londe I mai terne 
To seke mi fader, swithe and yerne?”224  
Conveniently rhyming with the protagonist’s name, the formula in this case strengthens Sir 
Degare’s appeal (“Telle me”) in which he specifies the manner (“the sothe”) and the 
content (“Into what londe”) of the reply he desires. In response to similar “askings” in 
romances as early as Amis and Amiloun and Sir Isumbras and as late as Sir Launfal and 
Athelston, supplicants obtain the information and goods they request, to the extent that it 
lies in the addressee’s power to provide it. Romances develop a familiar rhythm of appeal 
to charity followed by cooperative response familiar from works of spiritual education. 
The expectation of cooperative responses to questions in pursuit of religious 
education is equally present in another conversational genre: confession. The institutional 
practice of confession sought to further parishioners’ education as much as repentance, and 
confessors’ handbooks developed methods for customizing learning and penance to 
individual parishioners by means of question and answer.225 Some of the priest’s questions 
were intended to reassure himself and the penitent about the penitent’s knowledge of the 
faith. Archbishop John Thoresby’s 1357 Injunctions, and by extension John Gaytryge’s 
English Sermon, instructs clergy to seek opportunities during Lent to “enquere delygently 
of þair sugettes” about their understanding of sins, prayers, and the central articles of 
faith.226 In William Pantin’s estimation, this examination of penitents’ religious knowledge 
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made confession “as important as the pulpit as a potential means of religious 
instruction.”227 If the priest’s questioning revealed a penitent’s ignorance on one of the 
necessary creeds or prayers, Gaytryge and John Mirk both recommend that the priest 
“enjoyne þam appon his behalfe, and of payne of penance, for to cun þam,” and assign 
such penance “þat wole make hym hyt to lerne,” which often consisted of repeating the 
neglected prayers or creeds.228   
The remainder of the priest’s questions were designed to help the penitent perform 
his or her part in the conversation. While ideally penitents would come to confession 
having examined themselves thoroughly, ready to declare their sins as modeled in forms 
of confession, the recommendations found in statutes and confessors’ manuals indicate that 
that the priest was frequently required to aid the penitent in making a complete (integra) 
confession.229 Chaucer’s Parson instructs penitents to “lat no blotte be bihynde; lat no 
synne be untold”; each person “moste confessen hym of alle the condiciouns that bilongen 
to his synne, as ferforth as he kan. / Al moot be seyd, and no thyng excused ne hyd ne 
forwrapped.”230 In the likely scenario that the penitent appears to leave any sin “hyd” or 
“forwrapped,” the confessor takes up the role of “diligently inquiring about the 
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circumstances of the sinner and sins” as established by the Fourth Lateran Council.231 In 
the discourse of confession, unlike the dialogues between teachers and learners discussed 
previously, the role of offering full and honest answers to the priest’s questions falls on the 
penitent. The success of the sacramental and educational aims of confession depended, in 
part, on the confessor’s ability to prompt the necessary acknowledgments by asking the 
pertinent questions. The confessor’s task included interpreting the penitent’s utterances in 
the context of his or her social circumstances and body language, extrapolating from that 
context whether his or her account might constitute a “sufficient” or “deficient” narration 
of sins. John Mirk recommends in Instructions for Parish Priests that once the parishioner 
comes to the end of what he can think to confess, “when he seyþ ‘I con no more,’” the 
priest is to “grope hys sore” by asking the questions provided in Mirk’s text.232  
Models for confessors’ questions circulated in statutes, confessors’ manuals, 
exempla, and confessional interrogatories, all of which describe the conversational 
behavior expected of the penitent and provide strategies for conversing with penitents 
whose narration might be hindered by shame, ignorance, or laziness.233 On laziness as a 
cause for uncooperative conversational behavior, an anonymous preacher denounces 
parishioners who come to confession without having prepared a suitable account for the 
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priest; instead “they have little or nothing to say but ask their confessor, ‘Ask me, Sir.’[...] 
Such negligence is inexcusable, such cursed ignorance.”234 In this sermon for Ash 
Wednesday, the preacher interprets penitents’ behavior in conversation as an indicator of 
charitable or sinful (slothful) spiritual states. People who conduct themselves in a manner 
“so lighthearted and merry as if they set no store by [confession],” for example, “seek hell 
with greater attention than heaven.”235 Collectively these penitential materials teach 
confessors how to assess penitents’ spiritual disposition by comparing their behavior in 
conversation to pragmatic norms, and they equip confessors to provide appropriate spiritual 
guidance.  
The educational and confessional texts discussed thus far imagine dialogues 
between clerical and lay figures for the purpose of religious education and establish norms 
of conversational behavior, especially the association of cooperative answers with the 
answerer’s relationship to charity. In this conversational model, imperatives encapsulate 
inquiries and requests because the invocation of charity puts the hearer under obligation to 
answer the subsequent question, or comply with the subsequent request. Askers in these 
imagined conversations press their questions in pursuit of optimal answers, answers given 
“trewelyche,” “opunliche,” or “completely” in accordance with the asker’s expectations. 
In Form of Living, Fervor Amoris, and Five Questions on Love the obligation to address 
spiritual questions is pressed by the clerical voice, resembling the orthodox discourse 
surrounding priestly obligations to question parishioners diligently in confession. In 
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contrast, learners in the Biblical Version, Life of Soul, and Dives and Pauper energetically 
assert their teachers’ obligations to provide sound instruction. While these texts differ in 
the degree of the learner’s insistence on the teacher’s cooperation, these texts nonetheless 
share a recognition of and appreciation for pragmatic expectations of cooperative answers 
to questions in the context of religious education. The Lollard and Lollard-inflected texts 
examined in this section maintain norms of conversation consistent with the models 
dramatized by orthodox and reformist texts, providing a framework for Lollard use of 
questions as a means of acquiring religious instruction and judging uncooperative 
answerers as “out of charite.” 
Lollards’ Inappropriate Questions 
I have argued thus far that Lollards share certain expectations for question and answer in 
religious discourse with orthodox and reformist contemporaries. Opponents of Lollardy, 
however, represent Lollards as a speech community set apart by their disruptive rather than 
unexceptionable exchanges with clerical authorities. Henry Knighton (d.1396), for 
example, characterizes Lollard speech in an entry of his Chronicle dated 1382 as follows:  
even the newly-converted, or those most suddenly or briefly initiated into their sect 
at once had a single manner of speech [unum modum statim loquele], …even those 
most recently drawn into their sect showed themselves decisively eloquent, 
superior to all others in verbal ploys and conflicts, pungent in speech, formidably 
articular, pre-eminent in disputation, overbearing in disputatious evasion.236 
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Knighton expresses surprise at the speed with which Lollards cohered into a speech 
community distinguishable through a set of discursive norms and proficiencies. Although 
he does not specify the nature of these “verbal ploys and conflicts,” Knighton clearly 
regards the rhetoric of this group as unified in purpose and “contentious impetuosity.”237 
Since few records of Lollard conversation survive outside records of trials and inquisitions 
(which will be examined in the final section of this chapter), this section examines writings 
in Middle English which describe and imagine interactions between Lollards, who aspire 
to a certain discursive profile, and their clerical opponents. In considering the evidence of 
hostile witnesses such as Knighton for a distinctive Lollard speech community, the 
following section will show the benefits to orthodox writers in depicting Lollards as 
disruptive questioners. When juxtaposed with the evidence from Lollardy’s opponents, 
Lollard polemical tracts show how Lollards sought to distinguish themselves via 
provocative questions which they used to challenge clerical authority. 
Thomas Hoccleve perceives Lollard speech in his Address to Sir John Oldcastle 
(c.1413–1417) as a univocal affront to social and linguistic norms established under clerical 
authority.238 Prior to his vehement rebuttal of Lollards’ “sly coloured arguments” in the 
second half of the poem, Hoccleve composes a history of lay-clerical relations in which the 
priest “yaf hem [the laity] the notice / of Crystes lore; with obedience / They tooke it.”239 
In an oft-quoted passage, Hoccleve illustrates the perceived difference in mindset between 
those who “lyued well” and the present errant lay folk through a series of questions: 
Oure fadres olde & modres lyued wel,  
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And taghte hir children / as hem self taght were  
Of holy chirche / & axid nat a del  
“Why stant this word heer?” / and “why this word there?”  
“Why spake god thus / and seith thus elles where?”  
“Why dide he this wyse / and mighte han do thus?”  
Our fadres medled no thyng of swiche gere [conduct]:  
That oghte been a good mirour to vs.240 
The questions that Hoccleve parrots in this passage do resemble some text-critical 
questions in sermons of the English Wycliffite Sermon cycle, but here take a decidedly 
popular rather than academic form.241 Sheila Lindenbaum and Helen Barr have interpreted 
Hoccleve’s use of direct speech here as an opportunity to mock the laity’s “colloquial 
English” and “orality rather than literacy.”242 More to the point, Helen Barr interprets the 
questions as indicators of what Diane Vincent terms a “parsing heresy,” deviance from 
Hoccleve’s orthodoxy in which, “To query the arrangement of words or tensions of 
meaning between different passages is to unfix social and ecclesiastic order.”243 While 
these interpretations address the form and content of the questions voiced by Hoccleve’s 
Lollards, they, like Hoccleve, neglect to elucidate the sociolinguistic context that 
transforms educational intent into verbal conflict. What transpires between Lollards and 
their interlocutors which causes conversations that begin with questions to end with 
competing arguments? The profile of Lollards as disruptive speakers results from the social 
context in which they demand coherence and consistency from the Scripture and priests’ 
interpretation, a context Hoccleve ignores but which preoccupies John Mirk. 
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John Mirk’s sermon collection, the Festial (c.1380s), offers vernacular material to 
equip clergy who excuse themselves for “defaute of bokus and sympulnys of letture” with 
the materials to conduct educational and confessional conversations effectively.244 The 
Festial offered an exceedingly popular orthodox alternative to Lollard pedagogical 
programs, as others have suggested, but a little-discussed sermon in the collection offers 
significant implications for Mirk’s intended intervention in the conversations between such 
simple clergy and their parishioners.245 The text in question, which I will call Informacio 
neccessaria capellanis, is preceded by a unique heading—“The following sermon is not 
for delivering on Good Friday, but [contains] certain information necessary for 
chaplains”—which makes it the sole sermon in the Festial not intended for preaching on a 
specific occasion.246 The sermon’s foreword designates it as preparation for clergy on how 
to respond to questions about the Good Friday liturgy, rituals, and chapel fixtures from 
“lewed men, the wyche beth of many wordus and prowde in here wytte.”247 Mirk’s 
motivation for writing the sermon, however, has less to do with informing the laity and 
more to do with the effect of conversations with parishioners on the perception of clerical 
authority, as indicated by the remainder of the foreword. Proud, verbose, unlearned laymen 
often “wollon askon prestus diuerse questions of thinggus that towchon the seruice of Holy 
Chirche,” Mirk says, and “gladly [customarily] suche prestys that cun not makon a grayth 
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[competent or informed] answere so for to putte hem to aschame.”248 The shame Mirk 
desires to forestall arises from priests’ inability to satisfy the laity’s questions with an 
answer they consider satisfactory. Informacio neccessaria capellanis thus addresses the 
role of lay persons’ questions in inciting social situations that have the potential to expose 
clerical ignorance and cause priests to lose face.  
“Face,” as defined by politeness theory, constitutes a public self-image which 
interlocutors work to preserve or damage when performing speech acts. This public self-
image contains both positive and negative aspects: “negative face” encompasses desires 
for autonomy and freedom of action, while “positive face” relates to one’s status within 
the community and desires for inclusion, competence, and esteem.249 In the current 
example, lay questions qualify as “face-threatening” speech acts because they commit the 
priest to answer regarding material he ought to but may not know, and therefore have 
potential to diminish his standing in the community. As linguist Steffen Borge states, “A 
question creates an answer’s conditional relevance; an answer is, so to speak, expected, 
such that the absence of an answer will be noticeable.”250 The priest’s failure to produce 
the expected answer threatens to destabilize the lay-clerical hierarchy by shaming him in a 
manner resembling a grammar school pupil remiss in his studies. In preparing a sermon 
which provides priests with the requisite “grayth” answers, Mirk alerts his readers to the 
potential of interrogative speech acts to impinge on priests’ positive face. Mirk deviates 
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from his normal sermon form to avert the potential threat by disseminating crucial 
information. In addition to avoiding potentially damaging repercussions from ill-handled 
inquiries, he hopes that a well-informed priest will bolster his authority, and his positive 
face, by handling questions adeptly—that he will “makon his answere so that hit schal done 
hymself worchep and othur profythe.”251 Informacio neccessaria capellanis, as Mirk’s sole 
sermon not for preaching, shows his concern with social situations in which lay questions 
pose a challenge to the status of clerical teachers. 
It is not specified in the sermon that the “lewed” interlocutors “of many wordus and 
prowde in here wytte” whose questioning concerned Mirk were Lollards. However, given 
the frequency with which those epithets were applied to Lollards in orthodox polemic, it is 
reasonable to expect that Mirk was similarly concerned about priests’ conversations with 
Lollard heretics. In one of Mirk’s two references to “þeys Lollares,” he characterizes them 
as skillful manipulators of rhetoric, “wyth here smethe wordys and plesyng to þe pepul,” 
who seek to draw lay people away from the church.252 This was of course a common charge 
in anti-Lollard rhetoric, and Mirk links it to the Lollards’ propensity to instigate conflict. 
He says they “pursueth men of Holy Chyrche and ben abowtyn in alle þat þei may to vndon 
hem.”253 The context provided by Informacio neccessaria capellanis makes it reasonable 
to think Mirk may have considered Lollards’ impertinent questions just such a rhetorical 
ploy to “undo” clerical authority. Mirk declares that Lollards’ pursuit of discord “scheweth 
opynly þat þei be not Goddys servauntes, for þei ben fer oute of charite, and he þat is oute 
of scharite he is fer from God.”In contrast, charitable questions such as those entertained 
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elsewhere in the Festial seek to understand biblical narrative and imagery rather than 
undermine clerical authority.254 Unlike Hoccleve, Mirk does not regard all questioning as 
socially disruptive; rather, as in the texts examined previously, Mirk considers the purpose 
behind a person’s conversational behavior an indicator of his or her status in relation to 
charity. Although Mirk’s direct contention with Lollards in the Festial is minimal, I suggest 
that his preoccupation with the power of conversation to tip the balance of authority 
between clerical figures and their interlocutors reflects the social turmoil caused by the 
Lollards’ disruption of the status quo through use of inopportune questions. 
The evidence presented by Knighton, Hoccleve, and Mirk is of course colored by 
their individual agendas and as such would not constitute sufficient evidence of a cohesive 
Lollard speech community. I have led with them, however, to draw renewed attention to a 
remarkably similar set of recommended questions across disparate Lollard tracts. These 
questions have been analyzed previously as vernacularized elements of academic 
obligational disputation by Somerset and Copeland and as “submerged dialogue” playing 
out theological debates in the text by Hudson and Peikola.255 While my analysis is 
predicated on the understanding that the Lollard discourse of “grounding” and “granting” 
derives from academic debate, I suggest that the dialogue “submerged” in these texts does 
not solely serve the argumentative ends of the text, but looks outward and forward to 
spoken conversations between Lollards and clerical authorities. Taken as recommendations 
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for future interactions, these tracts indicate Lollards’ recognition that questions, once posed 
by the laity whom preachers were obliged to teach, would entail social consequences for 
preachers who failed to answer them.  
Pragmatic expectations in conjunction with the clergy’s charitable duty to teach 
allowed Lollards to use questions as tools to distinguish between preachers of “true belief” 
and preachers of lies. The sermon Vae octuplex instructs Lollards to watch out for how the 
“criyng of freris blyndiþ þe peple, and seien þat hooly chirche seiþ þus and determyneþ it 
as truþe” without proper biblical proof.256 The writer advocates using well-placed questions 
to separate belief-worthy pronouncements from non-authoritative statements and 
commendable clergy from unreliable ones. To achieve this, Lollards should “axe þese freris 
where [the claim] is groundid in comoun bileue of þe chirche, and if þei failen in þis poynt, 
haue hem suspect as feendis children.”257 The question proposed in Vae octuplex 
transforms potentially monologic teaching situations into dialogue as the Lollard 
interlocutor interrupts, forcing the friar to provide a positive identification of the proof for 
his claim or else acknowledge his inability to do so. The goal of the recommended question 
is less to procure a constructive answer than to determine whether the friar’s preaching is 
acceptable. The sermon writer also coaches his audience on how to interpret friars’ 
responses: failure to answer implicates them as liars.  
Any preacher confronted by this situation would be under pressure to answer for 
pragmatic as well as spiritual reasons, because question and answer form an adjacency 
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pairing: “A basic rule of adjacency pairing is that when the first member of a pair is spoken, 
another person must complete the pair by speaking the second member as soon as 
possible.”258 The tract “De officio pastorali” raises the stakes of completing the adjacency 
pairing with a compelling, reasoned response by asserting a Christological model for 
successful question resolution. In the context of encouraging lay lords to question popes 
and prelates regarding the scriptural basis for priests’ endowments, the tract claims that 
“crist was neuere axid questioun þat ne he suyde his godhed & made aseeþ [satisfactory 
answer] vpon resoun to hem þat axiden þis questioun of hym.”259 Ultimately, the proposed 
interpretive framework yields a reading of the questioned party’s authority regardless of 
the answer. The Lollard writer declares that when clerics are questioned in this manner, 
“ȝif þey wolen not or kunnen not” [if they refuse to give or do not know] an appropriate 
answer, “þey shewen þat þey ben foolis.”260 Alternatively, “ȝif þey gabben or feynen” [if 
they lie or dissemble] the writer recommends that “men shulden not trowe hem in þis 
[point], but haue hem suspect of errour.”261 Whatever the reply, the requirement of 
producing an answer in response to the question provides the Lollard interlocutor with 
grounds to make a judgment. Failure to complete the adjacency pairing as required by 
pragmatic expectations and Christ’s flawless example garners attention that silent omission 
of proof would not.  
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Two additional Lollard tracts recommend similar strategies, casting the initial 
question as the opening to a verbal game designed to evaluate spiritual authority. The tract 
“De Blasphemia” warns that, when cornered in this fashion, friars will fabricate answers 
to satisfy the adjacency pairing: “if men aske hor [their] groundyne” friars are likely to 
“stonde stille as foles” or else “tellen straunge tales noȝt to þo purpose” to avoid the 
condemning silence that communicates their failure.262 Similarly, the writer of “On the 
Sufficiency of Holy Scripture” recommends that because friars are prone to respond with 
duplicity when pressed, “men moten use cautels, and axe hem questiouns aʒen.”263 While 
cautels occasionally means caution or prudence, the majority of recorded Lollard usages 
fall under a second definition, conveying craftiness, deceitfulness, or a ruse or trick.264 
Read in this way, the tract not only acknowledges the craftiness of exploiting the pragmatic 
expectations of question and answer, but justifies doing so for purpose of discerning the 
truth. The friars’ (in)ability to answer targeted questions determines for these Lollard 
questioners the authoritative or fraudulent status of both the belief and the clerical figure. 
The same strategy allows Lollards to counter belligerent questions themselves, as 
demonstrated in “How Antichrist and his Clerks Travail to Destroy Holy Writ”:  
ʒif cristene men seyn þei knowen bi bileue þat þis is cristis gospel, þes malicious 
heretikis axen whi þei bileuen þat þis is gospel. but trewe men axen of hem 
aʒenward whi þei bileuen þat god is god; and ʒif þei tellen a good sufficient cause, 
telle we þe same cause whi we bileuen þat þis is cristis gospel.265 
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By immediately posing another question, the Lollards deflect the pressure of answering to 
the opponents, tricking them into providing a satisfactory answer for the Lollards to coopt.  
The conversational recommendations made in these tracts are expressed in 
conditional rather than indicative terms (ʒif þei tellen, …telle we), which shows that their 
purpose is not simply to stage arguments in the text but also to guide future spoken 
conversations. Some of the recommendations feature witty rejoinders to particular claims, 
as in the tract “Of the Leaven of Pharisees,” which says that “Ȝif þei seyn þat grete chirchis 
ben worschipful to god and lykynge for þe peple to serue god inne, axe hem what charite 
it is to laten parische chirchis fallen doun for defaute‥and to maken new chirchis as castelis 
wiþ outen nede.”266 Others, such as “The Church and Her Members,” provide more flexible 
models for conversations that range over a variety of topics. In a passage toward the end 
of the tract, this Lollard writer hones in on several divisive topics, describing a method 
readers can use to question friars about the Eucharist: “Men speken here of a liȝt help to 
which men ben comunli holden, þat men shulden on þis maner comune wiþ freris, and ellis 
not.”267 The term “commune” in this passage has the double benefit of pairing the primary 
meaning of “take Communion with” with the alternate meaning, “have dealings with.”268 
The “liȝt help” consists of a step-by-step analysis of friars’ possible answers to questions 
Lollards might ask them about the Eucharist, complete with guidance for interpreting a 
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number of potential answers. To put it boldly, the tract offers a method of trying friars on 
suspicion of heresy about the Eucharist before taking communion from them. Second on 
the list for topics of questioning is the origin of the fraternal orders: “Aftir þis myȝte a man 
axe, siþ God tolde of newe sectis þat shulen come into þe Chirche, to charge and harm of 
þe Chirche, how groundiþ þis frere his ordre, and in what tyme it bigan” (353). The writer 
is skeptical about receiving a satisfactory answer to these two questions, since each friar 
“contrarieþ anoþer in þis mater, and nouȝt is proved,” so recommends that “men shulden 
avoide þis frere til he hadde here tauʒt þe treuþe” (353). In striving to prepare his readers 
as thoroughly as possible, the Lollard writer references and unpacks a manner of speaking 
“to which men ben comunli holden,” a conversational framework built outward from a 
basis of inciting questions. This method, although not imbued with legal authority, 
represents a kind of Lollard inquisitio—an inquiry into a person’s beliefs that results in a 
judgment about his or her membership in the true church. 
At least one lay Lollard adopted the methods suggested by these texts, if the 
testimony of Joanna Clifland is to be believed. Although the memorable images from 
Margery Baxter’s trial—when she spread out her arms and declared herself “the true cross 
of Christ” and described the Eucharist’s procession through a thousand priestly 
posteriors—have garnered a great deal of attention, contextualizing those moments within 
a broader Lollard discourse reveals a new element of Joanna’s deposition. These shocking 
moments occur as a consequence of Margery’s questions about Joanna’s religious practice. 
After soliciting her neighbor’s views on “what she did every day in church” and “how she 
believed concerning the sacrament of the altar,” Margery repeats Joanna’s words as 




expounds her own views and invites Joanna to hear William Baxter’s teaching.269 Joanna’s 
testimony shows how Margery uses questions to open a space in the conversation to air her 
views and chastise her neighbor for wrongful belief.  
These Lollard texts propose a method of questioning clergy to ascertain their 
trustworthiness as teachers and together with the testimony of Mirk and Joanna clarify the 
social stakes of Lollard argumentative questioning. None of these texts, however, provide 
a nuanced explanation of what pragmatic conditions make these questions so disruptive as 
to merit scathing representations by orthodox writers. What dissociates these questions 
from the dialogic model in which spiritually engaged lay people ask for the instruction their 
teachers are obligated to provide? In contrast, Reginald Pecock writes the Repressor of 
Over Much Blaming of the Clergy (c.1449) to refute the intent and not merely the content 
of Lollards’ argumentative questions.270 Although Pecock’s book comes several decades 
after the peak of Lollard literary production, he writes as though Lollard objectors and 
communities still have the potential to undermine the stability of the church by their 
conversation. He shares the concerns of Knighton, Mirk, and Hoccleve about the potential 
for lay speech to multiply misinterpretation and dissent. And while Reginald Pecock was, 
to borrow Sheila Lindenbaum’s phrase “a maverick of orthodoxy,” who championed the 
unpopular project of replacing Pecham’s Syllabus with an expansive corpus of texts 
promoting the use of moral philosophy and scholastic argument to teach the laity, he wrote 
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against the Lollards no less passionately than his predecessors.271 In pursuit of this goal, 
the Repressor refutes the central motivating opinions of the Lollard sect, with attention to 
uprooting their rhetorical strategies and not only their heretical theological propositions. 
Pecock envisions his project as a corrective course in moral philosophy for Lollards 
who “vndirnyme and blame openli and scherpli bothe in speche and in writing the clergie 
of Goddis hool chirche.”272 In several portions of the Repressor, Pecock imagines Lollards 
who pose questions by way of challenge. To elaborate on the linguistic and social elements 
of Pecock’s criticisms of Lollard speech and questions, the following analysis correlates 
his critiques with violations of the felicity conditions for conversationally cooperative 
interrogative speech acts. Terminology from speech act theory clarifies Pecock’s 
judgments about how individual utterances tend toward or deviate from socially 
determined cooperative norms. When Pecock objects to one of the Lollards’ uncooperative 
questions, his arguments appeal to two categories of felicity conditions: “sincerity 
conditions” relate to the quality or truthfulness of an utterance; “preparatory conditions” 
include relevance, quantity or “saying neither more nor less than is cooperatively 
necessary,” and manner or avoiding ambiguity.273 Pecock relies partially on principles of 
cooperative speech to “to vnroote and ouerturne” several core Lollard principles that 
motivate the laity to point up priestly ignorance and propagate erroneous beliefs.274 
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In the first of the Repressor’s five parts, Pecock makes a concerted effort to 
disprove the askability of one of the Lollards’ most insistent questions. The Lollards 
“wolen aske and seie, thus, ‘Where fyndist thou it grounded in Holi Scripture?’ as thouʒ 
ellis it is not worthi to be take for trewe.”275 In keeping with the strategy recommended by 
Lollard tracts, Pecock’s imagined opponents challenge him with a question as a means of 
deciding whether to take his teaching as authoritative. When the Lollards ask this question 
in response to one of Pecock’s claims grounded on natural law or moral philosophy, 
however, it fails the preparatory condition of relevance to the topic under discussion: 
Pecock states that the Lollards do not properly differentiate between matters belonging to 
moral philosophy and those subject to the science of theology (48–50). As a result, the 
question is so inappropriate, Pecock says, that it would be similarly absurd to ask “Where 
findist thou it grounded in tailour craft?” in response to a claim about saddlery or ask for 
proof from knowledge of butchery in response to a claim about masonry (49). Pecock’s 
views on the relevance of questions arise from his preference for a strict division between 
the ambits of the sciences, so that the judgments of one faculty ought “not to entirmete 
neither entermeene with eny other facultees boundis” (49). On the grounds that the 
Lollards’ favorite question fails the condition of relevance, Pecock judges the question 
impertinent: 
Wherfore folewith that he vnresonabili and reprouabili askith, which askith where 
a treuthe of moral philosophi is grounded in pure divynyte or in Holi scripture, and 
wole not ellis trowe it to be trewe; liik as he schulde vnresonabili and reprouabili 
aske, if he askid of a treuthe in masonry, where it is grounded in carpentrie; and 
wolde not ellis trowe it be trewe, but if it were grounded in carpentrie. (50, emphasis 
added) 
                                                 




Pecock explicitly censures questions that do not meet the condition of relevance. The 
Lollards’ failure to satisfy a second preparatory condition is also apparent in Pecock’s 
analogy, namely the requirement that the underlying presuppositions of the question must 
be true.276 The erroneous presumption that all moral truths and behaviors beneficial to 
Christians derive from Scripture compounds his frustration with the “wanton and 
vnkunnyng bering” of the Lollards (51). Pecock supposes that if Lollards took this principle 
ad absurdum, Lollard women would not even be able to bathe or dress themselves until 
they first found instructions for those activities in the Bible—despite the common opinion 
that bathing and modest dress are good things (124). Since the question “Where fyndist 
thou it grounded in Holi Scripture?” does not satisfy these preparatory conditions, Lollards 
ask this question “in lijk maner vnresonabili and lijk vnskilfulli and lijk reprouabili” (49). 
By addressing the fundamental flaws that motivate Lollards’ insistent questions, Pecock 
hopes to shape readers’ responses to his rational proofs in the remaining four parts of his 
book. Failure to satisfy the preparatory conditions of relevance to the topic under 
discussion and basis on true presuppositions are errors Pecock hopes to correct by 
providing an education in logical argument and moral philosophy in his books. However, 
Pecock regards the Lollards’ obstinacy in deploying questions to challenge clerical 
authority equally troubling and potentially more harmful than mere lapses in judgment. 
 In the Repressor Pecock narrates a history of heresy in England, spread through the 
medium of unsupervised conversations which allowed both lay obstinacy and clerical 
ignorance to propagate errors. First, the Lollards and Lollard sympathizers read the whole 
or part of the Bible “in her modris langage” and responded in a womanly fashion, that is 
                                                 




by obstinately adhering to the primacy of the biblical text out of affection for it rather than 
ruling themselves with reason (67). Secondly, the clergy were not sufficiently prepared to 
provide convincing proofs when confronted with the Lollards’ objections to church beliefs 
and practices. For the most part, Pecock observes that preachers know enough to deliver 
sermons, but their grammarschool knowledge may be insufficient to respond to extended 
examination or debate: “if thei were weel apposid in eny of tho textis and parabolis and 
othere precheable processis, thei couthe not defende and meyntene eny oon of hem” (89). 
In other words, Pecock distinguishes between the ability to rattle off memorized passages 
and authorities in the context of preaching and the more practiced familiarity with texts 
necessary to sustain logical arguments when questioned (‘apposed’).277 Pecock locates the 
origin of popular heresy at the moment of the co-occurrence of these two factors, 
undisciplined lay affection for Scripture and clerical incapacity: “it fil into [the heretics’] 
conceit forto trowe ful soone” in the sufficiency of Scripture, “enformyng and tising ther 
to vnsufficienti leerned clerkis” (66). Although academics would have the expertise needed 
to refute the premises behind misguided questions, Pecock is aware that Lollards’ tendency 
to question popular preachers means that they are likely to pose questions of the clergy 
least equipped to answer them. 
Pecock’s frustrations with this disruptive strategy correlate with Lollards’ disregard 
for three sincerity conditions that pertain to genuine inquiries: the speaker doesn’t know 
the answer to the question, he or she would like to know the answer, and he or she has 
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reason to believe the addressee knows the answer.278 Here the Lollards as Pecock 
represents them diverge from the conversational paradigm developed by Life of Soul and 
Biblical Version.279 The learner figure from Life of Soul, for example, asks for spiritual 
knowledge in full expectation that the “Frend” is able to provide him the teaching he 
desires, meeting all the conditions for a sincere question. On the contrary, Pecock depicts 
Lollards as intentionally flouting these conditions because Lollards assume their Bible 
reading, without the aid of education in moral philosophy, has already given them all the 
answers to their questions.280 At the beginning of the Repressor, Pecock describes the 
Lollards as “so smert and so wantoun, that whanne euer eny clerk affirmeth to hem eny 
gouernaunce being contrarie to her witt or plesaunce,” they ask “‘Where groundist thou it 
in the Newe Testament?’…And if thei heere not where so in Holi Scripture it is witnessid, 
thei it dispisen and not receyuen as a gouernaunce of Goddis seruice and of Goddis moral 
lawe.”281 In other words, Lollards ask in the way of challenge, expecting that they already 
know the answer; namely, that there is no evidence in the Bible to support the doctrine they 
question. Pecock also depicts the “smert” and “wantoun” Lollard questioners as rejecting 
the cleric’s declaration before even posing the question, because they hope to receive 
inadequate answers that will enable them to retain their principles. This behavior breaks 
the second sincerity condition for questions, “that S[peaker] wants H[earer] to provide him 
with the indicated information.”282 In other words, because initial disagreement with a 
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clerk’s teaching triggers a question, and a non-answer allows them to avoid obeying the 
“gouernaunce” they dislike, the Lollards’ investment in receiving an unsatisfactory reply 
shows their insincerity.  
Thirdly, Pecock’s analytical approach to debunking the core principles that 
motivate Lollard questioning demonstrates why such questions have disruptive effects on 
the lay-clerical relationship, despite their pretense of requesting additional instruction. 
Because Lollards recognize that their underlying assumptions differ from those of their 
interlocutors, Lollards seek confirmation of their pre-existing views rather than direction 
or instruction from clerical figures. In expecting priests to provide inadequate rather than 
competent answers, Lollards “suspend the hearer-knowledge felicity condition in a 
question.”283 The insincere techniques of questioning Pecock attributes to Lollards thus 
resemble those promoted by Lollard tracts. For example, in the second part of the 
Repressor Pecock ventriloquizes challengers who refuse to be convinced of the beneficial 
use of images in worship until proof can be found in the Bible: 
Perauenture summen wolen in other wise seie, knouleche, and holde that al what is 
proued bi the…bifore going principal conclusiouns is trewe, but thei wolen seie 
thus, “what is it to us, that a thing is trewe in doom of reson? We wolen holde and 
knouleche and performe oonli it what Holi Scripture withnessith or groundith, and 
ther bi and ther fore what the lawe of God is. And we wole not attende to it what 
resoun iugith to be doon.” (171) 
Pecock is defensive about this possible reception of his own work and so supports his 
conclusions with “more than wole anoon accorde with the capacite of the Bible men, to 
whom and aȝens whom this book is principaly maad,” since he expects that if it should 
“seeme to hem, that sufficient answere couthe not be ȝouun to her seid [...] obiecciouns,” 
                                                 




Lollards would continue to believe that they are justified in disregarding all answers aside 
from those they have already determined correct.284 It is above all these expectations that 
Pecock strives to reform. As long as Lollards excuse themselves from satisfying the 
sincerity conditions of questions, and fail to accept well-reasoned contrary arguments, their 
infelicitous questions would continue to unsettle rather than benefit the broader 
community. 
Pecock’s Repressor, Mirk’s Festial, and the seven Lollard tracts previously 
discussed manifest ideological disagreement at the level of conversational mechanics and 
attempt, through their vernacularity, to influence future conversations outside the academic 
purview. These texts that imagine Lollards’ questions for priests and friars show two sides 
of the verbal and ideological conflict that facilitated the representation of Lollards as a 
speech community. On the one hand, Lollards used questions to determine membership in 
their community of “trewe men” and evaluate clerical authority. On the other hand, 
Lollardy’s opponents attempted to undercut the effect of this strategy by depicting them as 
belligerent questioners, diverting blame for embarrassing encounters with undereducated 
clergy to the Lollards who incited discord by broaching sensitive theological topics in their 
impertinent questions (failing to, as Hoccleve prefers, simply take the teaching as given). 
Both sides appeal to pragmatic norms and censure deviance from these norms as a 
departure from charity. These strategies together identify a Lollard speech community 
because they work toward the same goal: using evaluations of conversational behavior to 
introduce distinctions between friendly and opposing parties. Knighton and Mirk in the late 
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fourteenth century and Pecock in the mid-fifteenth century show that division on these 
linguistic grounds began before and persisted after the proliferation of heresy trials in the 
early fifteenth century. 
Lollards’ Evasive Answers 
The texts addressed in the first sections of this chapter describe or recommend the use of 
questions in the Lollard speech community to obtain religious education or facilitate 
judgments about clerical figures, and generally only account for Lollards as questioners. 
The following analysis examines Lollard attitudes toward questions when they are the ones 
obliged to give answers in inquisitions. To that end, the aim of this section is to determine 
the relationship between the pragmatic norms recommended in the Lollard pedagogical 
and polemical works examined thus far and Lollards’ conversational behavior in the legal 
documents which record some of their direct speech. Inquisitional records may or may not 
reflect the exchanges at Lollard inquisitions with accuracy—neither, for that matter, may 
Lollard accounts of trials, despite William Thorpe’s insistence that his account is written 
“as nyʒ þe sentence and þe wordis as I can.”285 In this case, however, the pretense of 
accurate dictation showcases conversational behavior more effectively than pure 
transcripts—pragmatics by nature privileges subjective perception of an interlocutor’s 
intentions over semantic analysis of his or her speech. The most relevant texts, then, are 
accounts of trials in Latin and Middle English that contain more than the formulaic 
questions and answers that, by their very adherence to a legal formula, obscure any reading 
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of the precise words exchanged, so this analysis privileges those that purport to represent 
the Middle English speech that took place at the trial.286 Of these, William Thorpe’s 
Testimony (c.1407) takes special precedence because of its attention to detail and 
sympathetic source, which will productively frame the testimony of the remaining hostile 
accounts or documentary records. Whereas Thorpe’s account attests to his own agenda that 
motivates his linguistic maneuvers, documentary records provide alternative 
interpretations of similar strategies in other trials, thus converging collectively toward a 
more complete understanding of Lollards’ conversational behavior in inquisitions. 
In inquisition, the obligation to answer the ecclesiastical superior’s questions, 
which is left largely implicit in confessional literature, is stated and restated to assert the 
questioner’s dominance. In preparation for her deposition against Margery Baxter, Joanna 
Clifland swears an oath that she will “make true answers to all and everything asked of her 
which concerned the matter of faith.”287 Nicholas Hereford and Philip Repingdon make the 
nature of such obligation clear in the bill containing an account of their inquisition, when 
they refer to inquisition as being “required to sey what we felde of diverse conclusiouns”; 
John Aston mentions being “required specialy to say what I felde of þis proposicioun.”288 
William Thorpe, likewise, reports Archbishop Thomas Arundel’s continued pursuit of an 
answer Thorpe refused to give: “But schortli þis man wolde not go fro me to aske þis 
questioun of ony lyf, but he requyride me þer, as I wolde answere bifore God” (1408–
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10).289 Like learners in educational dialogues who appeal to the clergy’s charitable 
obligation to teach, Arundel reinforces his question with the argument that God would 
judge Thorpe’s speech and cooperation or lack thereof. Arundel repeatedly requires 
Thorpe’s obedience in the form of compliant answer to his questions, resorting to threats 
of pain and hardship should Thorpe refuse.  
The prominence of reported questions in records of Lollard trials, and the equally 
clear evasiveness of Lollard defendants, has generated productive discussion about what 
Lollards hoped to accomplish through their answers to inquisitorial questions. Ian Forrest 
draws attention to the trials of Robert Hooke and Ralph Mungyn, who were both so “brazen 
or so confident of outwitting their judges” that they denied their public fame as suspected 
heretics, even when it was already proven by legal record, in attempt to avoid conviction.290 
Diane Vincent, on the other hand, reads the bills circulated by John Aston and others that 
contested inquisitorial questions as a means of critiquing the inquisitorial process.291 In 
contrast, Erin Wagner interprets the posture of deference in the answers of Thorpe, 
Oldcastle, and Pecock as a rhetorical move intended to support their “complex defense of 
innocent orthodoxy.”292 While I agree that Lollard defendants subjected inquisitorial 
questions to careful scrutiny as a way of negotiating legal process and avoiding conviction, 
I argue that Lollards attempt a broader intervention in ecclesiastical practice, beyond the 
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scope of trial procedure. The following analysis will attend to Lollard speech in response 
to inquisitorial questions as a contest of pragmatic norms, in which evasive answers seek 
to overwrite the confessional model of obligation with an educational one. One of the most 
contentious questions in Thorpe’s inquisition, as well as the trials of Richard Wyche, John 
Aston, and others, is whether material bread remains in the consecrated sacrament.293 Like 
his contemporaries, Thorpe performed his concerted resistance to answering this question 
by manipulating the cooperative conditions that govern whether a response constitutes a 
complete, valid answer to questions.294 To this end, Lollards trained one another on the 
proper rhetorical moves to avoid affirming any questionable propositions. For instance, 
Sixteen Points on Which Bishops Accuse Lollards states that within the sixteen points are 
hidden truth and falsehood such that “who þat euer grantiþ al, grantiþ myche falsehede, 
and who þat euer denyeþ al, denyeþ many trewþes.”295 The astute listener should watch 
out for copulative conjunctions that yoke statements of belief together, for “wane a 
coupulatif is madde, þouʒ þer be many trewþes, if it afferme a falshed, it schal be denyed 
al togidur” (20). Equivocation in response to such questions does more than avoid 
condemnation, it also repositions the truth status of the belief proposed as the central topic 
of the conversation. By flouting conversational norms, whether through insincerity, 
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ambiguity, or equivocation, Lollards emphasize the importance of precision when debating 
the truth of key theological principles. 
Although William Thorpe structures his Testimony around five sets of questions 
Arundel puts to Thorpe, Thorpe’s answers, not the questions, define Thorpe’s larger 
project.296 The series of seven questions Arundel puts to Thorpe about the Eucharist 
exemplifies the evasion characteristic of Lollards in inquisitional questioning. My analysis 
of this question and answer exchange pursues a dynamic which Elizabeth Schirmer 
mentions briefly as an element of her larger argument about Thorpe’s “creative evasion of 
the competing textual programs” that defined either side in the controversy over heresy.297 
Schirmer observes that Thorpe’s narrative response to Arundel’s accusation about 
preaching on the Eucharist at St. Chad’s Church shifts the discourse into theological rather 
than inquisitorial mode, so that “what is at stake now is the nature of the Eucharist rather 
than Thorpe’s conformity (or lack thereof) to official church doctrine.”298 Thorpe and other 
Lollards evoke the conversational genres of confessional catechesis and educational 
dialogue to shift the discourse out of the realm of legal process and into the province of 
theological education. The goal of this shift is to renegotiate forms of ecclesiastical 
authority they deem spiritually unproductive. 
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Arundel alternates between yes or no questions (the first, fourth, fifth, and seventh 
questions) and open-ended content questions (the second, third, and sixth questions) in an 
attempt to elicit condemning answers from a recalcitrant Thorpe. Thorpe, meanwhile, uses 
a variety of strategies to either invalidate the question or evade giving a felicitous answer, 
always nudging the conversation toward teaching. The tone at the outset of this line of 
questioning is already combative rather than charitable. Arundel announces that he has 
taken Thorpe’s Psalter away from him to prevent his pulling from it “scharpe sentences of 
holy writ and of doctours” to defend his views in “þe bisinesse and þe maner of þis losel 
and siche oþer” (888–9). A clerk prompts Arundel to “appose” Thorpe “so we schulen 
heere of his owne mouþ his answeringis and wittnesse hem,” but Arundel informs Thorpe 
bluntly “I trowe þee not, whateuere þou seist” (927, 947). With this announcement, 
Arundel preemptively invalidates the truth of Thorpe’s answers to his questions, convinced 
even before formally inquiring that Thorpe is guilty of preaching subversive views on the 
Eucharist. In addition to being legally problematic, Arundel’s preconceived judgment 
regarding Thorpe’s guilt raises issues that trouble the inquisitorial process. What counts as 
sufficient supporting evidence of someone’s guilt or innocence? How can a questioner 
know whether someone is telling the truth? As he begins to question Thorpe on the 
Eucharist, Arundel takes every possible approach to resolve the disparity between his 
preconceived judgment and Thorpe’s words in the hope of forcing him to admit his 
heretical opinions plainly. 
 Each of Thorpe’s answers to the first three questions demonstrates a different 




Þe Archebischop seide to me, “[...] what seist þou now? Dwelliþ þer after þe 
consecracioun of þe oost material breed or nai?”  
And I seide, “Ser, I knowe nowhere in holi writt where þis terme ‘material breed’ 
is writun. And þerfor, ser, whanne I speke of þis mater, I vse not to speke of material 
breed.” 
And þe Archebischop seide to me, “How techist þou men to bileue in þis 
sacrament?”  
And I seide, “Ser, as I bileue mysilf so I teche oþere men.” 
And he seide to me, “Telle out playnli þi bileue þereof.” 
And I seide wiþ my forseide protestacioun, “Ser, I bileue þat þe niʒt bifore þat 
Crist Iesu wolde suffre wilfulli passioun for mankynd on þe morwe, after hee took 
breed in his holi and worschipful hondis and ‘liftynge vp his iʒen he dide þankynges 
to God his fadir, and blessid breed and brake it, and he ʒaf to hise dissciplis’ [...] 
Oþir bileue, ser, siþ I bileue þat þis suffisiþ in þis mater, haue I noon, neiþir wole 
haue ne teche; but in þis bileue þoruʒ Goddis grace I purpose to lyue and die, 
knowlechinge, as I beleue and teche oþer to beleue, þat þe worshipful sacrament of 
þe auter is verri Cristis fleisch and his blood in forme of breed and wyne.” (950–
69) 
The Lollards’ most common rhetorical strategy to avoid offering a complete answer to a 
question is invalidating the premise of the question, as Thorpe does in response to 
Arundel’s opening inquiry. When Arundel puts his first question to Thorpe on the topic of 
the Eucharist, “Dwelliþ þer after þe consecracioun of þe oost material breed or nai?” (950), 
Thorpe evades the question, by stating that because the terminology “material breed” is not 
found in the Bible, he considers himself unable to make a judgment on the issue. In other 
words, he renders Arundel’s question invalid because Arundel presupposed an invalid 
category. Richard Wyche and John Aston both make this same linguistic move to invalidate 
the question. John Aston claims that the terminology complicates the issue so that “þo 
mater and þo speculacioun þer of passes in heght myne understondinge.”299 Diane Vincent 
reads this claim as one of a pair of moves Aston makes to defend himself legally, denying 
both the question’s answerability and that he ever publicly answered it.300 Richard Wyche, 
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on the other hand, attempts to protect himself by using biblical quotations to screen his 
answer.301 This approach to avoiding an on-record answer to questions has the benefit of 
appearing cooperative because it seems to “dispel the issue raised by the question.”302 The 
issue these three men faced, however, is that their questioners were not satisfied with 
arguments that the question was infelicitous, but insisted on registering a response to the 
truth of whether or not material bread remained in the consecrated host.303  
 Arundel’s critical error was following his first yes or no question with an open-
ended one, because Lollards’ answers also frequently flout the cooperative principle of 
quantity, which requires “saying neither more nor less than cooperatively necessary.”304 
Since Thorpe neatly excused himself from the previous question, Arundel asks him “How 
techist þou men to bileue in þis sacrament?” (954–55) In response, he gets a terse answer: 
“Ser, as I bileue mysilf so I teche oþere men” (956). This non-felicitous answer is comically 
uninformative, as Thorpe studiously avoids providing Arundel with the confirmation he 
seeks, to Arundel’s growing frustration. It shows Thorpe’s implementation of his earlier 
resolution “to speke no more to þe Archebischop ne to þe clerkis þan me nede bihoued” 
(426–27). The resolution indicates Thorpe’s awareness of the pragmatic conditions of the 
responses his questioners seek to elicit and signals his decision to refuse his cooperation 
by flouting those conditions. However, when he plans to “speke no more” than necessary, 
Thorpe clearly refers to the quantity of information contained, not the volume of words 
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spoken. Throughout the Testimony Thorpe occupies his questioners with an overabundance 
of unsolicited statements, as in his response to the subsequent question. 
Recognizing Thorpe’s non-answer to his question about teaching, Arundel attempts 
to place him in such a position that he must clarify the whole of the belief that determines 
his teaching. He commands Thorpe to “Telle out playnli þi bileue þereof” (957). What he 
gets in response, however, is a recital of the catechetical material on the Eucharist drawn 
from the Gospels. The long paragraph of Thorpe’s response is packed with liturgical 
formulae and biblical quotations, as he launches into extended recitations of creedal 
material while avoiding the very pronouncements Arundel needed him to make. His 
verbosity in response to Arundel’s prompt functions as a bid to shift the discourse into 
educational rather than inquisitional mode. Thorpe deliberately misinterprets Arundel’s 
prompt as a confessor’s invitation to a penitent to tell his belief, as a precursor to an 
educational dialogue, and responds as if reporting his knowledge of necessary creedal 
material to a confessor. Although he fails to make a statement about how his belief submits 
to or deviates from the church’s official doctrine, and thus fails Arundel’s pragmatic 
requirements, he does satisfy the semantic meaning of Arundel’s words by willfully 
substituting a penitent’s confession for a heretic’s confession. The same strategy appears 
to have worked in 1417 when it led to the release of a group of known Lollards in Bristol 
when they gave orthodox catechetical answers to all the examiners’ questions.305 Similarly, 
Thomas Herde could not be convicted of heresy as he denied all the charges brought against 
him and no one could be found to give opposing testimony.306 Likewise, Thorpe’s 
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pragmatic paradigm competes with Arundel’s in a bid to shift the genre, and goal, of the 
conversation. 
Thorpe’s evocations of a confessional mode differs from the showing of sins to a 
priest, to which Katherine Little and others have amply demonstrated Thorpe and his 
contemporaries’ resistance.307 Instead, it resembles the pedagogical element of confession, 
which Thorpe and those like him may well have felt was disappearing from a practice of 
aural confession which had become more attuned to submission and punishment than 
teaching. De Modo Confitendi, a tract written by grammar school master and priest John 
Drury of Beccles, illustrates this shift in the method he describes for self-examination prior 
to confession.308 Drury instructs his students that as part of preparing for confession, they 
should ask themselves whether they agree with the church’s teaching on the sacraments 
and articles of faith, because the person who “sauoure not in hem [the sacraments] dulyche 
as holy chirche techit he is an eratyk.”309 Unlike thepenitential guides of the fourteenth 
century, Drury no longer emphasizes the remedying of gaps in religious understanding 
through repetition of basic creeds and prayers. Rather, the instruction to “grope besily and 
serchyn be þe symbalis, þat is to seyne þe credis of holy cherche,” serves instead as a tool 
for dividing orthodox from the unorthodox. In this way, Drury says, “þy feyth moste þu 
kepe incontaminat and ondefoulid. For ho be out þe feyth he is a renegat, a loller, a loosel, 
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as many han ben lateward, it þe more pete.”310 Drury’s reference to “loller[s]” identified 
through inability to submit to church doctrine is significant in light of the surge of Lollard 
activity in Beccles during Drury’s tenure as grammar master there, if the records of ten 
Beccles residents tried in Norwich between 1429 and 1431 are any indication. In proximity 
to Lollard inquisitions and burnings, inability to acknowledge the articles of faith and the 
church’s position on the sacraments in aural confession puts the penitent not in the camp 
of ignorance but of heresy. Like Arundel’s inquisitorial process, the annual questioning 
about essential beliefs as part of confession came to submission to authority over 
instruction. And while Lollards held varying positions on the necessity of confessing sins 
to a priest, they collectively affirmed the necessity of proclaiming the basic truths of faith 
to fellow Christians.  
Immediately following Thorpe’s extensive but quantitatively infelicitous statement 
of belief, Arundel poses another yes or no question as an attempt to reestablish his 
conversational goals as preeminent. However, Thorpe’s subsequent stratagem resembles 
the irritating habits Pecock and Mirk condemn. While many have observed that Thorpe 
puts Arundel on the defensive by asking him questions, few have discussed how he 
manages to shift the obligation to respond onto Arundel or why his maneuver works. Based 
on the pragmatic norms discussed it is possible to show that Thorpe’s answer substitutes 
an educational dialogue paradigm for Arundel’s inquisitional one through the act of asking 
his question: 
And þe Archebischop seide to me, “It is soþ þat þis sacrament is Cristis bodi in 
fourme of breed, but not in substaunce of breed. [...] Þinke þee þis true techinge?” 
And I seide, “Ser, neiþer I ne ony oþer of þe sect þat ʒe dampnen techiþ ony oþir 
wise þan I haue toold to ʒou, neiþir bileueþ oþer wiise to my knowynge. But naþeles 
                                                 




ser, I axe of ʒou for charite þat ʒe telle here pleynli how we schulen vndirstoonde 
þis tixte of þe apostil Poul þat seiþ þus ‘þis þing fele ʒe in ʒou or vndirstonde þat is 
in Crist Iesu whiche whanne he was in fourme of God.’ […] 
And þe Archebischop seide to me, “Woldist þou make me to declare þese tixtis to 
þi purpos? Siþ þe chirche haþ now determyned þat þere dwelliþ no substaunce of 
breed aftir þe consecracioun of þe sacrament of þe auter, bileuest þou not to þis 
ordinaunce of holi chirche?” (970–90, emphasis added) 
Thorpe declines to answer Arundel’s pointed inquiries, and instead requests that Arundel 
interpret phrases from Paul’s letters and, later, the Hours of the Virgin (976–77). Thorpe 
invokes Arundel’s obligation to teach again in response to the sixth question, when he says, 
“I preie ʒou, ser, þat ʒe wol declare here opinli in Ynglische” the text of the secret of the 
Christmas Mass (1014).311 These evasions do of course put Arundel in the position of 
explicating texts which support Thorpe’s views rather than his own, and Thorpe cleverly 
requests explication of liturgical and paraliturgical texts as well as biblical so that Arundel 
cannot accuse him of fixating on Scripture at the expense of church authority. But there is 
a further, social dynamic to this question evidenced at the pragmatic level. Countering 
Arundel’s question with a request of his own, Thorpe impinges on Arundel’s positive face 
by obliging him to answer a potentially compromising question. Note that he joins the 
formula, “I axe of ʒou for charite,” with an imperative, “telle here pleynli,” a discursive 
move justified by Arundel’s charitable duties as a senior member of the clergy.  
The effect of Thorpe’s maneuver is twofold. When Arundel completely ignores this 
request, it makes him look as if he is shirking responsibility or is unable to fulfill Thorpe’s 
demand, and therefore reduces his credibility. It also has the effect of determining for 
Thorpe that Arundel is an unworthy authority, not worthy of sincere responses to his 
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questions or acceptance of whatever spiritual instruction he may supply. Arundel 
acknowledges his predicament in frustration—“Woldist þou make me to declare þese tixtis 
to þi purpos?” His phrasing betrays the force behind Thorpe’s request. Thorpe’s question 
has the effect of placing obligations on Arundel which Arundel chooses not to fulfill. His 
only recourse is to accuse Thorpe of derailing what linguist Craige Roberts terms the 
“question under discussion” by introducing new texts into the conversation and to reiterate 
his question. Had he agreed to explicate the texts Thorpe requested, thwarting his own 
efforts in the process, he would have helped Thorpe transition the form of the discourse 
from inquisition to theological instruction. Instead, Arundel calls attention to Thorpe’s 
evocation of the teacher-learner dialogue paradigm and pronounces it irrelevant to the issue 
at hand, namely, establishing proof of Thorpe’s heterodoxy.  
Before abandoning the subject, Arundel rephrases his question about the Eucharist 
once more. This time he indicates his awareness of Thorpe’s evasion and attempts to 
forestall additional evasion by specifying the parameters for Thorpe’s answer, that it be 
short and direct. However, Thorpe foils this command by simply ignoring Arundel’s 
specifications about the manner of his answer. Instead, Thorpe creates ambiguity by 
denying knowledge he then uses to his own ends:  
And þe Archebischop seide to me, “I perceyue wel inowʒ where aboute þou art, 
and how þe deuel blyndiþ þee þat þou maist not vndirstonde þe ordenaunce of holi 
chirche, neiþer consente to obeie þerto. But I comaunde to þee now answere to me 
schortli. Bileuest þou aftir þe sacringe of þis forseid sacrament þere dwelliþ 
substance of breed or nay?” 
And I seide, “Ser, as I vndirstonde, it is al oon to graunte, eiþer to bileue, þat þer 
dwelliþ no substaunce of breed and to graunte, or to bileue, þat þis moost worþi 
sacrament of Cristis owne bodi is an accident wiþouten soget. But ser, forþi þat 
ʒoure axinge passiþ myn vndirstondinge, I dar neiþer denye it ne graunte it, for it 
is scolemater aboute whiche I neuer bisied me for to know in. And þerfor I committe 




and so sotil sofestrie, þat þei mouen ofte so defficult materis and straunge, and 
waden and wandren so in hem fro argument into argument wiþ pro and contra to 
þe tyme þat þei witen not ofte where þei ben neiþer vndirstonden clerli hemsilf. 
[...]” 
And þe Archebischop seide to me, “I purpose not to oblische [oblige] þe to þe 
sotile argumentis of clerkis, siþ þou art vnable herto, but I purpose to make þee to 
obeie þe to þe determynacioun of holi chirche.” 
And I seide, “[...] siþ I knowe not þat Goddis lawe appreueþ it, in þis mater I dar 
not graunte. But vttirli I denye to make þis freris sentence or ony oþer sich my 
bileue, do wiþ me, God, what þou wolt!” (1020–53, emphasis added) 
This exchange tries Arundel’s patience because Thorpe signifies his refusal to be bound by 
the accustomed relationship between inquisitor and defendant by ignoring Arundel’s 
specifications about his answer. Instead Thorpe violates the cooperative maxim of manner 
by prevaricating at length in contradictory ways. Thorpe pleads ignorance of “scolemater” 
relating to the Eucharist, all the while demonstrating clear understanding of the terms and 
forms of scholastic debates on the topic. While evading Arundel’s direct command, Thorpe 
advances his own agenda concerning beneficial spiritual education, namely avoiding any 
conclusions not grounded in God’s law. 
The writer of the tract De Blasphemia imagines himself in an inquisitional scenario 
that resembles Thorpe’s and explains how concern for the edification of his audience 
prevents him from supplying cooperative responses to the questions: 
if prelates opposed me, what were þo sacrament of þo auter in his kynde—I wolde 
sey þat hit were bred, þo same þat was byfore; ffor þus teches þo gospel þat we 
shulden bileve. And if þou aske forþer, wheþer hit be substaunse of material bred, 
nouþer wolde I graunte hit, ne doute hit, ne denye hit, byfore audytorie þat I trowed 
schulde be harmed þerby, bot sith þat I supposid or reputid þat hit is so.312 
Not only does he hedge his response to the specific question about material bread, but he 
is also acutely aware of his need to represent his lack of certainty on this topic to an 
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audience he believes could be harmed by hearing him affirm wrong principles. In the same 
manner as the Lollards Pecock depicts, this writer will only accept principles openly 
supported by biblical text. Both Thorpe and the tract writer are conscious of a responsibility 
to speak truth before their ‘audytorie’ and censure their questioners for demanding 
obedience too persistently. Like Arundel, the tract writer’s imagined inquisitors pursue 
submission more eagerly than truth: ‘And þes prelatis þat wolde wrynge oute anoþer 
absolute answere, faylen both in logik and divinyte, and schewen hom unable to examyne 
of heresye.”313 The Lollard deflect the blame for his lack of cooperative responses to the 
prelates themselves because of their disordered priorities. Inquisitorial records show that 
at least two other suspected Lollards similarly refused to satisfy the cooperative maxim of 
manner. The anchorite Matilda, for instance, answered “not plainly to the questions, but 
rather sophistically,” when they “diligently examined” herfor heretical beliefs in 1389.314 
Similar dynamics are found in the Latin record of Oldcastle’s trial, which juxtaposes 
Arundel’s “kind,” “agreeable,” and “affable” manner of questioning with Oldcastle’s 
refusal to answer “plainly” and “clearly.”315 Whereas Arundel’s behavior as described in 
the record of Oldcastle’s trial contrasts sharply with Thorpe’s depiction, the description of 
Oldcastle’s behavior resembles Thorpe’s self-representation.  
Against this backdrop, Margery Kempe’s behavior under questioning takes on new 
significance. Margery is examined four times in quick succession, twice in Leicester and 
twice in York. The Book reports that the Steward of Leicester “askyd […] many 
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qwestyonys, to the whech sche answeryd redily and resonabely that he cowed getyn no 
cawse ageyn hir.”316 When questioned in the chapelhouse at York, Margery again 
contradicts Lollard patterns by indicating her submission to the church and eschewing 
heretical opinions unambiguously: “sche answeryd wel and trewly that thei myth have non 
occasyon in hir wordys for to disesyn hir.”317 Both accounts emphasize how Margery’s 
highly cooperative speech deliberately contradicts the pragmatic norms associated with 
Lollards as a means of further supporting her claim “I am non heretyke, ne ye schal non 
preve me.”318 The distinction between Margery’s strategy and the Lollard’s common 
practice is most pronounced in her questioning before Henry Bowet, Archbishop of York. 
Although Henry asks his first question “scharply” and has her fettered as a “fals heretyke,” 
Margery describes herself as careful to “answeryn wel and trewly and redily wythowtyn 
any gret stody so þat he myth not blamyn hir.”319 She intends her apparent lack of 
deliberation or “stody” about the content and phrasing of her answer to differentiate her 
from Lollards and their patterns of speech when answering questions. While the Book 
doesn’t report her answers on the articles of faith to Henry Bowet, it does recount her 
response to questions on the Eucharist before Abbot Richard Rothley in Leicester. In that 
instance Margery volunteers her belief that any priest “be he nevyr so vicyows a man in 
hys levyng” may consecrate the sacrament, after which it is “no material bred,” without 
even being questioned on those particulars. The immediacy of her unprompted disavowal 
of two key Lollard propositions caused her questioners to remark that “sche answeryth ryth 
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wel to us.”320 Aware of the implications of these pragmatic norms, Margery manipulates 
these inquisitorial dialogues, as Genelle Gertz argues, to portray her examiners as 
legitimizing her claim to visionary authority.321 Recognizing the norms of conversational 
behavior expected from Lollards, Margery capitalizes on the confident and cooperative 
manner of her answers to distance herself from them and bolster her own authority to teach. 
Langland’s Dialogues 
The recognition of Lollards as a speech community offered their opponents a way of 
identifying heretics and the Lollards themselves a method of discerning true teachers from 
false. Despite the apparent usefulness of conversational behavior as an indicator of 
religious affiliation, other voices throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth century 
demonstrated the need for more nuanced evaluations of questions, teachers, and 
educational dialogues. In sharp contrast to the Lollard response in Five Questions on Love, 
Rolle observes that “If þou do þe good and speke þe good, men supposeth þat þou louest 
God,” but cautions against presuming to judge whether someone is in charity by his or her 
speech alone (lines 691–92).322 Likewise, Dives and Pauper demonstrates the possibility 
for educational dialogue between a confident lay learner and a clerical teacher who 
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frequently disagree, while avoiding the oversimplified responses to opposing arguments 
that proliferate in Lollard and anti-Lollard rhetoric. These and many other texts offer 
methods for improving both lay and clerical speech in pursuit of education rather than 
judgment, but no author captures the nuances of these issues as thoroughly as Langland. 
Langland resists the simplistic typologies of learners and teachers found in Lollard and 
anti-Lollard discourses throughout the many scenes of educational dialogue in Piers 
Plowman—pragmatic models adopted in individual scenes are revised by the narrator’s 
encounters elsewhere in the poem. 
Langland’s poem was especially amenable to adaptation by Lollard writers where 
the relationship between teachers and learners resembles Lollard strategies. In the 
memorable pardon scene, Piers grows angry with the priest who arrives to “construe ech 
clause and kenne it thee on Englissh”—Piers tears the pardon, furious with the priest for 
his poor interpretation. In what follows, the “preest and Perkyn [Piers] apposeden either 
oother” to determine whose understanding of the pardon takes precedence and, by 
extension, whether the priest acts the “lorel” [wastrel] or Piers’ confidence in his slight 
education makes him act the insipiens [fool] (B.VII.137, 136). Despite his lay status, Piers 
contradicts the priest’s authority, a discursive move which lends itself easily to a paradigm 
in which lay learners intervene to hold teachers accountable. However, the rhetorical 
similarities to Lollard practice intensify in the next passus. As Will searches for Dowel, he 
complains that though he “frayned ful ofte of folk that I mette / If any wight wiste wher 
Dowel was,” he is repeatedly disappointed when no one gives him an answer (B.VIII.3–4 





And preide hem, pur charite, er thei passed ferther,  
If they knewe any contree or costes as þei wente  
Where that Dowel dwelleth. (B.VIII.11–13) 
 Despite his own lack of knowledge about where to find Dowel, Will immediately rejects 
the friars’ answer that Dowel lives with them. In this moment, Langland’s narrator is 
disingenuous—although he appealed to the friars in the guise of a learner seeking 
instruction, he disputes their answer as a cleric. The similarity in the structure of Will’s 
interaction with the friars to the pragmatic norms developed within Lollard polemic helps 
to explain how Langland’s choice of textual form in conjunction with his reformist 
approaches to education could lend itself to a Lollard agenda. The anonymous poet of 
Pierce the Plowman’s Crede (c.1393–1401) takes the friars’ inadequate response to Will’s 
question in this scene as his theme. Although the narrator requests that representatives from 
the Franciscan, Dominican, Augustinian, and Carmelite orders teach him his Creed “for 
Godes love,” his potential teachers all fail to fulfill his request satisfactorily until he 
encounters Peres the Plowman.323 The poem enacts its antifraternal agenda by using a 
series of unsatisfactory answers to the narrator’s question about the creed to assess the 
competence of each teacher: ‘But by a fraynyng [questioning] forthan faileth ther manye’ 
(line 27). The poem understands the friars’ very failure to answer the narrator’s questions 
as a microcosm of their failure to correctly follow Christ. 
Even as Piers Plowman offers moments of dialogue and antifraternal critique 
coopted by later Lollard adaptations, Langland’s poem offers an important corrective for 
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argumentative learners. Despite Langland’s agreement with Lollards that clergy have an 
obligation to teach, several of the narrator’s interlocutors make it clear that they will not 
teach if the student behaves unworthily. Holy Church refuses to answer one of Will’s 
questions that reveals his “problematic desire to know the how and why of things.”324 
Nicolette Zeeman claims that while Langland used questions to spread news and 
information he also regarded them as problematic, “because for him the question asked can 
signify the misuse of cognitive powers.”325 More importantly, in Piers Plowman, 
educational dialogues can only proceed if the learner maintains a charitable relationship 
with the teacher. Will’s impertinence in rebuking his teacher Reason deprives him of 
knowledge he might otherwise have gained, since Reason chastises him and leaves. 
Imaginatif informs Will that with more patience “Thow sholdest have knowen that Clergie 
kan and conceived more thorugh Reson,” but instead of gaining this instruction, he lost it 
by irritating Reason with inappropriate questions: “Pryde now and presumpcion 
paraventure wol thee appele [accuse]” (B.11.412, 421). Passus 11 revises earlier moments 
of dialogue to show the importance of cooperation from both learner and teacher in the 
pedagogical project. Langland differentiates his reformist interests from Lollard speakers 
whose besetting sin is overconfidence in their own convictions. Langland, like Rolle, 
emphasizes the need to seek charity first and foremost by ruling one’s own tongue, as 
Reason counsels, and refraining from criticism without a healthy dose of recognition that 
one’s own understanding may be flawed.  
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I have argued in this chapter that attention to pragmatic norms of question and 
answer provided heterodox and orthodox interlocutors with the means to contest and alter 
the relative status of clerical and lay figures. In addition to promoting troublesome beliefs, 
the Lollards irritated orthodox clerics because they exploited or flouted the norms of 
conversation that constituted the lay-clerical relationship; in doing so they distinguished 
themselves as a unified speech community. The modular nature and portability of the 
question and answer frameworks deployed by this speech community—a few lines in a 
tract here, a few words to a neighbor there—fostered group cohesion while requiring very 
little formal organization. By their refusal to cooperate with the community’s pragmatic 
expectations, Lollardy exposed governing norms and subjected them to scrutiny, putting 
new pressure on the askability and answerability of questions. Together Lollard and anti-
Lollard texts converge on a set of behaviors that define the Lollard speech community, 
behaviors derived from familiar paradigms that nonetheless indelibly altered the landscape 




CHAPTER III:  
Disputing in the Parish 
Melibee’s wife, Dame Prudence, draws on the persuasive power of rhetoric when she 
convinces her husband to abandon his plan of taking vengeance on his enemies for the 
death of their daughter Sophie.1 Near the end of her lengthy discourse on this topic, having 
established that God is the “far cause” of their daughter’s death since he in some way causes 
all things, she entertains a question that might naturally arise from this conclusion:  
Now, sire, if men wolde axe me why that God suffred men to do yow this vileynye, 
certes, I kan nat wel answere, as for no soothfastnesse. / The juggementz of oure 
Lord God almighty been ful depe; / there may no man comprehende ne serchen 
hem suffisantly. / Nathelees, by certeyne presumpciouns and conjectynges, I holde 
and bileeve / that God, which that is ful of justice and of rightwisnesse, hath suffred 
this bityde by juste cause resonable.2 
Prudence admits her inability to know precisely why God allowed harm to come to their 
daughter, since God’s judgment is so unfathomable. She must rely on “certeyne 
presumpciouns and conjectynges” in place of logical proofs to reach her conclusion, that 
this mysterious plan is both reasonable and just. It would seem that introducing an 
unanswerable question would work against Prudence’s argument. But raising the question, 
as if to debate with the anonymous third party who might ask her, allows Prudence to 
introduce the evidence supporting her belief that there is a reasonable explanation for recent 
events; her defense includes etymologizing Melibee’s name and interpreting the attack as 
an allegorical representation of the state of Melibee’s soul. Both of these points, although 
                                                 
1 See David Wallace’s chapter on Dame Prudence’s rhetoric in the Tale of Melibee in his book Chaucerian 
Polity: Absolutist Lineages and Associational Forms in England and Italy (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1997), 212–46, for an account of the rhetorical terminology and preoccupations of the Tale of Melibee, 
as well as its source texts. 
2 Geoffrey Chaucer, “The Tale of Melibee,” in The Riverside Chaucer, edited by Larry Dean Benson (Oxford 




they do not logically account for God’s intentions, point to moral action needed on 
Melibee’s part to make himself right with God. In the end, Dame Prudence’s speech proves 
successful when Melibee announces his compliance with her “faire resouns” and resolves 
to follow her advice.3 
Despite Prudence’s success in fielding a seemingly unanswerable question about 
God’s intentions, intractable questions receive a harsher treatment when raised by 
uneducated lay persons. Thomas Hoccleve, in his Address to Sir John Oldcastle (1415) 
posits an English laity before Wyclif that “axid not a del” about scripture, sacraments, or 
ecclesiastical hierarchy. He exemplifies the perceived difference in mindset between those 
who “lyued well” and the present errant lay folk through a series of questions. In contrast 
to the “Lewde calates” of the early fifteenth century who “wele argumentes make in holy 
writ,” previous generations never asked  
“Why stant this word heer?” / and “why this word there?”  
“Why spake god thus / and seith thus elles where?”  
“Why dide he this wyse / and mighte han do thus?”4 
Each of the why-questions voiced by Hoccleve’s Lollards seeks reasons to explain the 
wording of the Bible, harmonize God’s speech, or justify God’s actions. In addition, the 
final question is speculative, as it emphasizes the contingency of God’s actions and 
imagines alternate histories in which God’s motivations led him to different interventions 
in human events. According to Helen Barr, in Hoccleve’s depiction of an orthodox past, 
“socially correct reading is figured as an activity in which no questions are asked.”5 
                                                 
3 “The Tale of Melibee,” line 1712. 
4 Hoccleve's Works: The Minor Poems, ed. Frederick J. Furnivall and I. Gollancz; rev. edn. Jerome Mitchell 
and A. I. Doyle, EETS e.s. 61,73 (London: Kegan Paul, 1892), lines 155–57. 




Contrary to Hoccleve’s prescriptive nostalgia, however, audience interest in the motivation 
and contingency of God’s action in the world permeates Latin and Middle English texts 
beyond the scope of Wyclif’s influence.6 Likewise, contrary to many interpretations of this 
passage, I suggest that the fault Hoccleve finds with the questions voiced in his poem is 
not only that they are questions, per se, but rather that they are why-questions asked in 
pursuit of “argumentes” about God’s words and actions revealed in the Bible. I have argued 
in the previous chapter that the attribution of these questions to Lollards illustrates the 
common perception of Lollards as belligerent question-askers; in this chapter I examine 
the broader implications of the questions’ form (why-questions) and attribution to bailiffs, 
reeves, “men of craft,” and women who “kakele,” groups that constitute a cross-section of 
the lay audience for Sunday preaching.  
I open with these two examples from Chaucer and Hoccleve to demonstrate the 
rhetorically productive nature of intractable why-questions. Writers of verse narrative and 
prose literature alike anticipated that lay persons would ask speculative questions about the 
Bible and God’s role in human events, and they drew on those questions as sources of 
inventio. Although Hoccleve writes ostensibly to squash such theologically impertinent 
questions, the dramatization of the inquiries he criticizes provides the matter of his poetry, 
making those same impertinent questions poetically productive despite his charge that they 
are spiritually detrimental. Similarly, by raising a difficult question in Prudence’s 
                                                 
6 To complicate the matter further, Chantelle Saville has argued that Hoccleve’s treatment of Gesta 
Romanorum narratives likewise opened spaces for thinking about “alternative possibilities for plot action” in 
response to academic disputations on future contingency and God’s omnipotence. Chantelle Saville, 
“Alternative Possibility in Fourteenth-Century Philosophy and the Development of Allegorical Narrative in 
the Work of Robert Holcot and Thomas Hoccleve,” Essays in Medieval Studies 31 (2015): 101–24. See also 
Hester Goodenough Gelber, It Could Have Been Otherwise: Contingency and Necessity in Dominican 




apparently successful speech, Chaucer exemplifies how anthypophora, “a figure of 
reasoning in which one asks and then immediately answers one's own questions (or raises 
and then settles imaginary objections),” could be mobilized to persuade listeners.7 In her 
decision to use an anthypophora as a means of introducing persuasive rather than 
demonstrative evidence, Prudence imitates a practice common among preachers in late 
medieval England. While the speaker ostensibly addresses other types of questions, such 
as erotema and epiplexis, toward the audience, the speaker addresses anthypophora back 
to him or herself to be answered.8 These questions also differ necessarily from speech acts 
in conversation, since the audience is meant to be silent during the sermon. The technique 
of addressing audience questions was recommended as early as Augustine’s De Doctrina 
Christiana when he stressed that the preacher needs to always work at making himself clear 
so that his audience can understand him. Augustine stresses that “in conversation any one 
has the power of asking a question,” and since this is considered indecorous in a public 
speaking situation, “the speaker ought to be especially careful to give assistance to those 
who cannot ask it” by anticipating and addressing unspoken questions arising from 
incomprehension.9 Questions in these literary texts can no more be said to represent 
                                                 
7 Anthypophora depends upon the fiction of a question asked then answered, rather than an actual exchange 
between two parties. The Latin term ratiocinatio sometimes corresponds with anthypophora. 
“Anthypophora,” Silva Rhetoricae, ed. Gideon O. Burton, Brigham Young University. 
www.rhetoric.byu.edu. For the sake of this analysis I distinguish between this rhetorical use of questions and 
other types.  
8 Anthypophora resists the obvious answer implied by other types of rhetorical questions—a resounding 
affirmation or negation in agreement with the speaker. These latter types of rhetorical questions include 
anacoenosis, a question that seeks the judgment of the audience on a certain matter, erotema, a question 
asked in order to affirm or deny a point strongly, or epiplexis, a question asked to chide or show grief. 
“Erotema” and “Epiplexis,” Silva Rhetoricae, ed. Gideon O. Burton, Brigham Young University. 
www.rhetoric.byu.edu. This is a small sampling of the many forms of rhetorical questions in classical 
rhetoric. 
9 Augustine, On Christian Doctrine, trans. by Rev. Professor J. F. Shaw (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 




utterances spoken by a historical person at a determined time than questions in the other 
texts examined in this study. In terms of record of a performance event, disputations and 
sermons are similarly ephemeral—even reportationes of sermons or disputations constitute 
abbreviations of the words and arguments exchanged, while fully fleshed out documents 
that circulated later were more often than not made more literary than the words spoken at 
the event, either by the author/speaker or by another party interested in the discourse for 
reasons that fit their own agenda. 
Where other types of rhetorical questions assume agreement between the speaker 
and the audience on the topic raised, anthypophora presumes an initial difference between 
the speaker and at least a subsection of the audience on a certain topic, and works to reduce 
the distance between their views by the end of the speech. While university-trained 
preachers developed a habitus of asking and answering theological questions through 
participation in scholastic disputation, the laity without the benefit of such study lacked the 
same understanding of how to formulate questions.10 Accommodating this initial distance, 
preachers’ uses of anthypophora voice the uneducated laity’s urgent desire for theological 
knowledge while redressing the disparity in education between the laity and university 
masters trained in the art of asking disputed questions. How does one recognize that a 
question is too big to be answered? What happens when a question cannot be answered by 
rational arguments? Preachers construct literary experiences of quodlibetal disputation to 
impart to lay audiences a sense of the norms of question-asking developed through 
                                                 
10 See Katharine Breen, Imagining an English Reading Public, 1150–1400 (Cambridge University Press, 
2010), especially pages 2–12 for an argument about the habitus of grammar as a precursor to virtuous 
character. In this chapter I explore the implications of quodlibetal disputation, rather than grammar, as it was, 
to borrow Katharine Breen’s phrase “extracted from its clerical institutional settings…and adapted for use in 




schooling. These sermons seek to convey this habitus by shaping the audience’s affective 
responses to questions that are acceptable and questions that are not. 
Why-questions in sermons, especially where they concern God’s nature and 
motivations, receive a range of answers that are necessarily partial, depending to some 
extent on the topos of the unfathomableness of the reasons for God’s actions. The 
frequency of unresolvable why-questions in texts intended for lay readers, I argue, 
demonstrates the productive nature of these questions as tools to think with as well as 
rhetorical means of persuasion. They range from intractable questions about what Langland 
terms “the whyes of God Almyghty” to a simple segue into interpretation of a parable such 
as “But sir,’ perhaps you say, ‘how is this kingdom of heaven like this king?’” (Matt 
22:2).11 
In their various responses to anthypophora raised in sermons, preachers reflect their 
stances on the separate but intertwined issues of lay intellectual capacity and the spiritual 
merit of disputing in the scholastic style. Far from proposing a single model for the 
importation of disputation terminology and techniques into sermons, I suggest that the 
literary application of the disputation experience allowed for great freedom to address 
conflicting assumptions about the laity’s natural tendency to wonder about the cause of 
natural and social phenomena observed in the world. These sermons contribute to an 
ongoing conversation about who is permitted to ask and answer questions, and they 
                                                 




illuminate the complex relationship between inquiring minds and barriers that keep them 
from the spiritual knowledge they desire.12  
This chapter asks what why-questions as anthypophora in sermons can tell us about 
sermons as literary texts. The standard account of these questions in sermon studies is that 
by counterfeiting interactivity, they keep the audience’s interest in the explanation to 
follow. I argue that preachers, like poets, saw the space of controversy opened by 
intractable why-questions as literarily productive, introducing similitudes, narratives, and 
authorities. More specifically, I argue that preachers combined elements of quodlibetal 
disputation with persuasive arguments to teach lay people how to properly ask and answer 
difficult why-questions.  
Although Siegfried Wenzel has noted places where Richard FitzRalph, Richard 
Kilvington, Robert Rypon, and Philip Repingdon raise theological questions in their 
sermons, introduce arguments for and against, and come to a conclusion, he reiterates the 
standard claim in arts of preaching that “in essence theological disputation and preaching 
were considered separate activities.”13 It is true that the prevailing attitude in ars 
praedicandi was that disputed questions should not be raised in sermons and preaching 
should not be conflated with disputation. The most commonly cited characterization of the 
relationship between disputation and preaching courtesy of Peter the Chanter (d.1197), is 
                                                 
12 On similar concerns in Langland, who derived both material and formal elements of Piers Plowman from 
the sermon tradition, see Emily Steiner’s reading of Passūs 8–12 as a meditation on questions regarding 
“pedagogical fitness,” specifically, “Who is fit to learn, and in what contexts should knowledge be shared? 
How can scholarly debate be productive, and why does it devolve into carping and criticism? And most 
importantly, when does learning aid and when does it impede salvation?” Emily Steiner, Reading Piers 
Plowman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 98. 
13 Siegfried Wenzel, Latin Sermon Collections from Later Medieval England: Orthodox Preaching in the 




that disputation provided the truth subsequently spread through preaching.14 The artes 
praedicandi that circulated in fourteenth and fifteenth century England make clear that 
preaching and disputation are two distinct and mutually exclusive discourses because their 
purposes are different. Robert of Basevorn distinguishes between the two in his De Arte 
Praedicandi on the basis of the speaker’s intent: “Preaching is the persuasion of many, 
within a moderate length of time, to meritorious conduct. For, when some determine 
questions, even theological questions, such determination is not preaching, because it is 
not persuasion by intent, but rather an investigation of truth.”15 Ranulph Higden’s 
definition of preaching in his Ars componendi sermones (1346) echoes Robert of 
Basevorn’s tract in citing the purpose for speaking as the key feature that distinguished the 
two rhetorical forms.16 Their shared description of preaching “excludes the discourse 
studied and disputed in the schools, since it pertains more to the probing of truth than to 
preaching.”17 These two works and many others not quoted here agree that preaching must 
be done for the purpose of persuasion, and the persuasion must be for the sake of a moral 
                                                 
14 Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages (University of Notre Dame Press, 1964), 59, 
citing Verbum abbreviatum, c. 1 PL 205:25. Translated in Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the Middle 
Ages, 3rd ed. (Oxford, 1984), 208: “The practice of Bible study consists in three things: reading (lectio), 
disputation (disputatio), preaching (predicatio)….Disputation is the wall in the building of study, for nothing 
is fully understood or faithfully preached, if it is not first chewed by the tooth of disputation….We should 
preach after, not before, the reading of Holy Scripture and the investigation of doubtful matters by 
disputation.” 
15 Translation from James J. Murphy, ed., Three Medieval Rhetorical Arts, trans. by Leopold Krul O.S.B 
(University of California Press, 2001), 109–215, here 120. Latin in Robert of Basevorn, “Forma Praedicandi,” 
in Artes Praedicandi: Contribution a l’histoire de la rhetorique au moyen age, ed. Th.M. Charland, (Paris: 
De Vrin, 1936), 227–323. 
16 Ranulf Higden, Ars Componendi Sermones, ed. by Margaret Jennings, and Sally A. Wilson, Dallas 
Medieval Texts and Translations (Dudley, Mass.: Peeters Publishers, 2003). Find Latin here: Margaret 
Jennings, ed., The Ars Componendi Sermones of Ranulph Higden O.S.B. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991). 




end, while disputation seeks contention in service of investigating truth.18 Neither writer, 
on the other hand, has anything to say about avoiding the situation that occasions 
disputation, namely the asking and answering of questions raised by any member of the 
audience, which I would argue is because such rhetorical forms were among the most 
generative and adaptable tools in the preacher’s arsenal.  
Instead of internalizing the definitions and distinctions in these arts of preaching, 
we might benefit from the advice of Richard of Thetford. One of the first explicit treatments 
of questions for this purpose occurs in the influential treatise Ars dilatandi sermones, 
written at Oxford before 1268 by Englishman Richard of Thetford (fl. 1245).19 Richard 
introduces eight modes of dilating the material for a sermon, and deals incidentally with 
the business of asking and answering questions. The third of his eight methods is dilation 
by reason or argument. Having demonstrated the use of enthymeme, syllogism, and 
example, he says that a preacher dilating by reason will often need to use anthypophora, 
and specifies that the preacher ought not “endeavor indifferently to prove any predicate 
whatsoever but chiefly the moral predicates, namely, good, bad, honorable, 
dishonorable.”20 In the service of this end, he continues, it is often beneficial to resort to  
anthypophora or confutations, namely, by responding to tacit objections or by 
destroying contrary arguments, for confutation is the destruction of the contrary 
                                                 
18 Siegfried Wenzel, Medieval “Artes Praedicandi”: A Synthesis of Scholastic Sermon Structure (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2015), 5–8, 12–1 
19 George J. Engelhardt, “Richard of Thetford: A Treatise on the Eight Modes of Dilatation,” Allegorica 3 
(1978): 77–160. In 1268 it first appears in a library catalogue. It also has been edited as part III of the Pseudo-
Bonaventuran Ars Concionandi. His work is thought to have influenced at least 7 other treatises (the most 
widely recognized of which is Robert of Basevorn’s). See J.J. Murphy, Rhetoric in the Middle Ages, 327. 
See also Wenzel, Medieval Artes Praedicandi, 8. 
20 Engelhardt, 93–95. “Cum autem praedicator se dilatat ratiocinando, non indifferenter intendat quodcumque 
praedicatum ostendere sed maxime praedicata moralia, scilicet, bonum malum honestum inhonestum,” 
London, British Library, MS Harley 3244, fol. 187v. The Latin has been edited from a different base 
manuscript in Engelhardt 92–94. The translation is adapted from Engelhardt’s translation to reflect the 




loci. For instance, having stated many reasons why the Son of God had to be 
incarnated, one proceeds thus: But someone says, “Could not man have been 
redeemed through a new pure man?” For if pure man sinned, it appears that pure 
man ought to have cleansed.21  
Richard completes this model question and answer by enumerating principles that disprove 
the objector’s argument against the necessity of Christ’s incarnation, and reasons out the 
correct answer which the preacher should give to the question. Although reasoning in this 
way may use logic pertaining to disputation, Richard is adamant that it not be presented in 
a way that will allow the audience to confuse the two activities. “Likewise, lest preaching 
should seem to be disputation, the argumentation must be so made as if it were not being 
made, so that, namely, propositions are not set forth first and a conclusion is drawn 
therefrom, but rather they say thus: So it is, and this for many reasons.”22  In effect, Richard 
of Thetford recommends anthypophora as a method of dilation while more accurately 
distinguishing between disputation as reasoning by argument toward a conclusion and the 
activity of providing answers to spiritual questions. In his formulation, preaching can draw 
upon structures of disputation provided that the method of resolving the question be 
inverted. The conclusion must precede the reasoning process so there is no doubt as to 
which answer the preacher favors, and the remaining time may be spent persuading the 
                                                 
21 Engelhardt, 93–95. “Oportet autem ratiocinantem multotiens uti antipoforis sive confutationibus 
respondendo scilicet ad tacitas obiectiones sive dissolvendo contrarias argumentationes, est enim confutatio 
contrariorum locorum dissolutio. Verbi gratia, positis multis rationibus quod filius dei debuit incarnari, 
procedatur sic: Sed dicit aliquis, Nonne per nouum hominem purum potuisset hom redimi. Si enim purus 
homo peccavit, apparet quod purus homo illud emundare debuit....Sed caveat sibi ratiocinator obiectionem 
aut difficultatem in sermone movere maxime coram simplicibus nisi ipsam sciat solvere satis plane,” Harley 
3244, fol. 187v. The Latin has been edited from a different base manuscript in Engelhardt 92–94. The 
translation includes silent edits to Engelhardt’s translation to reflect the difference between his edition and 
the manuscript (Engelhardt’s edition contains some errors). 
22 Engelhardt’s translation, 99. “Item ne praedicatio videatur esse disputatio, oportet ut sic fiat quasi non 
fieret argumentatio, ut scilicet non praemittantur propositiones, et subtrahatur conclusio; sed magis dicant 




audience of the conclusion. Adopting Richard of Thetford’s construction of disputation 
“made as if it were not being made” begins to explain why questions appear in so many 
cases accompanied by terminology from and anecdotes about scholastic disputation, as 
preachers attempt to teach parishioners when and how to question, by opening spaces of 
controversy which require interpretation and reasoning to be convincingly settled. How are 
exempla, similitudes, and authorities inverting rather than eschewing argument? What is 
the benefit for preachers and for scholars in connecting their activity to a framework of 
disputation? 
Questions in medieval sermons, even the questions denounced as non-productive, 
turn out to be rhetorically productive by introducing creative, narrative moments in 
sermons which allow the audience to participate emotionally in the activity of asking and 
answering theological questions. In the process, preachers assert that some questions are 
good to ask while others are not, and they reframe what constitutes a satisfactory answer 
to theological questions. I suggest that the framework of quodlibetal disputation is 
attractive to late medieval preachers because by the late fourteenth century disputation had 
migrated from the scholastic purview into the public sphere. This study builds on recent 
work by Olga Weijers and Alex Novikoff that traces the development of disputation as a 
specialized scholastic method that infiltrated public awareness and became a ubiquitous 
pubic practice.23Alex Novikoff argues that disputation contributed to the “broader cultural 
phenomenon that stresses the verbal and dramatic conflict of ideas as a vehicle of public 
                                                 
23 Alex J. Novikoff, The Medieval Culture of Disputation: Pedagogy, Practice, and Performance 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013). Olga Weijers, In Search of the Truth: A History of 




persuasion and a path toward a deeper understanding of Christian truth.”24 This study will 
broaden the scope of the growing body of research on the intersections between disputation 
and literary texts, which has largely concerned the adaptation of the forms of disputation 
within poetic fictions, by examining sermons as literary texts.25 As such, it is indebted to 
extensive scholarship regarding the texts, manuscripts, and rhetorical situations of both 
sermons and disputations.26  
The central texts of this chapter are found in preaching collections compiled or 
composed between 1380 and 1450, or what Siegfried Wenzel terms the “golden age of 
preaching in (later) medieval England.”27 These include, among others, sermons from John 
Mirk’s Festial (c.1380s), Henry Chambron’s sermon for Good Friday (c.1380s), sermons 
from John Felton’s Sermones dominicales (or Sermones Mawdeleyn) (c.1431), and an 
anonymous sermon from British Library MS Royal 18 B xxiii (mid-15th century). While 
these sermons are all intended for an English audience, and some are in English or are 
macaronic to some degree with English phrases inserted, I include Latin sermons given the 
frequency with which Latin sermons were recorded from or intended for delivery in 
English. To contextualize the questions pondered in sermons, as well as the spiritual stakes 
                                                 
24 Novikoff, The Medieval Culture of Disputation, 7. 
25 Francis Lee Utley, “Dialogues, Debates and Catechisms,” A Manual of the Writings in Middle English, 
1050–1500, eds. Jonathan Burke Severs, Albert E. Hartung, and Peter G. Beidler, Vol. 3 (New Haven: 
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1967), 699–715, 829–902. Neil Cartlidge, “Medieval Debate 
Poetry and The Owl and the Nightingale,” A Companion to Medieval Poetry, ed. Corinne J. Saunders 
(Chichester, U.K.: Wiley-Blackwell/John Wiley & Sons, 2010), 237–57. John W. Conlee, Middle English 
Debate Poetry: A Critical Anthology. East Lansing: Colleagues Press, 1991. 167–77. Kathleen R. Burt, 
“Argument in Poetry: (Re)Defining the Middle English Debate in Academic, Popular, and Physical 
Contexts” (Ph.D. Diss., Marquette University, 2014).  
26 These include, to name only a few, Siegfried Wenzel, Alan Fletcher, Gerald Owst, Patrick Horner, and 
Carolyn Muessig on the one hand and Palémon Glorieux, Ian Wei, William Courtenay, Martin Pickavé, 
Russell Friedman, and Rondo Keele on the other. 
27 Siegfried Wenzel, Preaching in the Age of Chaucer: Selected Sermons in Translation (Medieval Texts in 




of asking intractable questions about spiritual matters, the chapter also considers 
disputations and artes praedicandi by influential Englishmen such as Robert Holcot, 
Ranulph Higden, and Robert of Basevorn. While Alan Fletcher and others have made the 
case that sermon writers, especially for sermons in English, did not typically feel 
constrained to construct sermons that followed the form prescribed by the ars praedicandi, 
those guides are useful here in that they theorize the use of questions, specifically disputed 
questions, in sermons.28 After giving a brief account of quodlibetal disputation’s 
development and cultural influence, this chapter examines the incentives for preachers to 
capitalize on the laity’s natural tendency to wonder, the narratives employed to deter lay 
audience members from straying into unfruitful speculative questioning, and finally 
examples of the sermons that creatively adapted disputation forms and techniques to 
address why-questions. 
A Brief Account of Quodlibetal Disputation 
While many preaching materials refer to scholastic disputations in a general sense, not 
singling out any subdiscipline, I propose that the most relevant format is that of theological 
quodlibetal disputation. Olga Weijers and other scholars of the history of disputation trace 
its development back to the “questio, i.e., questions arising from the reading of basic texts” 
in the university curriculum.29 Beryl Smalley claims that phrases from lectures such as 
“these expressions belong to the disputation rather than the lecture” indicate the point at 
                                                 
28 See for example Alan J. Fletcher, “Variations on a Theme Attributed to Robert Holcot: Lessons for Late-
Medieval English Preaching from the Castle of Prudence,” in Mediaeval Studies 66 (2004): 27–98, here 29–
30. See also Wenzel, Medieval Artes Praedicandi. 
29 Olga Weijers, “The medieval disputatio,” in Traditions of Controversy, ed. Marcelo Dascal and Hanliang 




which disputation morphed into a distinct activity likely following the lecture.30 The 
practice of disputation de quolibet, meaning “on any [topic] whatever,” arose in the early 
thirteenth century, distinguished from standard scholastic disputations by the premise that 
the questions would be raised by audience members rather than predetermined by the 
presiding magister.  
In England, quodlibetal disputation flourished from the 1290s to the 1330s.31 By 
this time, however, quodlibetal disputations were already common, and contentious, in 
Paris. Paloma Pérez-Ilzarbe calls attention to the two distinct sets of goals for disputations, 
the “cooperative aim (that is, the search for truth)” and the “‘internal’ and self-interested 
goal (that is, victory over the rival).”32 Surviving records suggest that quodlibetal 
disputation could be more unpredictable than ordinary disputation, and that participation 
required “a presence of mind quite out of the common, and a competency almost universal 
in scope...many a master refused to risk himself at it.”33 They were quickly circumscribed 
by statutes governing who could hold quodlibetal disputations and how often, in part 
because of the high social stakes of opening the floor to any question, and the potential 
failure of the magister to answer the question satisfactorily. In 1280 the Dominicans held 
a chapter meeting “expressly to state that, in the future, the only lectors who would be 
allowed to schedule quodlibets were those who were also masters of theology, teachers in 
                                                 
30 “Ista tamen verba potius sunt disputationis quam lectionis.” Smalley, Study of the Bible, 211. Quoting the 
Latin from MS Bibl. Nat. Lat. 384, fol. 180r. 
31 Christopher Schabel, “Introduction,” in Theological quodlibeta in the Middle Ages: The Fourteenth 
Century, ed. Christopher Schabel (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 1–16, here 10–12. 
32 Paloma Pérez-Ilzarbe, “Disputation and Logic in the Medieval Treatises: De Modo Opponendi et 
Respondendi,” Vivarium 49:1, “Usus loquendi, discretion audientis, intentio proferentis: Pragmatic 
Approaches to Language During the Middle Ages” (2011): 127–49, here 129 and 131. 
33 Palémon Glorieux, La littérature quodlibétique, 2 vols. (Paris: J. Vrin, 1925–1935), II: 10–11. M.V. 
Dougherty, Moral Dilemmas in Medieval Thought: From Gratian to Aquinas (Cambridge: Cambridge 




possession of the university degree and experience.”34 Martin Picave also notices that 
“quodlibeta often display a more combative tone and show less inclination to hide the deep 
disagreements between the different proponents of a debate.”35 Like preachers, masters 
risked losing face if challenged by questions they were not equipped to answer, and the 
universities took steps to ensure the authority of that position and limit the risk of 
embarrassment.  
Generally unfolding over the course of two days, quodlibetal disputations attracted 
a varied audience of clergy, students, and faculty from other universities. On the first day 
a bachelor respondens would make a first attempt at answering the question or questions 
raised by audience members. Although participation in these disputations was a statutory 
requirement for the bachelors, their role in the published proceedings of the disputation 
was nearly always eclipsed by the master’s determinatio delivered on the second day.36 
The manuscript tradition of quodlibetal disputation, then, resembles anthypophora in that 
it prioritized the master’s summary of the question and the arguments for both sides, and 
the emphasis was on his intervention.  
In terms of the procedure of disputation, Weijers notes that "every disputed 
question, even the most simple one, can be considered a hypothetical controversy: there 
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are always two possible and opposite answers to a question,” which requires participants 
to produce arguments showing clearly why one position should be held rather than the 
other.37 For this reason she claims that disputation’s purpose was broader than rendering a 
yes or no answer. Rather, disputation constituted a form of research in which “the 
arguments for the position that is rejected are not considered useless; on the contrary, they 
are useful because they contribute to the discussion, and their refutation makes clear why 
the rejected answer is not right.”38 So the purpose of scholastic disputation is research 
seeking out any means of positively or negatively expanding understanding of the truth. 
Weijers describes the decline in innovative use of the disputation form in the late Middle 
Ages: “At the end of the 14th century through to the 15th century, the disputatio became a 
mere technique: it lost its flexibility and became a form of automatism. The same 
arguments were repeated, the element of research disappeared, the questions of the 
commentaries became simple and didactical, etc.”39 William Courtenay attributes the 
decline of the genre in England in the 1330s to a decrease in the overall output and 
productivity of the Oxford masters.40 
 The decline in the formal practice of quodlibetal disputation in England, however, 
did not correspond with a decline in the cultural influence of the idea of disputation. Ian 
Wei argues that from its outset this scholastic form maintained a strong relationship with 
everyday social life, as a “more immediate form of public engagement” than other types of 
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disputation.41 So, “masters tried to take account of social realities” in answers to 
quodlibetal questions, especially when they anticipated the application of their findings to 
real marriage or financial issues.42 Alex Novikoff similarly argues that disputation 
contributed to the “broader cultural phenomenon that stresses the verbal and dramatic 
conflict of ideas as a vehicle of public persuasion and a path toward a deeper understanding 
of Christian truth.”43 Early on disputation exerted influence on literary forms for wider 
audiences: “This fluidity between literary dialogue and public disputation is a perennial 
problem in the history of the genre…and has been the cause of considerable confusion as 
to whether one should speak of a literary invention or a social practice.”44 All these factors 
together show that despite the differences in implementation—audience and format—
disputation provided a readily assimilated model for preachers. In the transference of the 
disputation model to texts intended for lay and mixed audiences, disputation loses the strict 
protocols dictated by the ars obligatoria and substitutes for them the shared assumptions, 
the pragmatic norms, that govern understandings of when questions are appropriate or 
inappropriate and when satisfactory answers have or have not validated the respondent’s 
position. A close examination of the sermons and artes praedicandi will show that 
preachers viewed disputation and exploration of questions as a means of persuasion but 
were wary of the disputation’s central focus on truth for reasons of audience capacity and 
dilution of attention from the central goal: that of persuasion toward faith. The absorption 
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of the disputation experience into preaching, I will argue, privileged the goal of exerting a 
desired effect on the reader and paved the way for a new kind of flexibility and adaptability 
in uniting the experience of disputation with literary, persuasive proofs. 
Pleasures of Asking “Why” 
In quodlibetal disputations, the questions were raised by those with significant training in 
both logic and disputation. Uneducated lay people, however, would not have had the 
benefit of that training in how to form, limit, or answer theological questions and frequently 
strayed through their own natural wonder and curiosity into questions that preachers 
deemed inappropriate. It is easy in this framework to reach for answers about the division 
between clerical and lay domains of knowledge, and lay encroachment into clerical 
matters. But such thinking falls into the categories and terms employed by medieval 
preachers in their overt warnings and concerns, without considering the nuances of actual 
practice. In practice, asking “why?” (that is, seeking the cause of something observed or 
known) is a natural human activity shared by scholars and the common lay person, and it 
proved an equally productive and problematic activity for both groups.  
The enduring attractiveness of “why” questions, the reason for their propagation in 
nearly every genre common to medieval England, has to do with their capacity to reflect 
possibility and the experience of wonder. The questions posed in sermons coincide with 
the modes of inquiry encouraged in romances. Nicola McDonald has recently suggested 
that romances don’t insist on closed categories for knowledge, but rather capitalize on 
wonder to reveal “sudden gaps of understanding” which reframe the world as constantly 




awkward, and the answers unsatisfying.45 Wonders defy the ability of known categories to 
describe or measure the world. McDonald uses Havelock the Dane to exemplify the 
potential thought process outlined by romances: first, wonder and interest in something 
observed prompts the question, “what may this mean?” The question motivates the 
protagonist to think hard about the subject, eventually arriving at an answer which allows 
the protagonist to know more about him or herself and to share that knowledge with others. 
In both romances and the Middle English sermons examined here, inquiry arises from 
observation of a natural or social phenomenon. Aquinas’s definition of wonder supports 
Nicola McDonald’s analysis and describes how 
if a person, knowing the eclipse of the sun, consider that it must be due to some 
cause, and knows not what that cause is, he wonders about it, and from wondering 
proceeds to inquire. Nor does this inquiry cease until he arrive at a knowledge of 
the essence of the cause. Now wonder is a kind of desire for knowledge; a desire 
which comes to a person when he sees an effect of which the cause either is 
unknown to him, or surpasses his knowledge or faculty of understanding. 
Consequently, wonder is a cause of pleasure, in so far as it includes a hope of getting 
the knowledge which one desires to have.46 
Aquinas describes a process by which a person observes a natural phenomenon, but 
becomes interested in the cause of that phenomenon by virtue of it being still unknown. 
Fictional and didactic texts alike represent lay curiosity as a natural response to wonder, 
not intrinsically disruptive. Aquinas likewise pinpoints the reason for the rhetorical 
effectiveness of anthypophora, namely that the hope of receiving an explanation for the 
unknown causes pleasure. If even natural phenomena provoke such responses, it is even 
more fitting that experiences of divine things provoke wonder in the laity. Nonetheless, 
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this natural capacity for wonder and inquiry into causes needs tempering in the form a 
training in the proper limits of why-questions. 
 At several moments in Piers Plowman, William Langland treats the tendency for 
why-questions about divine things to arise from the laity’s idle musings. One of the most 
memorable is when Dame Study in Piers Plowman castigates the lords that idly question 
theological narratives at dinner, “At mete in hir murthe whan mynstrals beth stille” 
(B.10.52).47 As Emily Steiner notes, “Dame Study rebukes Wit, complaining that lords, 
when they hobnob with clerks, end up asking the wrong questions or “the whyes of God 
almyghty” (10.124). Lords ask, for instance, why God allows sin to exist, and why He ‘let’ 
Adam eat the apple in the first place (10.107–14).”48 These questions are made possible 
because biblical narratives and theological principles, once elaborated in the vernacular, 
traveled freely in spoken and written forms. But while human nature, presented with these 
materials, is inclined to pursue explanations for God’s actions as revealed in biblical events, 
Langland identifies “the whyes of God almighty” as beyond the scope of what the mind 
can attain by reason. Imaginatif introduces another such speculative question about 
predestination in Passus 12, reducing the answer to such questions about God’s will in the 
world to a tautological phrase which he declines to translate: 
Ac why that oon theef upon the cros creaunt hym yelde  
Rather than that oother theef, though thow woldest appose,  
Alle the clerkes under Crist ne kouthe the skile assoille:  
Quare placuit? Quia voluit.  
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And so I seye by thee, that sekest after the whyes,  
And aresonedest Reson, a rebukynge as it were (B.12.213–17) 
When Imaginatif answers the question about why one thief was saved while another was 
damned, the seemingly unsatisfactory answer—“Why did it please him? Because he willed 
it”—echoes the consensus of the “clerkes” he references.  
 Influential theologians collectively agreed that inquiry into the will of God, the far 
cause of all observed actions and phenomena, constituted a limit on fruitful questioning. 
The question voiced by Imaginatif, “quare placuit,” recurs in various forms, however, 
because although the restrains that govern life and resources occasion scrutiny of human 
choice, the very absence of restraints of time and materials determining God’s actions 
makes questions about his choices both alluring and problematic. Peter Comestor in the 
Historia Scholastica similarly responds to the folly of questioning why God allowed man 
to be tempted in the first place: “If it is asked why God permitted man to fall, we say 
because he willed it. If it is asked why he willed it, it is an insipid question to ask the cause 
of the divine will, he himself is the supreme cause of all causes.”49 This question is 
“insipid” as Peter Comestor terms it because it is both unanswerable and does not satisfy 
the search for causes. Frederick Bauerschmidt summarizes Aquinas’s work on this topic as 
follows: 
If, as Thomas says, the natural impulse of the human intellect is to inquire into 
causes, then we are presented with a choice: either this quest has no end and the 
human impulse to know must rest content with perpetually knowing one more 
thing, or human inquiry can in principle find a place to rest.50 If the latter is the 
case, that in which the intellect rests must be a suitable answer [to] our question 
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“why” and yet must not be itself the sort of thing about which it is suitable to ask 
“why.”51  
Elsewhere Aquinas addresses the issue of predestination specifically, saying, “There is no 
reason why God chooses these for glory and rejects those except the divine will.”52 Asking 
“why?” ad infinitum leads inescapably to Aristotle’s unmoved mover, what Prudence 
alludes to as the far cause of all events.  
In essence, the laity’s (and the clerks’) curious questions about things they observe 
in the natural world nearly always have the potential to fall outside the scope of preaching’s 
ability to investigate causes and effects. For this reason the anonymous annotator of a 
middle English copy of the Elucidarium in Cambridge University Library Ii.6.26 writes 
“here take heed that we do not enquyre of the secrets of god. therefor if he aske why dyd 
god thus, it is best to answer ‘for be cause it plesid hym so to do’ & beleve that his hygh 
wysedom hathe ordeynyd alle thyng for the best” (fol. 171r). This annotation appears as a 
commentary on the discipulus’s questions about why God would make angels even though 
he knew that they would fall and why.53 Each of these writers, or annotators, determines 
that expecting an answer to questions about God’s will other than the simple fact of his 
will is a vain endeavor, since no external cause could have influenced his choice. The 
challenge for sermon writers introducing such anthypophora, then, is to capitalize on the 
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laity’s interest in such questions while training them in the restrain that keeps them from 
venturing into “insipid” inquiry. 
Cautionary Tales 
In pursuit of the goal of persuading lay audiences into a certain structure of belief, preachers 
recreate the experience of a quodlibetal disputation to prompt audiences to cultivate proper 
affective relationships to questions: shame when pursuing speculative questions which 
cannot or should not be answered, but affirming moments of inquiry that foster wonder 
about truths revealed in church teaching. They discuss the activity of questioning in its own 
terms as moral or reprehensible activity depending on the purpose and the nature of the 
question. One mechanism for conveying this training is narrative that encourages the 
proper affective relationship to why-questions: what does it feel like to ask a question that 
is too big? The failure to recognize intractable questions is figured in sermons for the laity 
in oft-repeated stories of the most intelligent men who run up against the limits of their 
natural capacity for rational argument. Not least among these is the trajectory sketched by 
Thomas Aquinas’s own career. As a boy he is said to have pestered his masters at Monte 
Cassino frequently with the question “What is God?”54 It is easy to see the appeal of this 
anecdote as a precursor to his immensely productive career of posing and responding to 
questions in the Summa theologiae and other works. But his work ended abruptly after an 
ecstatic experience while celebrating mass for the feast of St. Nicholas on Dec. 6, 1273. 
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Afterward he refused to complete the Summa because, as he said, “all that I have written 
seems to me like straw compared to what has been revealed to me.”55 English preachers 
seek ways to help their audience feel as if they experienced a realization of their own 
insufficiency in the face of divine things, like that of Aquinas. 
The same question that initiated Aquinas’s career circulated widely in a story drawn 
from Cicero’s De Natura Deorum and found its way into numerous sermons. It appears in 
a sermon compiled by John Felton in his Sermones dominicales (c.1431), or Sermones 
Mawdeleyn, as they are otherwise known. John Felton was a vicar of St. Mary Magdalen’s 
in Oxford from 1397–1434 who was known for his excellence and diligence in the activity 
of preaching.56 The prothemes of Felton’s sermons frequently treat the duties and attitudes 
required from faithful preachers and audiences, respectively. Fletcher and Wenzel both 
note Felton’s reliance on Jacobus de Voragine (1229–1298), Felton’s primary source, who 
is acknowledged in the prologue to the sermon collection.57  Jacobus de Voragine is 
seminal figure for English preachers interested in responding to the laity’s questions. John 
Felton’s sermon for the Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity draws heavily on two sermons by 
Jacobus of Voragine for the same Sunday. In Felton’s sermon, as in his source, the story 
proceeds by way of dialogue between a king and philosopher:  
Tullius relates in De natura deorum that a certain king asked a certain philosopher 
what God was, and the philosopher requested a term to respond. The king gave him 
a period of three days, which being completed, he asked another period, and 
received a three-day term, which being completed, he asked a greater term. The 
king said to him, “I see now that you deceive me.” And the philosopher said, “I do 
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not lie, lord, but God is so immense, that however much I think about him, so much 
more of him do I fall short of. And what I should say of him I do not discover.”58 
Admitting his failure to answer the question, at the cost of angering his king, is meant to 
convince the audience of the philosopher’s genuine perplexity about the vastness of the 
question.  
 Like Felton, Mirk draws heavily on Jacobus de Voragine’s work in his sermon 
collection and shows an interest in regulating question behaviors. In a sermon for De festo 
sancte trinitatis sermo, Mirk disparages scholastic treatment of questions in favor of 
unadulterated belief, even while his narrative proceeds via question and answer. In Mirk’s 
exemplum, it is a university master, not a lay person, who has an experience that convinces 
him to abandon a vain question. The audience is granted access to the scholar’s thoughts 
and encouraged to identify with his reaction to the miracle he observes: 
I rede of a grete maystur of diuinite þat stodied bysyly to han broght into one boke 
why God wolde ben leevot on God in þree persones. þan on a day os he walkyd be 
þe see-syde delyche stodying in þis mater, he was ware of a f[a]yre schylde syttyng 
on þe see-sonde an hadde made a lytel pytte in þe sonde. And wyth hys hande wyth 
a lytel schelle he clawte of þe see-watyr and powred in þe pytte. þan þoght þis 
maystyr þat he was a fole to do soo and spake to hym and sayde: ‘Sone, wheraboute 
arte þou?’ þan sayde he: ‘Syr,’ I am abowte to heldyn alle þe watyr in þe see into 
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þis putte.’ þan sayde þe maystur: ‘Leue of, sone, for schale neure þou done.’ ‘Syr,’ 
quoth he aȝeyne, ‘as sone schal I do þis os þou schalt done þat þou arte abowte.’ 
And whan he hadde sayde so, he vanesched away. þan þe maystur beþoght hym 
how it was notte Goddys wylle þat he was abowth and lafte hys stody and þankyd 
God þat so fayre warnyd hym.59 
The intractable why-question in this story, “why God wolde ben leevot on God in þree 
persones,” resembles the speculative questions undertaken by the laity about God’s will, 
although the asker in this case is a trained theologian. The response to this scholarly project, 
however, aligns with the persuasive arguments provided in response to lay people’s 
questions more than with rational proof. The boy on the beach is a persuasive warning to 
the master not because he marshals compelling reasons, but because he presents an analogy 
from the natural world—the impossibility of ladling the sea into a pit in a sandy beach—
and his vanishing grants the encounter miraculous status. These reasons for abandoning 
overly curious questions are also supposed to persuade the laity, not provide logical 
accounts for the limits of the faithful’s inquiry. The references to the master’s thought 
process track his change in intellectual behavior. While at first his “studying” busily 
demonstrated his intent to capture the answer to his question in one book, he is distracted 
by the boy he encounters and thinks about how foolish the boy’s intent is; finally he applies 
his own condemnation to himself and, as Mirk relates, “beþoght hym how it was notte 
Goddys wylle þat he was abowth.” The story, according to Mirk’s self-gloss, serves as a 
“fayre” warning to his audience to “haue ful beleve in þe Holy Trinite.”60 The experience 
of the master’s recognition of his own insufficiency, and his thankful response, is training 
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for the audience in how to recognize intractable questions and seek more spiritually 
beneficial pursuits. 
The exemplum follows the persuasive formula outlined in John Bromyard’s entry 
for correctio in the Summa predicantium. This disputation serves the purpose of 
Bromyard’s cautum exemplum, serving to condemn the scholars by their own judgment.61 
In both stories the presumably intelligent masters encounter fools, only to discover that the 
recommendations they rendered have proven that they themselves were the more foolish. 
In both cases, too, it is the intellectual preoccupations, especially the questions they devote 
themselves to resolving, that should be abandoned to devote more time to spiritually 
beneficial pursuits. For the master of divinity walking on the beach, that question is “why 
God would wish to be believed one God in three persons?” The implication in this story is 
that the mysteries of God cannot be completely resolved, so it’s not a worthwhile use of 
time or intellect. Since it’s an effort unable to be completed, it’s a vain effort and should 
be abandoned.  
The boy on the beach is a persuasive warning to the master not because he marshals 
compelling reasons, but because he presents an analogy from the natural world—the 
impossibility of ladling the sea into a pit in a sandy beach—and his vanishing grants the 
encounter miraculous status. These reasons for abandoning overly curious questions are 
also supposed to persuade the laity, not provide logical accounts for the limits of the 
faithful’s inquiry. Ultimately the why-question in Mirk’s exemplum proved vain because it 
could not increase the master’s devotion, and the knowledge sought by the scholars at Paris 
                                                 




was detrimental because its pursuit kept them from applying what they could or did know 
towards the goal of good living. 
Take, for example, a story that Hugh Legat drew from De oculo morali by Peter of Limoges 
for a sermon for the Third Sunday in Lent: 
Lincolne, De oculo morali, tellus that qwen the clerge of Parys were assemblet in 
hor scolys and biseliche occupiet in disputsons abowt hor lernyng, sodenliche þer 
come in a fole among hem askyng solucyuun of thys questioun: qweþer hyt were 
beter to do þat man kowde and kew, or elles to lere þat he kowde nawʒt. Thes 
philsophi, musing gretlych of þys questyoun, arguit pro and contra to heiþer party. 
Thys fol stode style, alwey heryng after solucioun of thys questioun. So at þe laste 
yt was diffinit and determit amonge hem that hyt was beter and more meritorie to 
do that man kowde and kewe than to lere that he knode nawʒt. ‘Qwerefore semyt 
me’, quod thys fole, ‘ʒe be more lewdyr and vnkonyng than I, in that ʒe besy so 
gretlyche abowʒt þat ʒe can nowʒt, nat fulfyllyng in ded that ʒe haue y-leryt and 
can’.62 
Legat depicts a scene in which scholastic learning both affirms his instructions and puts 
the same scholars to shame. Here Legat recounts what is essentially a quodlibetal 
question—a fool not apparently part of their company entered a scholarly gathering and 
posed a question for answering, which they proceeded to dispute. But raising questions can 
be a risky business, as Legat’s exemplum demonstrates, because of the high social stakes 
of opening the floor to any question and the potential failure of the magister to answer the 
question satisfactorily. In keeping with the recommendations of the artes praedicandi, the 
“pro and contra to heiþer party” in this dispute matter far less than the ultimate application 
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of the answer in support of moral living. The story retains the question and the conclusion 
while effectively sidelining the process of argument as unnecessary. An effect of omitting 
the reasoning process is to highlight the social implications of this exchange which are 
deployed without being articulated. The unsolicited and spontaneous nature of the question 
from an outsider leaves the scholars at looking foolish when their answer is judged 
inadequate. The “answer” to the fool’s question is effectively delivered as much the 
unfolding interaction between the fool and the scholars, as by the disputation itself, which 
is not recorded. This is one of many exempla in English sermons that depict scenes of 
disputation, and in other places records of disputations are offered in response to 
anthypophora. This exemplum demonstrates in microcosm a technique employed by 
numerous other later medieval English preachers, which is that they pair theological 
questions with references to the practice of quodlibetal disputation, as an introduction to 
creative, narrative reasoning rather than logical argument. Legat’s exemplum demonstrates 
the technique of offering “proof” that comes of an affective response to something 
experienced or felt rather than articulated, especially if that emotion is shame as the 
outcome of conversational exchanges, or a miracle in response to a question. 
The benefits of showcasing scholars’ limited ability to demonstrate answers to 
complex theological questions with certainty seem incompatible with the unanimous 
insistence in the artes praedicandi that preachers should settle any questions they choose 
to voice quickly, definitively, and in no uncertain terms. Richard of Thetford warns the 
preacher not to undertake any question he is not adept enough to answer satisfactorily. 
When registering objections or doubtful questions, especially before simple listeners, the 




plainly.63 So how can preachers achieve a satisfactory answer to a why-question without 
encountering the pitfalls of vain scholastic questioning?  
 The secondary purpose of all these sermon devices is to disabuse the laity of the 
notion that scholars can obtain answers to all speculative questions about divine things 
through reason and study. The work of Robert Holcot (c.1300–1349), an English 
Dominican with a hundred published quodlibetal questions to his name, warned that some 
spiritual truths could only be believed, not proven.64 It is of vital importance for Holcot 
that Christians should recognize the limits of the knowledge that can be held about the 
Trinity, but should still believe. In his Commentary on Wisdom, Holcot writes that the 
mature Christian  
ought to hold not merely his sense in the service of Christ (because laymen do this), 
but also his intellect. And this is very difficult, and therefore much more merit is 
due to a good theologian, who sees and hears heretics arguing against the faith and 
yet assents to the faith, than to the laymen of today, who think that the theologians 
have the scientific knowledge to which their faith is subalternate, as if they [the 
theologians] were able to teach and demonstrate what they themselves [the laymen] 
hold merely by faith.65 
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Theologians in Holcot’s reading are superior to the laity not because of their more scientific 
knowledge of the articles of faith, but because they understand that such articles can only 
be comprehended by faith. To require scientific certainty of the truths preached, in Holcot’s 
view, would be both foolish and impossible. While those trained in scholastic theology 
know that its first principles must be accepted by faith rather than proven, the laity believe 
that the theologians have demonstrative proof of those first principles, which is why they 
believe. In this, through lack of education about the limits of knowledge, the untrained 
people err.  
Confronted with the knowledge that some why-questions are unanswerable, the lay 
people have two options: accept the articles of faith or attempt rational proof and despair. 
This second path is represented by some versions apocryphal narratives of the deaths of 
pagan philosophers.66 Above all, Holcot stresses that theologians and lay persons alike 
need to avoid the foolishness of pagan philosophers because they insist on seeking the 
“why” for everything. In one of his quodlibetal questions, on “Whether theology is a 
science,” Holcot states, 
Now the philosophers, because they were curious, and because they were 
ambitious, wanting to explain the cause of everything, even about those things on 
which the common crowd had opinions, mixed their philosophy with the sayings 
of the legislators and the prophecy of the faith, made available by the fathers and 
their predecessors—not that they themselves through natural reason showed that 
anything incorporeal, such as God, or an angel, or the soul, exists; but so that they 
should not appear to fall short in giving the causes and the reasons of the things 
which were thought by the wise—the legislators and prophets—or perhaps the 
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common crowd, they added whatever persuasive [rather than demonstrative] 
reasonings they could muster, many false, a few true.67 
When they failed to show the causes by natural reason, the philosophers masqueraded forth 
“persuasions...many false, a few true,” as the conclusive explanations for those things “on 
which the common crowd had opinions.” Here Holcot not only warns against the fear of 
losing face when unable to “give the causes and reasons” for articles of faith, he also shows 
that persuasive arguments are the only possible or necessary responses to articles of belief 
already shown to be true via revelation.  John Marenbon argues that Holcot viewed pagan 
philosophers as “not cut off from the possibility of salvation” but as lacking “an 
understanding of the limits of human reasoning, of the need for the revealed knowledge 
from which they benefited.”68 Marenbon notes that Holcot’s work was influential in 
shaping Chaucer, Langland, and other late medieval poets’ interest in pagan philosophers 
as well as making his conclusions, developed over a career of quodlibetal disputation and 
Sentence commentaries, available to a wide audience. Holcot’s quodlibetal questions 
support the use of persuasive arguments to bolster the laity’s belief in articles of faith, as 
the need for humble reliance on revealed truths. 
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Middle English anthypophora  
Middle English sermons for popular audiences regularly avail themselves of narratives in 
answer to anthypophora, even as they reject the activity of disputation. Augustinian canon 
John Mirk saw why-questions arising from lay parishioners’ encounters with biblical art as 
literarily productive, using them in several places to introduce exempla as proofs for or 
answers to questions. In his sermon on the Annunciation, for example, Mirk introduces an 
exemplum with the following anthypophora: “Than ben ther somme that askon why there 
stonte a wyne-potte and a lyly therine betwyn oure Lady and Gabryel at hure salutacion.”69 
He signals his willingness to answer this question about one of the most ubiquitous scenes 
in medieval art by saying, “This is the skylle.” He proceeds to tell a story about a Christian 
“talkyng” with a Jew about the immaculate conception. The Jew extends a challenge, which 
is md with a miraculous sign: “‘Whan I see a lyly spryng oute of this potte, I wil leue that, 
and ere notte.’ Than anone therwyth a lyly sprong oute of the potte, the fayrest that euere 
was sayne.” With little further ado, Mirk concludes, “For this skylle the potte and the lyle 
ben sette betwene our Lady and Gabryel.”70 Just as the lily is enclosed in the wine pot, the 
explanation for the lily is enclosed in the story that answers the why-question.  
It is notable here that Mirk offers a narrative as the entirety of his response to the 
question he raised, but it is even more significant that he chooses to treat the question 
“why?” as a question of cause rather than interpretation. Mirk could instead have opted for 
the more common figural interpretation of a lily, thought to have derived from St. 
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Bernard’s description of Mary as “inuiolabile castitatis lilium.” This oversight causes 
Susan Powell, in her edition of Mirk’s Festial, to remark that “Mirk’s treatment of the lily 
is perverse in its reductive thaumaturgy and may be folkloric.”71 However, Mirk’s 
treatment of the question reflects his assumptions about the question lay people might ask 
about the painting and the answer they would find satisfactory. In this instance, Mirk has 
activated the lily as a visual symbol of revealed truth that persuades his audience to believe, 
which he accomplished by deviating from the standard explanation of the lily’s 
significance.  
 An exemplum in another Middle English sermon, from Oxford, Bodleian Library 
MS e Museo 180, illustrates the laity’s natural tendency to inquire about theological 
images. Through question and answer with his mother about an image of the crucifixion, 
the child arrives at a deeper understanding of Mary’s sorry for the crucified Jesus: 
And upon a certen tyme þei were in there chyrche, and faste this childe behelde 
ever the rode, and seyde to his moder þus, “Madame, is that a man or a childe that 
is so nayled up on yonder tree? What menythe it þat he is so arayed?” Sche answerd 
and seyd, “Sonne, this is the similitude of Cristis Passion that he sufferde for us to 
bryng us to the ioyes of heven.” “And moder, whi stondithe that woman so by hym?” 
“A sonne, that is the moder of Ihesu, his owne modur.” “And saw sche all tho 
peynes that he sufferd for us?” “ʒee certen, son,” seyd sche. Then seyde þe childe 
to his moder, “It wolde greve ʒow riʒt sore at ʒowre hert, and case were þat ʒe saw 
me so farde witheall.” Then seyde sche, “ʒee sonne, the moste hevynes it were to 
me that myʒte be devised by eny possibil reson.” “In certen, moder, then it semythe 
to my reson that sche was full of hevynes when sche saw hyr sonne Ihesu suffer so 
grete tribulacion.”72 
Of the child’s four questions, two are factual questions while two seek reasons and 
interpretation. In this case the mother offers simple answers that acquaint her son with the 
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basics of faith without straying into any unwarranted speculation. Other texts, however, 
acknowledge that unsupervised theological questioning among the laity could occasion 
theological error. 
 One Middle English sermon raises audience questions about the Eucharist, a 
favorite topic to dispute in sermons due to the Lollard heresy, and delivers explicit 
instructions to the laity on how to focus instead on acceptable answers to the controversial 
question. The anonymous preacher of the sermon from London, British Library, MS Royal 
18 B xxiii is eager to curb the laity’s over-enthusiasm for comprehensive understanding. 
The theme of the anonymous sermon is from John 6:59, Qui manducat hunc panem, vivet 
in eternum.73 In the Hunc panem sermon, the Eucharist is an especially fraught topic for 
the preacher because, even though so many mysteries surround how such a thing is 
possible, lay people should not inquire why or how those things happen. 
And anoþer, me þenkeþ þou þat arte a lewde man, þou shudest not fardere entermett 
þe þan holychurche techeþ þe. And þat may þou see by ensampull of þe Hoste, in 
þe wiche Hoste is Goddes bodie in þe forme of brede. For þou seest well with þin 
eeyn þat þis Hoste is graven on þe oon side and pleyn on þe oþur side. And þat is 
ordeynt by all holychurche þat itt shuld so be, and why I shall tell þe. By þe graven 
side is vndurstond þe articles of þe fayʒth, with þe wiche clerkes shuld melle hem 
for to dispute hem. Þe pleyn side is to þe þat arte a lewd man, in token þat þou shalt 
not melle þe no farþur but to beleue as holychurche techeþ þe playnly.”74 
The preacher expresses concern that the laity’s natural inclination to interpret observable 
phenomena will lead them astray when it comes to the Eucharist because as “lewed” people 
it might seem to them that it is small when it is in fact great enough to fill heaven and earth, 
and it might seem like bread, when it’s actually Christ’s body: “to þin eye it semeþ litill,” 
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“in þe savour in þi mouthe it semeþ brede, and it is not so,” etc.75 The preacher addresses 
the visual aspects of the Host, accessible to the layperson’s eyes, saying he will explain 
why those the church customarily prepares the Host in that way. In essence, the preacher 
instructs that the laity’s curiosity lead them no further than inquiring about the reasons for 
the Host’s physical form, and warns that even those sensory details can mislead. The 
physical form of the Host is read as a distinction between lay and clerical, the party that 
ought to be blank and silent as opposed to the clerks who “melle,” or discuss, and dispute 
about the articles of the faith. 
The preacher addresses the visual aspects of the Host, accessible to the layperson’s 
eyes, saying he would explain why those details are prescribed by the church. The reasons 
suitable for the laity go no further than the physical form, and indeed even the sensory 
details of that form can mislead. The physical form of the Host is read as a distinction 
between lay and clerical, the party that ought to be blank and silent as opposed to the clerks 
who “melle,” or discuss, and dispute about the articles of the faith. The Carthusian author 
of the Speculum Devotorum likewise cautions his interlocutor to refrain from taking up 
matters not suited to her:  
Also, I conseille yowe not to seche mony questions aboute þis precyouse 
sacramente, bot to holde yowe payede with þis litell þat I haue seide to yow, and to 
putte your feythe generally in þe feyth of Holy Chirche, and in þat feyth, when yhe 
receyue it, to receyue with all þe loue, drede, and reuerence þat yhe kanne.76 
For these writers, any attempt to usurp clerical activity, in this case pursuing the reasons 
behind the articles of faith, classifies as “entermetting” because it is not a profitable use of 
a layperson’s time.  
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 “Entremetynge” in relationship to religious material is a failure to correctly 
economize speech and readerly attention. “Entremetre” comes into Middle English from 
the Old French, and develops the meaning of concerning oneself with or meddling.77 
Imaginatif compares Will’s “entremetynge” (B 11.414) to the always available trope of 
Adam’s fall: “Adam, the whiles he spak noght, hadde paradis at wille; / Ac whan he 
mamelede aboute mete and entremeted to know / The wisedom and the wit of God, he was 
put fram blisse” (B.11.415–17).78 The anonymous writer of the Memoriale Credencium is 
even stricter on this front, blaming the Fall on Eve’s opening her mouth: “For Eye while 
heo forbare hyre / speche in paradys was a mayde and clene of lyf. / but anone as heo hadde 
answerd þe fende / heo fell in to synne and breke goddus heste.”79 Rather than losing 
Paradise through his unregulated speech, Imaginatif implies that the bliss denied to Will 
on account of his audacity to argue with Reason was the teaching he might have had from 
Reason. Instead of gaining this instruction, he has lost it by asking the wrong (and irritating) 
questions, so that “Pryde now and presumpcion paraventure wol thee appele [accuse]” 
(B.11.421). The C-Text clarifies the nature of the dreamer’s offense by following the 
aforementioned lines with “Rihte so ferde Resoun by the for thy rude speche, / And for 
thow woldest wyte why of Resones preuete: / For pruyde or presompcioun of thy parfit 
lyuynge / Resoun refusede the and wolde nat reste with the” (C.13.228–31). The dreamer, 
thinking too highly of himself and the intellectual grounds available to him, trespassed into 
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Reason’s “preuete,” with the result that he was denied any entrance into the knowledge 
that Reason might have given him.  
Following this introduction, and to explain the authority for his distinguishing 
between acceptable levels of inquiry for the clerks and laity, the preacher tells the story of 
the feeding of the five thousand with the loaves and fishes, and emphasizes that only the 
disciples were allowed to gather up the remaining fragments in baskets. The preacher again 
leads into an interpretation by asking a question which he them proceeds to answer: 
But I prey þe, what is þe releue of þis brede? For-sothe þei be þe argumentes and 
þe skill þat may be of the Sacrament, and þat longeþ not to þe, shewynge well Crist, 
þat he wold lat no man geþur þe releue but is disciples, shewynge to þe þat arte a 
lewd man þat it is inowʒþto þe to beleven as holychurche techeþ þe and lat þe 
clerkes alone with þe argumentes. For þe more þat þou disputes þer-of, þe farþur 
þou shall be þer-fro.”80 
Diane Vincent’s perceptive reading here pinpoints the crux of this passage: “the way in 
which the preacher attempts to exploit question-and-answer as a device by which the 
reading practice of question-and-answer can be controlled,” and especially how the 
disputation as a mode flags reading practices that cannot be used safely outside academia.81 
His audience is lewed because they need to be told why. The parallelism in this summary 
statement makes a claim about the nature of theological knowledge: that the knowledge 
gained from disputing about the unnecessary (remaining) truths contained in the bread 
would only serve to move the lay person further from spiritual understanding. The 
implication is that the remainders are what is not strictly necessary to the feeding of the 
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crowd. They have been satisfied with the truth, and don’t need to dwell on it further. So 
the lay audience members should be able to satisfy themselves with the bare truth, that it 
is so, and not need to inquire any further into the why. Despite the clear command to “lat 
þe clerkes alone with þe argumentes,” the preacher proceeds both to give “evidence” and 
to report a disputation. How are these activities utilized and justified by the preacher who 
just finished proscribing them?  
In keeping with his views, the preacher offers not theological reasons for the 
veneration of the Sacrament as Jesus’ body, but an exemplum of a Jew who dared a 
Christian to feed the Host to a dog and learn that he was deceived about its nature: “And 
in evidence þat þis brede is verry God and man þat þou shalte reseyue þis day, I fynde store 
and cronicle where þat I rede a vondere þynge, how þat þer was a ryght good man and 
cristened, and happond hym to mete with a Iewe. And þei began to dispute to-geþur of 
Cristen feyʒthe...” The Jew and the Christian go back and forth with “ʒis” and “nowʒth” 
about the Christian faith, and in answer to the Jew’s questions about the second person of 
the Trinity and the efficacy of the priest’s words at the mass the Christian’s only 
contribution is “ʒe, for-sothe”, which he repeats three times.82 When the dog so vehemently 
refuses to eat the Host that he tears his master’s throat to avoid being forced to do so, the 
Christian returns to the priest with his pilfered Host, enabling the episode to be verified 
and recorded, and used as evidence in the future: “So be þis meracle þou may be stered to 
beleue þer-on in þat, þat an vnresonable beeste so dud, þat neuer had techynge of 
holychurche. Be þe wiche prosces þou may well see þat it is brede of liff.”83 In this instance, 
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the “unreasonable” beast’s reaction and conviction is persuasive, precisely because of his 
lack of reason, since the dog could have had no other motive for refusing that snack than a 
divine revelation about its nature.  
Although the Hunc panem preacher classifies pursuing the reasons behind articles 
of faith as “entermetting,” he chooses to raise the question to persuade the laity to accept 
the miraculous exemplum and interpretation of the biblical passage as an injunction to 
accept the revealed truth that the Host is the “brede of liff.” These three components, the 
reading of the physical form of the Host, the exegesis of the feeding of the 5000, and the 
exemplum of the dispute between the Christian and the Jew, all thematize, as well as are 
structured by. the process of inquiry and answer. It is interesting in the exemplum that the 
same terminology is used for what the preacher appears to regard as a separate and 
commendable (or at least not reproachable) activity. How is the dispute in the exemplum 
distinct from the activity prohibited to lay people? The similarity is that the truth of the 
sacrament’s status was at issue, but since the Christian layperson neither raised the 
questions nor contributed much at all to the substance of the discussion, the dispute was 
profitable: the miraculous status of the sacrament was left to prove itself without the 
intervention of the layman’s cognitive abilities. It’s only disputing in an academic sense, 
needing to know the reasons, that is discouraged. Instead of reasons, persuasive arguments 
are offered to affirm the article of faith and reinforce moral behavior. 
Quilibet Christianus: Invitation to Inquire 
This section will examine three sermons, an anonymous sermon on the theme Hunc panem, 
the sermon by John Felton for the Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity, and the sermon by Henry 




why-questions as anthypophora and disputation as a means of calibrating the audience’s 
expectations about spiritually beneficial answers to intractable questions. 
Quodlibetal disputation provides an innovative form for Henry Chambron’s 
macaronic Sermon for Good Friday.84 Chambron cleverly reframes his theme, Quare 
rubrum est indumentum tuum?, as a quodlibetal disputation in which the medieval church 
awaiting the second coming questions Christ, a silent magister. Henry Chambron uses 
questions to amplify his theme to the extent that he reframes the entire sermon as a response 
in a disputation. From Isaiah 63: answers to angels, souls to be judged: 
I said thirdly that on the day of the Lord’s Passion any Christian can ask this 
question. Yet it is fitting for me to respond to this question at this time, as best I 
can, because Christ to whom this question is put is so afflicted that he has no leisure 
to respond at present; therefore it is necessary for me that I do as does a respondent 
in a debate in the theologians’ schools, namely, call upon the grace of God so that 
the response may yield an exposition of truth, for the honour of God and the 
teaching of the audience, so that nothing may be dissonant with faith or good 
morals.85 
It is unclear whether “the day of the Lord’s passion” is the historical Good Friday, in which 
his congregation imaginatively participates, or that of the audience’s present, in which 
Christ is imagined to appear in his red garment, but Chambron’s response effectively 
blends them. Holly Johnson takes the tone of the sermon to indicate that the “disputans 
does not ask a theological question as an academic challenge but rather in response to the 
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painful reality confronting him,” which indicates an affective motive for asking the 
question.86 Whereas the responses given to the angels and souls to be judged emphasize 
theological points such as Christ’s simultaneous divinity and humanity, the answer to living 
Christians appeals to pathos to encourage repentance and love in return for Christ’s love, 
with the aim of securing their salvation.  
Although Johnson believes the sermon was addressed to a lay or mixed audience 
who would not normally have participated in theological disputations, it is also assumed 
that the audience would be familiar with the concept and participants in such an activity.87 
Chambron invites “quilibet Christianus,” any Christian whosoever, to ask the question, 
saying that it is possible on this day to ask the question of Christ. Disputations may have 
been on Chambron’s mind, especially if he lived in Oxford at the time, since universities 
customarily conducted quodlibetal disputations during Lent and Advent.  
By adopting the language of disputatio, Chambron draws an analogy between the 
preacher as mouthpiece for God and the respondens as the preliminary respondent to 
questions asked of the magister. This move, when compared to the traditional components 
and roles of a quodlibetal disputation, also has theological implications for the status of the 
sermon. The sermon should be the response to the audience’s desire for understanding of 
salvation. Chambron compares himself to the respondens, who would have been a bachelor 
or other junior student, who would offer a preliminary response to the posed question 
before the master, Christ, would make the final determination at the Last Judgment. The 
question situates the audience in overlapping temporalities, that of the service but also the 
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first day of a two-day disputation sequence and the period between Easter and the Last 
Judgment. Unless the results of a disputation were recorded as a reportatio, a shorthand 
account of the debate recorded in situ, the remarks of the respondens would typically not 
be recorded in the final, edited work prepared for circulation. Chambron thus indicates that 
although in his sermon he speaks for Christ, his words on this topic are only a temporary 
placeholder for the final truth that Christ will reveal at the Last Judgment. 
One of the later surviving medieval English artes praedicandi, written by Simon 
Alcock, (d.1459) clarifies the rationale behind Chambron’s method of amplifying his 
theme (shows how Chambron could apply the question of his theme to flesh out the 
structure/ the training Chambron might have received in how to use the question to flesh 
out the structure of his sermon.88 In it Alcock distinguishes between two methods for using 
why-questions to advance the sermon. The sample theme Alcock references to provide a 
sample of each method for expanding a sermon is te salvum fecit [has made you well]. Both 
methods use questions to supply the divisions that will scaffold the sermon, but the first 
supplies such divisions by posing a new question for each division, while the second asks 
one question in the sermon and each principal point supplies an answer. Under the section 
entitled “Questio,” Alcock lists questions that can be asked about the theme, many of which 
are why-questions:  
The theme can be divided into principal points through questions. So that 
concerning the aforementioned theme it can be asked, first, why for a long while 
the salvation of man was put off; second, why, when Christ was able to have saved 
man in another way, he wished to die for him; third, why God did not wish to do 
this for an angel or other creature; fourth, whether in our salvation his blood was 
shed for all, and thus for similar questions pertaining to the matter of the theme 
                                                 





taken up just as asking where Christ suffered for our salvation, by whom, in the 
presence of whom, and what the man saved by Christ’s suffering regains, and so 
concerning similar things.89 
These why-questions undertake heady subjects, including God’s purposes which are in 
other places forbidden and represented as fruitful areas of inquiry. However, carefully bent 
to the service of explicating the theme, they appear to still be sanctioned and potentially 
useful.  
Toward the end of his tract, under the section entitled “Quare” Alcock proposes 
that by posing the theme as a why-question, purpose clauses can enumerate the principal 
points that structure the sermon: 
The theme is divided by this word quare where it is appropriate to ask questions 
with regard to the theme and render answers to those questions. Example: having 
taken hold of the aforementioned theme proceed thus, te salvum fecit in order to 
liberate you from hell, in order to cleanse you from vices, in order to adorn you 
with virtues, so that the glory of heaven may be promoted. Or you can extend it 
thus, te salvum fecit so that he may liberate you from the hell that you earned 
through your sin, so that he may cleanse you from the vices which you repulsively 
committed, and so on concerning the rest.90 
Note that these are purpose clauses seeking motivation rather than cause, a differentiation 
not made in English. Alcock’s recommendation and Chambron’s practice are not far off 
from common practice in quodlibetal disputations. Rondo Keele asserts that the masters 
responding to quodlibetal questions were similarly free in redirecting the reply: “Similarly, 
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even though the question sets in a quodlibet were suggested by others (a quolibet) and were 
about anything (de quolibet), in practice masters often used the questions they received, 
whatever the ostensible subject matter, as an occasion to expound on favorite concerns and 
issues, often twisting exotic-sounding queries toward the advancement of time-worn 
debates.”91 The three primary divisions of Chambron’s sermon make use of both of 
Alcock’s recommended methods, the protheme asks questions in each division, while the 
body of the sermon asks the same audience-sourced question to receive three answers: 
clothes, color, and then the question itself answered by material causes. Despite Johnston’s 
reading that the sermon was intended for an audience comprised chiefly or substantially of 
lay people, Chambron uses a grammatical insight to structure the points of his sermon. 
Chambron derives two of the divisions for his sermon from the fact that the thematic 
question can be viewed as a statement subordinated to an interrogative pronoun. I 
reproduce both the Latin and the translation here to demonstrate the macaronic texture: 
“Verba ista mencionem faciunt de duobus; vnum ponunt in certo et aliud in dubio. 
Ponunt in certo quod Christus Dei Filius ys a man ywrapped in wo cum dico: 
Rubrum est indumentum tuum. Et ponent in dubio que est causa þat yt ys swo. Et 
ideo querunt, Quare rubrum est indumentum tuum?” 
[Those words make mention of two things, one which they put in certainty and the 
other in doubt. They put in certainty that Christ, the Son of God, is a man wrapped 
in woe when I say: Red is your apparel. And they put in doubt the reason why this 
is so. And therefore they ask, “Why is your apparel red?”]92 
The “certainty” is a proposition which is either true or false. The two elements of this 
certainty, the clothing and the color or redness, comprise the first two principal parts of the 
sermon. Those elements in turn give rise to other implicit why-questions that are answered 
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at great length. First, why do people wear clothing, and why did Christ wear clothing? The 
short answer is that people wear clothing for eight reasons, including protection and 
disguise, and Christ wore human flesh for the inverse of all those reasons.93 The second 
component Chambron says is “put in doubt,” which is a reflection of grammatical theory 
on interrogatives which viewed questions as asked about something in doubt. The answer 
to why his clothing was stained the color red is that red signifies love.94  
The questions that make up Chambron’s first principal part (“why do people wear 
clothing?”) wouldn’t typically fall under the realm of theology, but he turns them to that 
purpose. In doing so he adopts a method which Richard of Thetford explains in his eighth 
mode of amplification, the assigning of causes and effects. The key distinction for Richard 
is the end, not the material, considered by why-questions. He specifies that not all matters 
are suitable to be assigned causes and effects in sermons: “In this mode of dilating, we 
should not try to employ the causes and effects of all matters indifferently, but rather of 
moral matters which we wish to commend or reject, namely, virtues, vices, and those things 
which make for merit or demerit, such as fasting, praying, almsgiving.”95 However, the 
distinction between permissible and unprofitable use of causes and effects is not the 
material considered, but the reason for considering them—because theology, if it takes 
things as figures for spiritual things, can extend its purview to just about anything: “For 
theology uses as figures those things to which in the other faculties the principal attention 
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is directed, for in theology a reality [res] signifies a reality. Hence it uses realities as signs, 
whereas other faculties use realities as the principal matters signified.”96 But if considered 
for their own sake, natural things do not fall into the realm of theology: “Therefore, since 
a stone or tree or some such thing is a natural, not a theological matter, it is of no use to 
theology to consider the causes of a tree or stone. But since virtues and vices, meritorious 
and demeritorious things are moral matters, moral philosophy or theology has to consider 
in accordance with truth the causes, properties, and effects of such things.”97 For Richard, 
all modes of dilation, including questions for reasoning and argumentation, should serve 
the ultimate purpose of moral exhortation. Thus, the ultimate payoff of drawing the laity 
to salvation, because they know Christ clothed himself in human flesh for their benefit, 
justifies a comprehensive breakdown of the causes for humans to wear clothes.  
Finally, I want to consider two sermons by John Felton, who was vicar of St. 
Mary Magdalen’s in Oxford in the early fifteenth century, although there is no record of 
his obtaining a university degree.98 Felton exhibits an interest across his sermons in the 
invisible social constraints of questioning. In two sermons Felton substitutes a question as 
the organizing principle in place of his theme, “In English: Who-so ethet of þis bred, He 
sal leue and neuer be ded,” which is a statement from the Gospel:  
About the manna, which was a type of this bread, people asked in Exodus 16[:15]: 
“What is this?” How much more can this question be asked about this bread! Now, 
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causas et proprietates effectus secundum veritatem considerare habet moralis philosophia sive theologia. (fol. 
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in the schools of theology a question is usually answered by means of conclusions, 
and so I offer three conclusions that answer this question….[First:] þow þer seme 
material bred, ʒyt þer ys noyn, but þer ys crystis flesshe and hys blode….[Second:] 
þow þer seme, etc., but þer ys Crystis body þat doyn was on þe rode….[Third:] þow 
þer seme, etc., but þer ys gostly fode.99 
For each of these conclusions Felton offers the basis for the first and second part of the 
sentence. The remainder of the sermon develops his three conclusions with references to 
the liberal arts, nature, and exempla. But Felton’s treatment of the question “What is this?” 
extends beyond his explicit reference to disputation. He likens the question to a more 
mundane experience of question and answer.  
Notice that if someone is served some unknown food, he could without shame send 
to the kitchen and find out what that food and its nature was. So also to our purpose. 
One can truly find out about this food [of the sacrament] from its cook, that is, 
Christ, who says: “This is my body,” Matthew 26[:26], Mark 14[:22], and Luke 
22[:9]. Likewise form the father of the cook, namely, God the Father, who says: 
“This is my son,” in Matthew 3[:17] and 17[:5], and in Mark 9[:6] and Luke 9[:35]. 
Further, from the fellow cook, that is, the Holy Spirit, who may be called Christ’s 
fellow because of the equality between them. He can say: “He was conceived by 
me,” as is said in the Apostles’ Creed: “What was conceived of the Holy Spirit.” In 
addition, on can find this out from the cook’s wife, that is, holy church, who says: 
“We faithfully confess that before the consecration it is bread and wine that nature 
produced, but after consecration it is the flesh and blood of Christ, which the 
blessing has consecrated.” Thus Augustine, and his words are put in the Decretum, 
On Consecration, distinction 2, “But we.” And in addition, we can find this out 
from the mother of the cook as well as the kitchen, that is, Blessed Mary, who is 
called “mother of the cook” because she was the mother of Christ, and can be called 
“kitchen” because this food was made in her. She can say: “This is now bone of my 
bones, and flesh of my flesh,” Genesis 2[:23]. And she can similarly say the same 
that the cook’s father says, “He is my son.” With all these agree the waiters, that is, 
true Catholics. Therefore, eat without doubt and fear, for he who eats this bread, 
etc.100 
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Felton emphasizes the availability of the question, anyone in this situation could ask it, and 
the emotional valence of the question—because it is unknown, the question can be asked 
“without shame.” Instead of a list of references or authorities confirming the nature of the 
food, the audience is invited to picture themselves asking a question which is greeted by a 
chorus of affirmations so overwhelming that it cannot have any effect other than conveying 
reassurance, to allay the believer’s “doubt and fear.” Felton is so invested in this metaphor 
and its emotional resonance that he features some confusing overlaps, the cook is also the 
food makes sense in relationship to Eucharistic theology, but the mother of the cook as 
kitchen begs the question. 
Not all questions are spiritually beneficial, however, as another of Felton’s sermons 
shows. John Felton’s Sermon for the Fifteenth Sunday after Trinity continues the project 
of shaping the audience’s relationship to question and answer, specifically by offering 
suggestions for rebuking the questions of the curiosi. Felton raises some difficult questions 
about predestination that he says arise in the minds of the curiosi, and he divides his sermon 
into two principal parts which represent two methods of resolving the issue. These 
questions are how it is that “if God foreknows anyone damned it is necessary he be damned 
and [at the same time] that any action can appear to do good or accomplish bad. Second is 
why God creates or permits to be born those he knows to be damned?”101 In the first 
principal part of the sermon he addresses the intractable questions through theological 
arguments. In the second he explicates the methods for convincing the curiosi to abandon 
such questions, which include challenging the curiosi with six difficult questions about 
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natural phenomena, telling exempla that convince the curiosi of their intellectual 
insufficiency to comprehend the will of God, and the third is through disputation (that is, 
supplying arguments by reason). The index found in several manuscripts of this sermon 
collection contain a reference to this sermon as the “six difficult questions.” The design of 
the sermon, as recognized by the index, is to show the curiosi how it feels to be confronted 
with a question that is too large, paired with the reminder that the questions posed are 
significantly smaller than the questions posed by the curiosi. This method puts the audience 
on the spot to answer the questions and trusts that their inability, along with the desire to 
avoid loss of face, will cause them to accept the premise that they are not able to handle 
the question of the divine will, which is considerably more incomprehensible. 
Secondly, concerning the foreknowledge of God certain curiosi have been 
accustomed to inquire two things most of all. First since the knowledge of God is 
not able to be deceived, if he foreknows that anyone is damned it is necessary he 
be damned, and then it appears that it is not beneficial to do good or harmful to do 
evil. Second is why God creates [or] permits to be made those he knows to be 
damned.102 
The second mode of responding is repelling the question by questions. This method 
we have received from the Lord, Matthew 21, “I will also ask you a question,” etc., 
Therefore these curious ones through question for question are repaid and when 
they are not able to respond to the least and clearest things, they cease investigating 
the profound things. Concerning these least and clearest things, some examples are 
offered, which Augustine shows. First it is asked when they are brightest, that is, 
oil, silver, and flame. They have nothing in themselves of blackness and give 
nothing which they do not have. How is it that an oil lamp makes black spots when 
it burns over a white cloth, spotless silver stains with black lines, and bright and 
shining flame makes branches and stones black, and renders everything it touches 
weaker.103 
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Other questions include why straw in storehouses can both warm unripe apples to that they 
ripen but also keep them cool in summer so that they do not spoil, since one object cannot 
produce both heat and cold, why diamonds which are not harmed by iron can be dissolved 
with goat blood, and how it is possible that a certain fountain in Egypt extinguishes torches 
in flame but reignites torches that have been extinguished. These questions, Felton says, 
should constitute sufficient evidence for the curiosi that they are not prepared to question 
God’s will: “If therefore curious men do not know how to render an account of these and 
similar things, they should leave off searching out divine things.”104 Although Felton cites 
Jesus as a model, his questions operate differently from those in his source. In Matthew’s 
account this method of repelling questions by questions works because the chief priests are 
afraid of the social repercussions of committing to either of the two possible answers to 
Jesus’ question. In Felton’s sermon the questions work because the lay people can be 
influenced by their bafflement to abandon the inquiries.   
Conclusion 
In conclusion, quodlibetal disputation offered preachers a model that was narratively 
generative as a means of acquainting lay parishioners with a habitus of questioning with 
proper limits, even as the artes praedicandi called attention to the potential benefits and 
hazards of employing such a form in sermons intended for lay audiences. As Chambron’s 
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sermon, Felton’s sermon, and the Hunc panem sermon show, incorporation of the forms 
and techniques of quodlibetal disputation introduces a variety of creative responses to the 
intractable questions that might arise among their lay audiences. By appealing to narrative, 
exegesis, and similitude to respond to disputed questions, preachers encouraged the laity 
to seek moral answers with greater enthusiasm than rational ones and acquainted them with 
the feeling of recognizing one’s own insufficiency to grasp the answers sought. In doing 
so, they shaped the laity’s ability to ask and answer questions. The methods used by these 
preachers to reframe the criteria for a successful answer to doubtful theological questions 
suggest that another way of describing the “purpose” of preaching in contrast to 
disputation, as proposed by Basevorn and Higden, is not to preclude the posing of 
theological questions but as the matrix or subset of acceptable answers to dubious 
questions. 
Despite the issues with parishioners falling into curiosity and pride if taken too far, 
preachers still raise difficult why-questions in sermons, opening spaces of controversy or 
portraying situations in which any Christian can question Christ on certain topics. 
Ultimately, preachers provide answers even to intractable questions, for which “no answer 
to suit the context can ever be obtained,” by reframing the criteria for a successful 
answer.105 Thus moments of inquiry proved narratively generative for medieval 
preachers—they occasioned exempla that could persuade the audience toward a habitus of 
questioning with its proper limits, but they also sketched a narrative of their relationship to 
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God and proper responses to wonder. The pleasures and limitations of the form of 
quodlibetal disputation spilled over into sermons as it did poetry, as clerics and laity alike 




CHAPTER IV:  
Rhetorical Questions in Middle English Lyric 
Julian of Norwich opens the ninth of her revelations with a moment of dialogue: Jesus asks 
her a question about her affective relationship to his passion, to which she responds with 
affirmation and praise: 
Than seyd our good Lord Jesus Christe, askyng, “Art thou wele payd that I suffrid 
for thee?” I sayd, “Ya, good Lord, gramercy; ya, good Lord, blissid mot thou be.” 
Than seyd Jesus, our kinde Lord, “If thou art payde, I am payde; it is a joy, a blis, 
an endles lekyng to me that ever suffrid I passion for the, and if I myth suffre more, 
I wold suffre more.” In this felyng my understondyng was lifte up into Hevyn, and 
there I saw thre Hevyns, of which syght I was gretly mervelyd.1 
It may seem an odd choice to open a chapter on lyric with a prose passage from Julian, 
especially since some of her recent editors have characterized her writings as “very often 
argumentative before they are lyrical.”2 But this moment, I argue, is lyrical in its cadence 
and construction, and ultimately in function. To begin, the dramatic situation for Julian’s 
dialogue derives from one of the most popular lyrical scenes in Middle English, that of a 
suffering Christ appealing to passersby or members of his church to regard his pain. That 
the resemblance goes deeper than the topical similarity, to a poetic cadence in the prose, 
can be seen when the exchange between Julian and Christ is extracted from the surrounding 
narration: 
Art thou wele payd that I suffrid for thee?  
Ya, good Lord, gramercy;  
ya, good Lord, blissid mot thou be.  
If thou art payde,  
I am payde;  
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it is a joy, a blis, an endles lekyng to me  
that ever suffrid I passion for the,  
and if I myth suffre more,  
I wold suffre more. 
In this exchange, parallel phrases drive both logic and emotion. Two of Christ’s 
contributions are conditional sentences in which the first and second phrases are parallel, 
which has the effect of communicating certainty and completeness of his efforts on her 
behalf. In Julian’s contribution, the second phrase is propositionally redundant, but it has 
the effect of heightening her emotional engagement in the situation and affirmation of her 
assenting presence. Likewise, Christ’s third utterance stacks similar emotive nouns to 
intensify rather than complexify his emotional response to his passion and her reception, 
“a joy, a blis, and endless lekyng.” The Rhetorica ad Herennium describes four figures 
which utilize verbal repetition in this way, saying, “frequent recourse to the same word is 
not dictated by verbal poverty; rather there inheres in the repetition an elegance which the 
ear can distinguish more easily than words can explain.”3 Collectively this repetition, 
parallelism, and rhyme scheme cohere into a lyrical method of dilating a moment so that it 
can be more fully experienced by the reader, an accretive aspect of lyrical poetry which in 
its longer or less skillful instantiations can cause poems to feel monotonous or 
propositionally redundant. The purpose of Julian’s lyrical interlude, however, is affective 
participation with Christ in this mutual experience of accumulating joy. 
 If prose embraces rhetorical elements of poetry, as in this example from Julian, it 
is also the case that poetry assimilates and modifies rhetorical elements often associated 
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with prose. The focus of this chapter is on one such technique as poets transposed it into 
the Middle English lyric, namely the development of arguments through questioning. This 
type of question has often been classified as rhetorical (erotema, or pysma as a cluster of 
such questions), which is to say that they don’t demand an immediate, spoken response in 
the way that Jesus’ information-seeking question solicits Julian’s “ya.” Linguistic theories 
suggest that, unlike information-seeking questions, rhetorical questions do not seem to 
open themselves to a range of answers, but permit only the sole, obvious answer that the 
speaker intends. For this reason, classical rhetoricians and some modern linguists alike 
have emphasized the role of rhetorical questions in presenting an argument, either by 
indirectly stating a proposition or by heightening the emotional force of a statement with 
the goal of persuading the hearer to agree with the speaker.4  
Argument typically precludes competing viewpoints in the attempt to advance a 
certain position, just as rhetorical questions might disqualify any answers but the one 
preferred by the speaker. Some prominent theories would have it that lyrics, like rhetorical 
questions, are closed. In a theoretical move that critics have greeted with great reservations, 
Mikhail Bakhtin declared the lyric incapable of the dialogic style essential to the novel: 
“The poet is a poet insofar as he accepts the idea of a unitary and singular language and a 
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unitary, monologically sealed-off utterance.”5 The novel’s ethical superiority to the lyric 
results from integrating dialogism into the core of the work on three levels: 1) in voice, the 
incorporation of voices to represent experiences and viewpoints not strictly assignable to 
the author; 2) in intention, that the novel’s author does not intend to express a single 
viewpoint to the suppression of other viewpoints; and 3) in the lack of conclusiveness, by 
which Bakhtin means that novels, even after the plot comes to an end, serve and recognize 
the ongoing dialogic conversation that will revise their contributions to the discussion. 
From this “dialogue of different times, epochs and days” novels “take their openendedness, 
their inability to say anything once and for all or to think anything through to its end…” 
(365). Many scholars6 have challenged Bakhtin’s inflexible dismissal of lyric as 
monologic, even leveraging evidence from elsewhere in his own works, and there is no 
need to re-tread that ground here.7 My intention, rather, is to take the notion of a dialogic 
framework as a starting point for considering the ethical significance to dialogic intention 
and inconclusiveness, and to develop this framework as informed by the work of linguists 
and classical rhetoricians to show the “openendedness” of rhetorical questions in lyric. 
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essential function of the lyric voice” (80). In a similar vein, “The deep structure [of lyric] is always 
dialogic, whereas the surface structure is only rarely so” (79). 
7 To list only one example of such evidence, Bakhtin’s statements in his essay on speech genres might be 
taken to counter his arguments about lyric: “All rhetorical forms, monologic in their compositional 
structure, are oriented toward the listener and his answer…. Responsive understanding is a fundamental 
force, one that participates in the formulation of discourse, and it is moreover an active understanding, one 




In this chapter I use the interrogative in lyric as an avenue for exploring how lyrics 
activate this dialogic mode. The place of questions in lyric at all is undertheorized, 
amounting generally to an attribution of inexplicable elegance as an improvement over 
declarative statements to the same effect. At the same time, questions in lyric, while often 
communicating and arising from high emotion, do not merely ornament feeling. The 
rhetorical questions which pertain to this chapter arise because the speaker wants 
something he or she currently does not have, although that missing something is not 
precisely speech from the addressee. For this reason the most common questions in Middle 
English lyrics are precisely the type of questions that speech act theory does little to help 
us resolve or understand. These questions are typically not paired with a reply in the sense 
that questions in spoken dialogue expect an immediate response, cooperation, or refusal. 
Thus, I propose drawing on the recent work of several linguists who emphasize the use of 
rhetorical questions “to synchronize Speaker and Addressee beliefs”8 and to offer 
“proposals for a common starting point in the opening stage of a discussion.”9 By viewing 
rhetorical questions as moments which initiate rather than preclude dialogue, this chapter 
will explore the emotive logic of lyrics, namely the way that questions contribute to the 
structure of lyrics, open previously closed scenes for emotional and deliberative 
engagement, and re-form relationships between readers and the lyric speaker. Questions in 
these apparently monologic texts can put the status of troubling or pleasant or historically 
distant relationships in the spotlight for a moment to be reconsidered, experienced, and 
                                                 
8 Hannah Rohde, “Rhetorical Questions as Redundant Interrogatives,” San Diego Linguistic Papers 2 (May 
2006), 134–68, here 134. 
9 A. Francisca Snoeck Henkemans, “Manoeuvring Strategically with Rhetorical Questions,” 15–24 in 
Eemeren, Frans H. van, and Bart Garssen, ed., Pondering on Problems of Argumentation: Twenty Essays 




modified before once again appearing settled. They expect a response from an audience of 
readers who possess the ability to constitute or reconstitute a relationship along with the 
speaker, not merely observe and feel. 
This perspective on the function of lyric, approaching it through the question, helps 
us understand the use that literary authors found for interpolating lyric moments into their 
longer texts. Lyrics originate in response to an ongoing literary dialogue and show 
awareness of other forms, political events, source-texts, and manuscripts contexts.10 And 
more than perhaps any other genre, they expect to be reanimated and to accrue fresh 
responses in each scenario of performance or reading. In essence lyrics are available in 
every conceivable way for use, adaptation, appropriation, in ways that belie traditional 
emphases in lyric study, such as the view that lyrics portray a moment of the author’s 
experience. The questions that populate medieval lyric are not closed but open—“Who will 
dwell in your tabernacle?” “My folk, what have I done [to/for] you?” “Why have ye no 
pity on my child?” “Where-with shall I me defend?”—opening the way for discussion of 
how, if possible, to (re)establish relationship between the lyric speaker and the object of 
his or her desire. Reframed in this way, the effect of questions in lyric need not be so 
dissimilar from Julian’s method of introducing her ninth revelation as previously imagined.  
The subject of this chapter, then, is rhetorical questioning in Middle English lyrics; 
the definitions of all my key terms, however, are subject to intense critical debate. For this 
reason, each section of the chapter will address one of these terms. First, I examine the use 
                                                 
10 Ingrid Nelson, like Bakhtin, argues for the value of a genre on the basis of relations to surrounding voices 
and materials, specifically practices that support and navigate a multiplicity of relations. Ingrid Nelson, 
Lyric Tactics: Poetry, Genre, and Practice in Later Medieval England (Philadelphia: University of 




Middle English poets found for rhetorical questions drawn from the poetic books of the 
Old Testament, as interpreted through the liturgy and commentary tradition, to determine 
what contextual clues marked a question for “rhetorical” use rather than some other type. 
In the second section I turn to secular love song, especially as evoked in Chaucer’s longer 
poems, to investigate the definition of lyric and to tease out the instances of question-use 
peculiar to the lyric form. The final section takes up Marian lyrics as an entry into 
discussion of how lyrics craft emotional narrative through patterns of questions and 
repetition. 
The Powerful Echo of Biblical Questions 
The dialogic relations between a lyric and other texts, most pronounced in the case of 
contrafacta, also occur through the incorporation of topoi and textual citations. An 
overwhelming number of the rhetorical questions featured in religious lyrics originated 
from liturgical applications of biblical text, especially from the poetic books of Psalms, 
Isaiah, and Ecclesiastes. When adopted into lyric, these rhetorical questions take on new, 
often Christological interpretations, and seem to lend themselves to didactic promotion of 
a certain affective relationship to Christ. At least, this has been the prevailing interpretation 
of one such pair of questions popularly known as the Popule meus belonging to the liturgy 
of Good Friday. In this section of the chapter, however, I argue that the Popule meus as it 
enters English lyric and liturgical practice enables rather than closes down dialogic 
relations between divergent histories of textual interpretation, and between future 
audiences and the lyric persona of Christ. I will focus on two of the four lyrical translations 




Franciscan friar William Herebert and the second interpolated in a sermon from Jesus 
College MS 13.11 
The two questions which introduce the Popule meus originate from different parts 
of the Bible, drawn together through traditions of exegetical interpretation The first is 
drawn from Micah 6:3. In the context of Micah 6, the verse which provides the lyric’s 
refrain, the question is represented as the Lord pleading against Israel in judgment: “O my 
people, what have I done to thee, or in what have I molested thee? Answer thou me. For I 
brought thee up out of the land of Egypt, and delivered thee out of the house of slaves.”12 
The second question, from Isaiah 5:4, takes up the imagery of the vineyard from Jeremiah 
2:21, “What is there that I ought to do more to my vineyard, that I have not done to it? Was 
it that I looked that it should bring forth grapes, and it hath brought forth wild grapes?” The 
successful reinterpretation of these questions as coming from the mouth of Christ on the 
day of his Crucifixion occurs over a long history of exegesis, but I am more interested here 
in how these questions, once excerpted and reframed in this way, did not lose their allure 
by becoming commonplace—they retained their rhetorical power because this 
transposition did not precisely answer them. For this reason, I suggest that the appeal of 
questions as themes for medieval lyrics and sermons lies in their flexibility and 
responsiveness to context. 
Of course, the modern category of “rhetorical question” encompasses a wide 
variety of figures of thought described and employed by classical rhetoricians. Quintilian, 
                                                 
11 The remaining two are the translation of Friar John of Grimestone’s preaching handbook (Edinburgh, 
National Library of Scotland, MS Advocates 18.7.21) and a sermon on the theme Ve michi, mater mea in 
Oxford: Bodleian Library Ms Lat. Theol. d. 1, edited by Andrew G. Little, Franciscan Papers, Lists, and 
Documents (Manchester, 1943), 251–55. 




for example, recognizes that rhetorical questions, while different in nature from 
information-seeking questions, possess the ability to capture an audience’s interest, 
persuade, sway emotions, or accuse.13 Modern linguists generally maintain a similar 
perspective on the persuasive force of rhetorical questions, but debate whether to align 
them with statements or genuine interrogatives. Cornelia Ilie, who authored one of the 
foundational studies of rhetorical questions through pragmatics, said that the main 
discursive function of a rhetorical question is to “induce, reinforce, or alter assumptions, 
beliefs, or ideas, in the addressee’s mind.”14 For Stephen Borge, this entails disclosing what 
is in effect, if not in form, a statement to which the speaker is strongly committed.15 
Recently several linguists have countered the prevailing view that rhetorical questions only 
put forth a propositional position or advance an argument by arguing that “rhetorical 
questions can also be analysed as proposals for a common starting point in the opening 
stage of a discussion.”16 A. Francisca Snoeck Henkemans claims that any dialogue contains 
an opening phase in which the interlocutors tacitly agree what principles will serve as 
“common starting points for the discussion,” propositions that the whole group agrees to 
accept for the purpose of the ensuing discussion.17 She describes asking a rhetorical 
question as one method of proposing this common starting point. The rhetorical question 
implicitly makes a proposal that can form the basis of the ensuing dialogue because the 
                                                 
13 Quintilian, Inst. Or. 9.3.98. 
14 Cornelia Ilie, What Else Can I Tell You? A Pragmatic Study of English Rhetorical Questions as 
Discursive and Argumentative Acts (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1994), 128. 
15 Borge, “Questions,” 415. 
16 Frans H. van Eemeren, Peter Houtlosser, and A. Francisca Snoeck Henkemans, Argumentative Indicators 
in Discourse: A Pragma-Dialectical Study (Springer Science & Business Media, 2007), 92–98. 
17 A. Francisca Snoeck Henkemans, “Manoeuvring Strategically with Rhetorical Questions,” 15–24, in 
Pondering on Problems of Argumentation: Twenty Essays on Theoretical Issues, ed. Frans H. van Eemeren 




speaker acts as if the addressee has already agreed to the underlying presupposition.18 This 
approach parallels the recent argument advanced by Hannah Rohde that for a rhetorical 
question to be successful, “the Speaker and the Addressee must share prior commitments 
to similar and obvious answers.…rhetorical questions are redundant and serve to 
synchronize Speaker and Addressee beliefs.”19  
The key difference between the theories advanced by Snoeck Henkemans and 
Rohde and those of Ilie and Borge is summarized succinctly by Ivano Caponigro and Jon 
Sprouse: “Rhetorical questions allow for an answer, while statements do not.”20 By using 
a rhetorical question to submit a common starting point, the speaker leaves the proposed 
content open for revision or rebuttal. In fact, using this move to open the discussion aims, 
in Henkemans’s terms, “to give the other party the opportunity to agree or not to agree with 
the proposal, so that both parties can have a say in the matter.”21 Biblical scholar Douglas 
Estes additionally proposes a subset of rhetorical questions that operate as an invitation to 
“deep thinking about a subject.” He claims that a “speculative question” of this type is 
“usually profound, hypothetical, or addresses some kind of universal.”22 The framing 
questions of the Popule meus align with Estes’s criteria for rhetorical questions, and the 
same is true of the majority of biblical rhetorical questions which make their way into 
                                                 
18 Snoeck Henkemans, “Manoeuvring Strategically,” 16. Snoeck Henkemans asserts, “This is so because 
with a rhetorical question the addresser indirectly makes it clear that a preparatory condition for a proposal 
has been fulfilled, namely that the addresser thinks that the other party will be prepared to accept the 
proposition that functions as the presupposed answer to the question. [also fulfills sincerity condition]” 
19 Rohde, “Rhetorical Questions,” 134. Rohde describes four potential answers to rhetorical questions: 1) 
negative answer, 2) positive answer, 3) non-null answer, 4) multiple answers. 
20 Ivano Caponigro and Jon Sprouse, “Rhetorical Questions as Questions,” in E. Puig-Waldmüller (ed.), 
Proceedings of Sinn und Bedeutung 11 (Barcelona: Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 2007), 121–33, here 124. 
21 Snoeck Henkemans, “Manoeuvring Strategically,” 18. 
22 Douglas Estes, Questions and Rhetoric in the Greek New Testament: An Essential Reference Resource 




Middle English lyric. Far from forestalling any reply, rhetorical questions in lyrics envision 
a multiplicity of replies dependent on the language and state of the audience member, upon 
which the outcomes of the many relationships (also collectively singular) depend. 
William Herebert (c.1270–d.1333), an English Franciscan who produced nineteen 
hymns and carols in Middle English, recorded his translation of the Popule meus in the 
final section of his trilingual notebook, British Library Additional MS 46919, along with 
eighteen other lyrics.23 Many scholarly treatments of Herebert’s lyric “My volk what habbe 
y do þe?” (c.1318) are content to emphasize its dependence on the liturgy, which is the 
ultimate source of the refrain and the content. There have been two major exceptions to 
this trend. The first, that of Rossell Hope Robbins, argues for Herebert’s intentional 
shaping of the Popule meus into carol form and considers that Herebert’s work may have 
been “decisive in sparking the growth of the English carol.”24 More recently, Ingrid Nelson 
has described Herebert’s deployment of tactics in adapting the liturgical text for 
performance, which she defines as using the translation to distinguish between the lyric 
performance of the verse and its framing within scholarly rubrication and liturgical use.25 
I return to Herebert’s interpretation not to establish its source again, but to determine what 
work the question-form refrain is doing that interests Herebert and his contemporaries in 
picking it up and building new work from it.  
                                                 
23 Other contents include sermons, recipes, Walter of Bibbesworth’s Tretiz, a treatise on falconry, Anglo-
Norman writings of Nicolas Bozon, and various Latin verses. Pearsall notes that Herebert’s collection 
arises from the period in which “French was becoming a useful acquisition rather than a native language,” 
87. 
24 Rossell Hope Robbins, “Friar Herebert and the Carol,” Anglia 75 (1957): 194–8, here 198. Richard 
Leighton Greene counters this argument in Early English Carols (2nd edn., Oxford, 1977), cliii. 




 While the Popule meus question may not be Herebert’s own invention, as it likely 
served as a refrain for earlier liturgical instantiations of the minor Improperia, it serves two 
functions in its capacity as refrain for Herebert’s lyric. First, together with the second 
question, “What more shulde ich hauen ydon / þat þou ne hauest nouth underuon?” (fol. 
206r, lines 9&10), it initiates a discussion—the first contribution to which is provided by 
the minor Improperia. The two common starting points, which must be accepted or refuted 
by the hearer to continue the conversation, are that Christ has not wronged humanity and 
that he has done as much as possible on their behalf. Secondly, the questions in Herebert’s 
configuration emphasize the need to act on relationship. Every refrain leads into a stanza 
that emphasizes “thee” and “me,” in accordance with the rhyme scheme Herebert 
introduced into his unrhymed Latin model. In short, without response of any kind, the 
reader cannot believe himself or herself to have relationship with Christ. “Ich delede þe see 
uor þe / And pharaou dreynte uor þe / And þou to princes sullest me.” In this verse, the one 
immediately following, and the last three, Herebert emends the verb describing the action 
of Christ’s people to a verb form which could be interpreted as either present or past: 
“sullest” for “soldest,” “ledest” for “laddest,” “betest” for “boete,” “ʒyfst” for “ʒeue” and 
“hongest” for “henge.”  
 Unlike the majority of his contemporaries, William Herebert incorporates a 
significant amount of punctuation into his Middle English—in most cases question marks 
were left out of questions because the tone could be understood from the inverted word 
order. I contend that modern editions have obscured Herebert’s choices of punctuation, 
which effectively transform the lyric into one cumulative opening bid for discussion 




toened þe ” and the verse “What more shulde ich hauen ydon / þat þou ne hauest nouth 









is cued, but not when the cue is incomplete (as in the case of “my volk what etc”). I submit 
that this mark “ ” operates for Herebert as a question mark, and that his use of it in the 
remainder of the poem has gone unappreciated. 
Throughout the remainder of the poem, the mark appears at the end of any line 
where Christ attributes action to his folk, while lines which relay Christ’s actions are 
marked with a standard punctus. For example, the verse which reads “Ich þe uedde and 
shrudde þe / And þou wyth eysyl drunkest to me  / And wyth spere styngest me  ” contains 
two such marks, at the ends of the second and third lines. In contrast, the following verse 
lacks any such marks: “Ich egype boeth uor þe / And hoere tem yshlou uor þe” [I beat 
Egypt for you / and slew their issue for you] lacks any such marks. The effect of the newly 
interrogative lines is to ask the poem’s reader whether he or she will acknowledge having 
returned Christ only pain in exchange for protection and provision. Herebert uses 
punctuation in this lyric to transform the whole into an extended series of rhetorical 
questions, thereby interpreting the lyric collectively as an opening bid for an ongoing 
discussion between Christ and his people. 
 
 





Several other lyrics in Herebert’s notebook provide a precedent for this 
interpretation of the punctuation marks. Herebert deviates several times from verbal 
fidelity to his texts to amplify the significance of rhetorical questions, most notably in the 
Epiphany hymn “Hostis herodes impie” on folio 205r.26 Ingrid Nelson notes that Herebert 
expands the question in the Latin original, “quid times,” into two separate questions to 
enhance the emotion conveyed as well as add “specific details to create more memorable 
images.”27 The new version reads “Herodes, thou wykked fo, wharof ys thy dredinge? / 
And why art thou so sore agast of Cristes tocominge? / Ne reueth he nouth erthlich god 
that maketh ous heuene kynges.” In this case, as with the Popule meus, Nelson indicates 
that “Herebert’s translations use lyric tactics in order to distinguish a hymn’s moral 
meaning from its performance practices.”28 The choice to signal the question “My volk 
what habbe y do þe?” as a refrain as in carol form, like his expansion of the question to 
Herod, suggests that Herebert takes the question to supply the tone of the piece, and that 
the question bears repeated meditation. 
 The effect of the rhetorical question refrain is to demonstrate that each stanza 
represents a moment when the addressee made an incorrect decision, which needs to be 
revisited. The refrain effectively keeps pulling the song back from narrative account to 
personal interaction via repeated second person address. The rhyme scheme Herebert 
introduces to the liturgical material also reinforces the lyric’s emphasis on relationship. 
The final word of nearly every line is either “me” or “thee,” which highlights the purpose 
                                                 
26 The Latin is as follows: “Hostis herodes impie / Christum venire quid times: / Non eripit mortalia / Qui 
regna dat coelestia.” Cited from Daniel, ed. Thesaurus Hymnologicus, I.147 
27 Nelson, 82. 
28 Nelson, 80. Cites Robbins, “Friar Herebert and the Carol”; Gneuss, “Latin Hymns in Medieval England,” 




of the poem’s antithetical structure. Read in this light, each stanza provides not simply 
another reinforcement of the principle behind the verses (that humans wronged Christ in 
exchange for his blessings to them), but offers another way of approaching the relationship, 
another situation to consider and act appropriately. In essence, the questions invite the 
audience to once again revisit or reconsider the decision, and the represented emotion 
compels the audience to choose their allegiance again. With the question, Christ opens and 
continues to reopen a dialogue with his beloved audience, provoking his audience to 
respond. 
 While the responses motivated by the rhetorical questions quid feci tibi and quid 
ultra debui facere tibi in their lyric context can only be imagined, the commentary of 
Ambrose on Micah 6:3 explores both options explicitly. According to musicologist Armin 
Karim, the Roman incarnation of the Popule meus liturgy originated with the exegetical 
works of Ambrose of Milan (c.380).29 The earliest of Ambrose’s exegetical interpretations 
of the rhetorical question from Micah 6:3 situates the question within a dramatized 
dialogue. Ambrose demonstrates that the answers solicited by rhetorical questions, verbally 
or non-verbally, both facilitate the self-condemnation of heretics and move Christians 
toward affirmation and forgiveness. Ambrose’s interpretation of the Popule meus’s inciting 
question in De fide (c.378–380) begins in a dramatized dialogue between the redeemer and 
heretics at judgment, in which the heretics present five accusations and the Judge provides 
                                                 
29 Armin Karim, “‘My People, What Have I Done to You?”: The Good Friday Popule Meus Verses in 
Chant and Exegesis, C.380–880,” Ph.D. Diss., Case Western Reserve University, 2014. Karim observes, 
“Ambrose is the first interpreter of the verse to connect it to issues of Christ’s identity, his Passion, and the 
Last Judgment, all major associations of the early non-Roman Popule meus chants (from which would 
come the Carolingian Popule meus verses)” (27). The Gallican-Carolingian-Roman trajectory resulted in 




five answers: “To all these he will, indeed, reply, rather in sorrow than in anger: ‘O my 
people, what have I done unto you, wherein have I vexed you? Did I not bring you up out 
of Egypt, and lead you out of the house of bondage into liberty?’ [Micah 6:3–4]”30 Karim 
notes that this passage “is Ambrose’s rhetorical lynchpin for the whole scene,” which 
prompted him to produce his own extension to the Judge’s speech:31 
But it is not enough to have brought us out of Egypt into freedom, and to have saved 
us from the house of bondage: a greater boon than this, you have given yourself for 
us. You will say then: “Have I not borne all your sufferings? Have I not given my 
body for you? Have I not sought death, which had no part in my godhead, but was 
necessary for your redemption? Are these the thanks I am to receive? Is it this that 
my blood has gained, even as I spoke in times past by the mouth of the prophet: 
‘What profit is there in my blood, for that I have gone down to corruption?’ Is this 
the profit, that you should wickedly deny me—you, for whom I endured those 
things?” 
Ambrose imitates the style of the passage from Micah in his extension, marking the form 
of the rhetorical question as significant in prompting what follows. The heretics in debate 
with the Judge rebut the proposed common starting point for the discussion, that he has 
blessed rather than harmed them, and in doing so condemn themselves. Jerome also 
recognizes this function of the rhetorical question from Micah 6:3, when he writes “God, 
then, speaks to the people of Israel, and provokes [them] to judgment, and presents [them] 
with a license to argue against him.”32 In this, the use of rhetorical questions to make the 
opening bid for a common starting point is key because it allows for an answer in a way 
that a statement would not, including both affirmative and negative possible answers. 
                                                 
30 Ambrose, On the Faith, Book 2, trans. de Romestin, St. Ambrose: Select Works and Letters, vol. 10 of 
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, Second Series (1896), 239. 
31 Karim, “‘My People, What Have I Done to You?” 34. 
32 Karim, “‘My People, What Have I Done to You?” 204, Latin from PL 25, col. 1208: “Loquitur igitur 




Ultimately, this passage sets up the moment where Ambrose takes sides in the debate, 
spurred to response by the Judge’s questions. Karim notes that “Ambrose himself passes 
over what the heretics might answer and instead gives his own response to the Judge, the 
need for personal repentance overriding the issue of others’ condemnation.”33 Ambrose 
seizes the opportunity to respond to Christ’s question with an affirmation of his faith and 
desire for the forgiveness obtained by Christ’s sacrifice.  
Whereas Ambrose initiated the exegetical process that would begin the formation 
of the Popule meus liturgy, the liturgy reflected in Herebert’s translation represents a fairly 
late collection of the so-called major Improperia with the minor Improperia, since the 
combination of the two pieces was not codified in the Roman liturgy until the fourteenth 
century. In reference to Langland’s liberal incorporation of Latin quotations and tags into 
Piers Plowman, Katherine Zieman cautions that calling such phrases “quotations” treats 
them too simply as objects, rather than recognizing that these passages can represent 
several different source texts and textual practices simultaneously.34 Zieman’s caution is 
especially relevant in the case of the permeable boundaries between Biblical poetry, 
liturgy, and Middle English lyric—among the more notable examples, the phrase Miserere 
mei came to refer not only to the text of Psalm 51, but also by synecdoche to the activity 
of preparation for penance and to the appeal for benefit of clergy when seeking lenience in 
court.35 Bruce Holsinger has asked “in what sense might literature be seen as in part an 
                                                 
33 Karim, “‘My People, What Have I Done to You?” 34. Karim writes that “time is collapsed in this second 
trial, as the Exodus, the Crucifixion, the lifespan of the heretics and Ambrose, and the Last Judgment are 
combined” (36). 
34 Katherine Zieman, “Þe Lomes Þat Y Labore With”: Vernacular Poetics, Clergie, and the Repertoire of 
Reading and Singing in Piers Plowman.” Singing the New Song: Literacy and Liturgy in Late Medieval 
England. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2008. 150–80. 
35 For example, the lyric that begins “O dere God, pereles prince of pece,” and closes each stanza with 




effect of liturgy, a curious by-product of the immense cultural industry invested in the 
Word of God by the institutions that performed it?”36 One way of exploring that 
relationship is to remember that in Herebert’s recent past, the Popule meus was itself 
multiple, subject to re-formation and reinterpretation, rather than a single pre-existing 
resource.  
Both the history of the Popule meus liturgy’s development and its application in 
Middle English lyric signal the interpolation rather than elimination of multiple voices. The 
Roman liturgical piece known as the Popule meus began as two pieces separately 
developed and attested, which only later became merged (perhaps in the fourteenth 
century).37 Johann Drumbl dates the so-called “minor Improperia” to the ninth century, 
when he argues that they were developed in northern Italy.38 The liturgical use of the Latin 
Improperia, or Good Friday Reproaches, is attested as early as the seventh century, and its 
history encompasses several phases of textual manipulation for rhetorical effect. Eric 
Werner argues that the Improperia constitutes an anti-Jewish inversion of the much older 
Passover liturgy Dayenu (“It would have sufficed”), which presents Israel’s praises for 
benefits received from God. He posits that IV Esdras 15 may have served as an 
intermediary text between the Dayenu and the Improperia, as the only intertestimentary 
                                                 
the only possible source of comfort or word to fit the occasion. (From Richard Hill’s Balliol MS 354, a 
later mss). Alternatively the lyric in London, British Library, MS Additional 5665, which exclaims, “thus 
cryed the woman of canany: / miserere mei, miserere mei!” (lines 4–5).  
36 Bruce Holsinger, “‘Liturgy’, in Middle English,” ed. Paul Strohm, Oxford Twenty-First Century 
Approaches to Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 295–314, here 296. 
37 Hans Jörg Auf der Maur, “Feste und Gedenktage der Heiligen,” in Ph. Harnoncourt and Hans Jörg Auf 
der Maur, Feiern im Rhythmus der Zeit 2/1 (Gottesdienst der Kirche. Hanbuch der Liturgiewissenschaft 
6/1) (Regensburg, 1994), 111. 
38 Johann Drumbl, “Die Improperien der lateinischen Liturgie,” Archiv für Liturgiewissenschaft 15 (1973): 
68–100. “brought the Reproaches squarely into the purview of musicology with his thorough manuscript-
based study of the Ego verses in the Latin liturgy” “his article remains the best scholarly contribution to the 
history of the Reproaches as a whole, for he engages musical, textual, and liturgical arguments to 




model of a “fictive divine speech against Israel” which lists charges made rather than 
benefits provided.39 On the other hand, Armin Karim argues, based on his examination of 
the exegetical works that originated the Popule meus liturgy, that “There is little question 
that the Popule meus verses cannot, during the Early Middle Ages, be called anti-Jewish; 
their primary meaning always focused first on the identity of Christ and secondly on the 
identity of the Christian people.”40 Carl Parrish concludes that the Improperia interspersed 
with the Trisagion formed part of the Gallican rite of Good Friday by the end of the sixth 
century, gradually subsumed into first the Gregorian liturgy and eventually the Roman 
liturgy.41 The earliest extant texts of the Improperia, in the Sarum Use Missal and the tenth-
century Regularis Concordia, contain only three of Christ’s reproaches against the 
church.42 The first known copy of the Popule meus is preserved in a liturgical book, Paris, 
Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève 111, made around 880 by the Abbey of Saint-Denis.43 The 
content added in later verses of the liturgy is drawn from several other books.44 A booklist 
                                                 
39 Eric Werner, The Sacred Bridge: The Interdependence of Liturgy and Music in Synagogue and Church 
During the First Millennium (KTAV Publishing House, Inc., 1984), 145. Werner notes the resonances 
between verses 3–9 of the Dayenu and verses 6–10 of the Improperia. 
40 Karim, “‘My People, What Have I Done to You?” 276. 
41 Carl Parrish, Treasury of Early Music: Masterworks of the Middle Ages, the Renaissance and the 
Baroque Era (Courier Corporation, 1958), 8–9.  
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from the Cistercian house of Meaux in Yorkshire, written by Thomas Burton in the late 
fourteenth century, lists several libelli of the Good Friday Improperia kept in the choir 
along with several antiphonals, graduals, and other small books.45 In the Beneventan liturgy 
(Benevento region in southern Italy, before the spread of Gregorian chant), the Popule 
meus alternately served as the offertory on Palm Sunday or as a piece for the mass on 
Maundy Thursday, whereas in the Roman and Gregorian use it constituted an antiphon for 
the liturgy for the Good Friday adoration of the cross.46 
 In each of the multiple iterations of this liturgy, the Popule meus does not primarily 
encourage participation or reflection in the physical moment of the passion which is now 
over (although other passion lyrics have that function), but asks readers to reexamine their 
relationship to him and affective reception of his suffering on their behalf. As David Fuller 
observes, “Christ reminds his people of his care of them as shown in the salvation narrative 
of Exodus and contrasts this with their treatment of him in the crucifixion understood not 
as an historic event of which the Jews of first-century Palestine are guilty but as a 
continuously occurring event in which the individual sinner repeats the historic 
afflictions.”47 In addition to the question of the refrain which recurs after each verse, tying 
them together, the lines punctuated as questions only in Herebert’s English version of the 
poem call upon each reader to view him or herself as wounding or betraying Christ in that 
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way. The verses no longer recount historical wrongs, but present wounds that Christ asks 
his hearers to reconsider. The readers are called upon to respond to each of the charges in 
order to mend their relationships with the poem’s speaker and repay him good instead of 
evil for his gifts, and in so doing, avail themselves of the salvation offered. The innovation 
of Herebert’s Popule meus verses is that he reflects this dialogue in the repetition of his 
interrogative refrain which requires the reader to meditate on the difference between his or 
her behavior and Christ’s. 
One of the two sermons that make use of English versions of the Popule meus, the 
Jesus College sermon, survives in a manuscript that belonged to Durham Cathedral priory 
up to the fifteenth century.48 The writer/compiler of this manuscript is fond of ME verse, 
especially among sermons: DIMEV contains twenty-three instances of verse embedded in 
the manuscript’s sermons. Prior to introducing the Popule meus lyric as an organizing 
principle for the first part of the sermon, the sermon takes as its theme two additional 
questions: Quid fecit, quare morietur? [rendered as one in Middle English, “Wat hath ys 
man do / þat he schal dyʒe ʒoo?”] from 1 Samuel 20:32. Because of and despite the sermon 
context, the lyric incorporates multiple voices and engages the hearer and imposes the need 
to respond. 
The sermon also frames the lyric in a way that reveals a framework for how the 
lyric speaker in this type of quasi-liturgical song is viewed. The sermon introduces the lyric 
as a multi-layered performance and acknowledges both the liturgical origin of the lyric and 
the distinction between authorship and lyric persona. “Such ingratitude Mother Church 
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today rightly reproaches when she sings in the person of Christ ‘My people, what have I 
done to you’” (102). The reference to Mother Church singing imputes the authorship of the 
lyric to the Church due to its place in liturgy, which can be seen by comparison with the 
introduction to the separate lyric employed in the second part of the sermon, “a devout 
writer, addressing humankind in the person of Christ, says as follows: ‘Wyth the garland 
of thornes kene,’” etc.49 The history of voice in this liturgical appropriation of Old 
Testament material extends much further than this sermon. Eric Werner quotes the 
Rationale of Durandus which, as he describes, shows the Catholic authorities’ awareness 
of the “vicinity of the Hebrew Tradition”; but it also, I think, succinctly demonstrates the 
dramatic nature of the song: “...quod versu sequitur: Parasti salvatori tuo crucem.... Cantat 
autem sacerdos quasi hebraice in persona salvatoris; acoliti cantant graece Ayos atheos 
quasi in persona graecorum: chorus respondet: Sanctus, sanctus, in persona latinorum.”50 
The three vocal bodies, the priest, the acolytes, and the chorus, adopt the personas of the 
Hebrew savior, and the Greek and Latin Christians, respectively. 
Whereas Herebert distinguishes formally between the three “Great Improperia” at 
the beginning of the text and the final nine “Small Improperia,” John Grimestone and the 
anonymous preacher of the Good Friday sermon adopt a homogenous form of quatrains 
throughout, making no distinction. Each of the stanzas draws attention through rhyme, 
meter, and in one instance chiastic structure, as a means of demonstrating that human kind 
has in every way been the beneficiary of necessary and pleasant gifts from the Lord, while 
failing to respond in kind. In addition to cultivating an affect of shame and contrition, which 
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I agree that it does, this format also positions the addressee as an unreliable partner, a 
merchant who has not upheld the reasonable expectations for a transaction, a beneficiary 
who has failed to perform the expected services. The sermon several times encapsulates 
the lyric in the language of exchange and expectation, which constitutes an interpretation 
of the poetic form (which in the minor Improperia consists of doublets, the first line 
conveying a benefit and the second an ungrateful response). The writer says that Israel 
“repaid him badly for this favor when they killed him” (107). The reference to a culture of 
repaying favors institutes pressure to either deny the obligation or make good the lack. The 
terminology of paying up or repaying debts is made explicit in the next paragraph:  
Just as these Jews received many favors from God and repaid them badly, so also 
do Christians repay him even more badly. Consider how often you were in 
tribulation, in anxiety, in illness, and you would be free of them rather than have all 
the goods of the world, and you promised God to emend your life, but right after 
you were freed to your earlier state, you reversed yourself. (108)  
The merchant imagery is introduced first in an analogy between Christ’s purchase of 
humankind and the work of a merchant,  
notice that God showed in his passion that he loves men’s souls more than himself, 
which I prove as follows. Any merchant loves the thing he buys more than the 
money with which he buys it. But the Son of God bought man with himself; ergo, 
etc. Therefore Bernard says: ‘He would not have given himself for me unless he 
loved me more than himself.” (103)  
The sermon writer makes these logical arguments in order to justify comparing man’s soul 
to a jewel which he ungratefully returns to the devil, killing “what God loves more than 
the whole world” (102).  
Wenzel describes the Jesus College sermon as a sermo historialis, in which the ten 




narrative into smaller constituent parts.51 That the sermon proceeds programmatically 
through the liturgical material of the Improperia appears to reinforce the perception of the 
lyric itself as a didactic, monologic vehicle for admonition. In reality, however, the lyric 
itself and elements of the sermon represent the lyric as dialogic. Whereas the pairs of 
benefits and ungrateful responses in William Herebert and John of Grimestone’s 
translations remain steadfastly focused on elements of the crucifixion, the version that finds 
its way into the sermon speaks more broadly in several verses about the failure of Christ’s 
people to maintain relationship with him. In this rendition, the lyric deemphasizes the 
physical harm imposed on Christ (which the sermon writer notes via Augustine “has 
reached its end” in the historical past), and emphasizes the present tense. Christ laments 
that “lytel tellyst now of me / but dost me ruth greeth shame” (verse 5, 105), and “falsly 
þou demyst me / w’touten lawe of londe” (verse 6, 105). The second verse includes an 
additional rhetorical question not found in Herebert or Grimestone’s versions, “Alas, wy 
art thow so onkeende / Now at my most nede?” (verse 2, 103). While applicable to the 
historical moment of the crucifixion, these reproaches, delivered in the present tense, apply 
much more fully to the “Christians who are alive” (102) whom Christ demands “ansuere 
me” (102). 
The Jesus College sermon lyric contains several verses that do not correspond to 
material found in the liturgy or in Herebert’s resulting translation, raising the additional 
function of rhetorical questions: facilitating reduplication as meditation. In meditations on 
the question “my folk what have I do the?” for example, there are not a fixed number of 
stanzas and manners in which Christ aids his people or Christians have offended their 
                                                 




benefactor. The answers offered in the Jesus College sermon lyric encompass blessings in 
the form of just law, light, and heavenly bliss (stanzas 7, 8, and 11). The sermon frame for 
these verses interprets them so that the woes recounted in them parallel the offenses that 
the audience commits against Christ, namely denying baptism and perverting justice 
through false judges who accept petitions or gifts to make false judgments. On the other 
hand, lyric’s ability to represent internal speech and repeated iterations connected by a 
refrain convey the inexhaustibility of the thoughts which, if confined to direct speech, 
would have to take on certain conventional and curtailed forms, not representing the 
fullness of the wish.52 Because the inner workings of Jesus’ psyche are shielded from 
perception, the stanzas can multiply and accrue meaning without hardening into an 
authoritatively impermeable statement. Thus, lyric has a unique capacity both to represent 
direct speech and to do so unimpeded by the confines of dialogue which privileges linear 
and succinct conversational contributions. 
The sermon makes much use of John Chrysostom, especially homily 35 which it 
quotes from the Imperfect Work: “‘Every evil person, in as much as it lies in him, lays 
hands on God and kills him, for when he provokes God’s anger, blasphemes, and despises 
his commandments, does he not kill God, if this were possible, so that he may sin more 
freely?’ [here Chrysostom proceeds to interpret the purpose of the rhetorical question:] as 
if to say, yes, indeed” (105). Like Ambrose and Jerome, Chrysostom finds that the import 
of the question is to invite response, and therefore secure condemnation for unbelievers: 
Whereas Isaiah 5:4, Micah 6:3, and Jeremiah 2:5 are a more sorrowful judging of 
the vineyard itself, representing the entire people of Israel, Jesus’s parable narrows 
the charge to those tending the vineyard, that is, the leaders of the people. Now the 
                                                 




Prophet Isaiah says that he blames the vineyard, but here he accuses in particular 
the rulers of the people. And there indeed he says, “What ought I to have done to 
my vineyard, that I did not” [Isaiah 5:4]; and elsewhere again, “What transgression 
have your fathers found in me?” [Jeremiah 2:5] And again, “O my people, what 
have I done unto you? And wherein have I grieved you?” [Micah 6:3], showing 
their thankless disposition, and that when in the enjoyment of all things, they 
requited it by the contraries; but here he expresses it with yet greater force. For he 
does not plead himself, saying, “What ought I to have done that I have not done?” 
but brings in themselves to judge, that nothing has been wanting, and to condemn 
themselves. For when they say, “He will miserably destroy those wicked men, and 
will let out the vineyard to other husbandmen” [Matthew 21:41], they say nothing 
else than this, publishing their sentence with much greater force. With this Stephen 
also upbraids them [cf. Acts 7:52], which thing most of all stung them, that having 
enjoyed always much providential care, they requited their benefactor with the 
contraries, which very thing itself was a very great sign, that not the punisher, but 
the punished, were the cause of the vengeance brought upon them.53 
While on the one hand providing the common starting point for dialogue with his audience, 
Christ’s question courtesy of Micah has always admitted multiple interpretations with 
respect to whom he addresses. Situating audience—the sermon treatment of this material 
lends credence to both views regarding the origin and purpose of the Popule meus, keeping 
both the anti-Semitic judgment of the Hebrews and the contemporary judgment of the 
Church in tension. 
The sermon writer signals the end of the section which considers the Popule meus 
by returning to his theme, this time placing the question in the mouth of Mary who, when 
she “saw the Lord of glory thus treated…, could therefore rightly lament and say about 
Christ, her son: Why shall he die?” (108). The audience is thus reproached by questions 
from Christ, Chrysostom, and Mary to consider how often they have “reversed themselves” 
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and “despise God in their sinning and not only crucify him…but as far as their will goes, 
kill him” (104). The sermon writer thus alludes to the Marian lyrics soliciting compassion 
from the audience for her son’s suffering, even as it frames and interprets an utterance from 
the mouth of Christ himself. 
Biblically-sourced rhetorical questions such as this one, both in exegetical and 
literary studies, are typically interpreted as a means of enhancing the emotional effect of 
an argument. For this reason Brown introduces his edition of the Middle English Popule 
meus lyrics by describing them as prompts for the “reader to dwell imaginatively on the 
sufferings of Christ” in a sense similar to “the rood screen of the medieval church” which 
depicted the crucified Christ.54 Similarly, David Lyle Jeffrey has traced the affective mode 
in religious lyrics to the Franciscan emphasis on the “sacramental grace which accrues to 
emotional identification and contrition,” correlating affect with spiritual benefit to the 
reader.55 In Julian’s revelation her “felyng,” too, arises from her exchange with Jesus, and 
elevates her understanding to receive a vision. Rhetorical questions offer one formal means 
to distinguish monologic lyrics which instruct the reader to observe the image and meditate 
from dialogic lyrics which reopen the question of the reader’s spiritual and affective 
relationship to Christ. The potential responses solicited include gestures of relationship 
building including pious emotional responses (gratitude, sorrow, loyalty) and action 
responses (penance, leaving sin, praise, alms), as well as impious dismissal/indifference, 
rejection, contradiction, and self-justification.  
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The affective dimension of the second question of the Popule meus, “What more 
should I do for you and have not done?” (Isaiah 5:4), makes it one of the most productive 
questions in religious lyric because it is nowhere authoritatively settled and because it 
compares easily to romantic love. Sarah McNamer and Rosemary Woolf both describe the 
well-known connections between some valences in religious lyric and love lyrics—I 
suggest that one of the shared formal features is their use of the question to initiate 
relationship and express desire.56 Rosemary Woolf includes the Improperia among lyric 
developments of the image of Christ as the lover-knight, and attributes its popularity to “a 
new emphasis on personal relationship” with Christ.57 The lyric “Wofully araide” is 
another such lyric which takes up this same question and makes explicit the function of the 
question as an invitation to reconsider the relationship with Christ: “What might I suffer 
more / Then I have suffered, man, for thee? / Com when thu wilt, and welcome to me.”58 
He implores the reader to “be not hard-herted” (8). The courtly love-gesture, albeit to a 
masculine recipient, immediately follows, “Dere brother, non other thing I desire / But 
geve me thy hert free, to rewarde mine hire” (34–35). The refrain indicates that the 
evidence of Christ’s body is incontrovertible (“may not be naide”). Likewise, the religious 
lyric from the famous sacred/secular pair beginning “Lutel wot it any mon” contains a 
refrain which indicates the goal of maintaining hard won relationship with his people: “He 
nul nout leose that he so deore boghte.” The verse with the question begins “Be boghte us 
with his holy blod / What shulde he don us more?” (lines 9–10). The second question 
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signals the need to respond to Jesus’ initiation: the question appears to be an interjection 
within an observation, perhaps repunctuated as “Upon the rode—why nulle we taken 
hede?— / His grene wounde so grimly conne blede” (lines 25–26). The injunction to “taken 
hede” invites the reader to feel the weight of the appeal made by Christ the lover knight to 
his hard-hearted people. 
 
What am I to do? Lyric Action 
The intertwined history of religious and love lyrics’ style extends also to the use of 
rhetorical questions. The following lines, which follow a complaint of Christ in Cambridge, 
Cambridge University MS Dd.5.64, III, could just as easily appear in a love lyric: “Lo! 
lemman swete, now may þou se / þat I haue lost my lyf for þe. What might I do þe mare?”59 
The question contained in these lines opens the issue of action in relationship to lyric. 
Whether religious or secular, love lyrics arise from desire, and the questions contained are 
most often provoked by the loss or inaccessibility of the beloved, some obstacle that 
prevents the fullness of relationship the speaker desires. I argue that questions in love lyric 
enable action and promote movement in situations which are otherwise closed to further 
action, or in the face of emotions which would otherwise be paralyzing. However, this 
argument positions rhetorical questions as flying in the face of accepted characteristics of 
lyric—that lyrics are non-narrative.60 In the previous section I argued that exegetically 
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reframed rhetorical questions constitute bids for relationship between Christ and his 
people, and that the reader is compelled to respond but the nature of that response is 
intentionally left unscripted and outside the purview of the page. In this section I explore 
the role of rhetorical questions in facilitating movement between past stasis and future 
potential for the relationship. Given the temporally shorter narratives in which love lyrics 
participate, it is helpful to examine the place of rhetorical questions in more concise plots, 
as opposed to religious outcomes which will ultimately be delayed in fulfillment until the 
Last Judgment.  
 Certain modes of action are habitually attributed to some poems, such as chastising 
political actors, informing inquiring parties, soliciting patronage, etc. Still, there remains 
little consensus on another question, namely, what does lyric do? What can lyric do? The 
poet Claudia Rankine recently described lyric as the private language of the self—“lyric 
allows us to enter into the space of the unspoken” which she describes as so private that it 
is outside the language of the sentence.61 Stephen Burt, in his tongue-in-cheek review 
article on Yopie Prins and Virginia Jackson’s Lyric Theory Reader: A Critical Anthology, 
attempts to craft a definition of lyric and in the process isolates each of the components 
that interest me in this chapter:  
Lyric, in the term’s central, durable senses, tends or aspires to replace the live, 
mortal, present body of one person present in one place at one time (the body of the 
poet or the body of the reader or the body of the singer or the body of somebody 
who has been addressed) with something else (impressions or inscriptions or spirits 
or memorials or “poetic artifice”), by means of a variety of forms and tropes, to a 
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variety of emotive ends (commemoration, ecstatic joy, frustration, thanksgiving, 
reflection, and so on)....no wonder the concept refuses to die.62  
Both Burt and Rankine’s definitions of lyric describe its function in terms of space: for 
Rankin a place outside the habitual expectations and protocols of prosaic life and for Burt 
the potential to replace a self with language. Rankine implicitly removes the lyric speaker 
from the linear relationships that make speech acts possible, making it impossible to locate 
lyrics’ effects by that method. On the other hand, Burt’s references to “aspiring” and lyric’s 
emotive “ends” suggest movement and intention. What are the implications of these 
definitions for the possibility of lyric action? 
 Chaucer’s representation of love lyric’s role in the Franklin’s Tale positions lyric 
between stasis and action. When the squire Aurelius becomes consumed with his love for 
his married neighbor Dorigen he finds himself unable to speak to her directly. Chaucer 
emphasizes this paralysis by repeating it four times: “nevere dorste he tellen hire his 
grevaunce…” (V.941). In order to provide some outlet for his repressed feelings, Aurelius 
attempts to convey his affection for Dorigen through lyric.  
He was despeyred; no thing dorste he seye,  
Save in his songes somewhat wolde he wreye  
His wo, as in a general compleynyng;  
He seyde he lovede and was biloved no thing.  
Of swich matere made he manye layes,  
Songes, compleintes, roundels, virelayes,  
How that he dorste nat his sorwe telle,  
But langwissheth as a furye dooth in helle; … (V.943–50) 
However, Andrea Schutz pinpoints the problem with Aurelius’ indirect approach, namely 
that his songs take up “the genres and topics appropriate to young people in the spring and 
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need not have any particular application to anyone hearing them.”63 The subsequent lines 
describe the effect of Aurelius’ lyric production and performance. 
In oother manere than ye here me seye,  
Ne dorste he nat to hire his wo biwreye,  
Save that, paraventure, somtyme at daunces,  
Ther yonge folk kepen hir observaunces,  
It may wel be he looked on hir face  
In swich a wise as man that asketh grace;  
But nothing wiste she of his entente. (V.953–59)  
The flaw in Aurelius’ approach, according to Schutz, is that the lyrics effectively 
“fictionalize his experience so as to make it general, impersonal and safe.”64 Helen Vendler 
describes this effect as verse “made abstract” in that it fails to identify a “socially specified” 
individual.65 This characteristic has the positive effect of making lyrics portable—despite 
Aurelius’ instinct that lyric can fully convey his personal feeling and self-expression, the 
same lyric makes that subject position available to others to inhabit when they hear or read 
it. By this same token, however, his lyrics cannot function as speech acts; to be effective, 
speech acts require a particular speaker who makes something happen by speaking before 
a particular hearer. 
 I suggest that lyrics in this example occupy the unique position of providing access 
into what Aurelius views as an intractable problem while simultaneously avoiding the 
consequences of an overt speech act. In his own words, Aurelius complains that “he dorste 
nat his sorwe telle” to the object of his affections, suggesting that the option was technically 
available to him but undesirable for various reasons (V.949). However, the lyrics help to 
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transition him to a willingness to broach the subject with Dorigen in person. After this 
period of lyrical complaint, he confronts Dorigen with his love and discovers that his poetic 
gestures went unrecognized: “Is this youre wyl,” quod she, “and sey ye thus? / Nevere 
erst,” quod she, “ne wiste I what ye mente. / But now, Aurelie, I knowe youre entente” 
(V.980–82). How do rhetorical questions fit into this description of medieval religious and 
secular love lyrics? I argue that rhetorical questions in these lyrics arise from the emotions 
caused by the perception that a circumstance is hopeless, that the way to attaining the object 
of desire is closed; at the same time, the speaker’s resolution of the question suggests a 
way forward for the lyric speaker and motivates renewed pursuit of the goal.  
We might imagine that Aurelius’ “layes, / songes compleintes, roundels, virelayes” 
went something like the love poem recorded in Peniarth MS 26 (c.1456), from Oswestry 
at the far western border of England, near Wales.66 This manuscript fittingly contains 
astrological materials, as well as other Welsh and Latin scientific texts and political 
poems.67 
Alas, howe schale my hert be lyght, 
Wyth dart of loue when hyt ys slayn; 
The stroke hyt deris me day and nyght, [grieves or wounds] 
Wyth carfulle hert y me complain. 
for on has ofte made me vnfayn, [joyless or sad] 
for home y lye yn heuynes— 
sche may redress my hert agayn, [relieve or restore] 
When y think on hure gentylnes. 
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thys y goo made, for on hur face 
y darnot loke lest loue me scorne, 
But yf ye grawnte me of youre grace; 
for loue, alas, my lyue ys lorne. 
alas, for loue, my lyue ys lorne, 
for spase to spek then haue y non;  
Ther ys no lyde þat euer was borne 
May saue my lyfe, but sche alon. 
 
To you my swete y make my mone, 
In bytter bale y am y-brent, [anguish, mistery, pain] 
But y might to you com and gon 
to tell you myn entent; 
Where-wyth schall y me defende,  
for y haue nothere gamyn ne gle? [joy; amusement and merrymaking] 
We may not speke but we be schent, [be lost, undone, ruined] 
yette wyll y loue you pruvyly 
yf hyt may nonowthyrwys by.68 
The poet opens the poem by wondering how he can ever recover from the pain caused by 
the absence of his beloved to whom, we learn, he has not been able to make his appeal. 
Like Aurelius, he “darnot loke lest loue [him] scorne,” and he complains that “spase to 
spek then haue y non.” As was apparently the case with Aurelius’ lyrics, this lyric does not 
make clear the social circumstances deterring this poet from declaring his love; he only 
says that “We may not speke but we be schent” [lost, undone, ruined]. And this lyric, like 
those Aurelius writes, makes space for the lover to speak where otherwise there would be 
none. However, it is not necessarily true that the lover can speak only in this space, that he 
resorts to this because there will be no other opening. Although the implied answer to the 
poet’s opening question is that his heart never can “be lyght” again, this is not the outcome 
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conveyed by the final lines of the poem. He poses a second question in the final stanza, 
which could serve the dual function of considering options for future arguments in support 
of their love as well as expressing his dismay: “Where-wyth schall y me defende, / for y 
haue nothere gamyn ne gle?” Lee Patterson describes the courtly lover in the poem as 
“foiled by both his incapacity (‘y haue nother gamyn ne gle’) and the circumstances (‘We 
may not speke but we be schent’), a failure of expression” that Patterson takes as 
representative of court poetry generally with its “opposition between an absolutist 
idealism…and the complex world of difference that frustrates that realization.”69 If as 
Patterson claims the realities of court life led to such complexity of relationship and feeling 
“that the court is indeed a site where literature is produced, that it is even the most important 
of such sites in the crucial period of the late fourteenth century” (9), perhaps this poem is 
fitting company for the Middle English political prophecies found in the same manuscript. 
Nonetheless, the subsequent lines hint at a potential future for the lovers, primarily 
by indicating that nothing has been finally decided. The final stanza is irregular, containing 
nine lines rather than the eight required to match the previous stanzas. Rossell Hope 
Robbins disregards this line, “which may best be regarded as a false ending,” but I think it 
is significant to the (ir)resolution of the poem.70 Without that line, the poem reflects 
conclusion, the lyric speaker’s resolution to say nothing of his love and simply harbor it 
privately in his heart. With that line, however, the speaker’s resolution becomes 
conditional. The speaker of the final line will maintain silence only “yf” and until he can 
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see another way, until they can speak together. So what is the role of this lyric in the 
narrative of the poet’s relationship with his lady? J. Stephen Russell once suggested that 
“the dream vision is a species of the lyric mode” because “a lyric experience masquerades 
for a time as a narrative one only to reveal at its conclusion that it is not and never was a 
narrative in any traditional sense.”71 To combine this view of lyric with Rankine’s 
description of lyric as the “unspoken” would enable an understanding of lyric at a remove 
from narrative, but one which nevertheless allows for progression, through emotion, from 
a state of impasse to the state of possibility. Lyrics in this view are dialogic in the sense 
that they both revise previous understandings of relationships and accept that their 
contributions will themselves be revised by future circumstances.  
Because of these two love poems’ conventional courtly language, there is of course 
room to doubt whether either speaker is entirely sincere, and there is a question of whether 
their beloveds reciprocate their affection. These questions are settled by the narrative frame 
of a lyrical utterance embedded in the text of Sir Orfeo. In this Middle English retelling of 
the Orpheus myth, Sir Orfeo is a king of England and his wife Heurodis is abducted by the 
fairy king and taken to live in the woods. Distraught, Orfeo abandons his kingdom to roam 
the woods to search for his love. While he sees many dream-like glimpses of the fairy king 
and his party hunting, jousting, and dancing, he is never able to see where they go when 
they disappear.72 Finally, one day when he sees them in the woods he is able to approach 
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and spies a lady who, to his delight, is his own wife. For a breathless moment they lock 
eyes, but are unable to speak: 
Yern he biheld hir, and sche him eke, 
Ac noither to other a word no speke; 
For messais that sche on him seighe, 
That had ben so riche and so heighe, 
The teres fel out of her eighe. (323–27) 
Her companions, seeing her tears, guide her away, and she is lost to him again. This 
moment in the woods symbolizes the absent presence addressed by the love lyrics 
addressed so far, both secular and sacred. Despite the distance and the lack of words, Orfeo 
responds to the sight of his wife with eagerness and she responds to his poor state with 
tears. Immediately upon losing sight of his wife again, Orfeo bursts into a lyrical meditation 
on his renewed sorrow: 
“Allas!” quath he, “now me is wo!   
Whi nil deth now me slo? 
Allas, wreche, that y no might    
Dye now after this sight! 
Allas! to long last mi liif, 
When y no dar nought with mi wiif, 
No hye to me, o word speke. 
Allas! Whi nil min hert breke?” (330–38) 
Two rhetorical questions bracket Orfeo’s acknowledgement of his helplessness. He 
laments his inability to speak with Heurodis and the sorrow of losing her again. In these 
questions he looses all the emotion pent up during his time in the woods, all the fruitless 
brushes with fairy parties, and seems to despair. Yet even as his words allege despair, 
repeating to himself his wish that he might die, his response after his exclamation is 
immediate action. He dons a pilgrim’s gown, slings his harp across his back, and races 
through the woods in pursuit of the ladies. The answer he implicitly reaches spurs him to 




him back his wife and his kingdom, a happy ending that deviates drastically from most 
renditions of the Orfeo myth. Even as the questions “Whi nil deth now me slo?” and “Whi 
nil min hert breke?” allege the inescapable stasis of Orfeo’s separation from his wife, they 
in fact record him processing the encounter with Heurodis emotionally and preparing for 
decisive action. 
Love and Sorrow 
Orfeo’s embedded lyric shares a question with another embedded lyric, this one found in 
the N-Town Trial before Annas and Cayphas. Peter, waiting in the courtyard, denies for 
the third time that he knows Jesus, and he hears the cock crow. Immediately Peter cries in 
despair, 
A! Weelaway! Weelaway! Fals hert, why whylt thu not brest? 
Syn thi maystyr, so cowardly, thu hast forsake! 
Alas, qwher shal I now on erthe rest 
Tyl he, of his mercy, to grace wole me take? 
I have forsake my mayster and my Lord Jhesu 
Thre tymes as he tolde me I shulde do the same 
Wherfore I may not have sorwe anow! 
I, synful creature, am so mech to blame. 
Whan I herd the cok crowyn, he kest on me a loke 
As who seyth, “Bethynke thee what I seyd before.” 
Alas the tyme that I evyr hym forsoke, 
And so wyl I thynkyn from hens evyrmore. (lines 213–24) 
Convinced, as Orfeo was, that he is forever separated from the object of his affection, Peter 
says “Fals hert, why whylt thu not brest?” (213). Although Jesus only looked at Peter, Peter 
read a message in that look, “Bethynke thee what I seyd before” (222). The last two lines 
indicate that Peter intends to comply, promising to “thynkyn from hens evyrmore” on the 
time that he denied Christ and in doing so betrayed him (224). What the audience knows, 




on his mistake enables his future relationship with Christ. The sorrow expressed in Peter’s 
question, then, is the correct response, and prepares him for new spiritual understanding.  
The final section of the chapter examines issues of voice in Marian lyrics to 
demonstrate how the deep thinking prompted by rhetorical questions leads to deep feeling. 
In her discussion of the invention of medieval compassion, Sarah McNamer argues that 
late medieval poems do not take for granted that the reader will respond with the reaction 
solicited by passion lyrics and their encompassed rhetorical questions. She writes “If any 
serious anxiety is evident in the early lyrics, it is the fear of not being able to feel the kind 
of compassionate love that a good lemman ought to feel. The utility and desirability of 
entering the role itself remains unquestioned.”73 Examples of this failure to feel in response 
to Christ’s appeal include verses such as “Alas, that y ne con / turne to him my thoht / ant 
cheosen him to lemmon,” in which McNamer observes that “the lyric scripts a will to 
persuade the self to overcome that difficulty.”74 In response to this trend, which she 
characterizes as absent in early lyrics but prevalent by the late Middle Ages, McNamer 
identifies a new rhetorical question which melds a lover’s complaint with liturgical 
reproach to “intensify feelings of individual affective obligation”: “Alas! why lufes thou 
me noght, / and I thi lufe sa dere hase boght?”75 This question is essentially the inverse of 
the question which leads into Julian’s willing acceptance of Christ’s sacrifice, because it 
acknowledges or anticipates the beloved’s negative answer to the opening bid for 
relationship. 
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In the process, McNamer also provides a reason for the ubiquity of Marian laments 
and, for my purposes, the ubiquity of rhetorical questions in those laments aimed at 
encouraging others to feel Mary’s pain for her son’s suffering: “Compassionate feeling is 
not presented as a natural human response, the kind of response that any human being has 
or ought to have at the sight of another human being’s pain. It is resolutely represented as 
a mother’s response.”76 McNamer’s explanation accounts for the questions in many Marian 
lyrics, in which Mary first invites the reader to empathize with her motherly compassion, 
then capitalizes on that identification to implore the reader to seek relationship with her 
and, through her, Christ. One lyric in John of Grimestone’s preaching notebook begins 
with a question to those crucifying her son and, by extension, to the reader: 
Wy haue ʒe no reuthe on my child?  
Haue reuthe on me ful of murning,  
Taket doun on rode my derworþi child,  
Or prek me on rode with my derling. 
More pine ne may me ben don  
Þan laten me liuen in sorwe & schame;  
Als loue me bindet to my sone,  
so lat vs deyʒen boþen i-same.77 
Lyrics which portray such moments of face to face interaction with Mary turn interrogative 
nearly as often as those with Jesus. These interactive lyrics differ from those in which the 
audience is primarily invited to observe the scene depicted, in which the viewer is 
instructed in how to feel based on components of the image. These meditative lyrics tend 
to omit rhetorical questions and place greater emphasis on scripting the reader’s thoughts 
and feelings. 
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One final lyric exemplifies the culmination of the threads developed throughout 
this essay. The setting of the lyric is a moment in time inaccessible to the reader outside 
the lyric, namely the moment of the pietá as Mary sits holding her son in her arms. The 
speaker comes upon the sight “Sodenly afraid, half waking, half slepyng” (1).78 Upon 
seeing Mary weeping bitterly over Jesus the speaker declares, “Yif wepyng might ripe bee, 
it seemyd than in season” (6). The first line of the second verse is a response to Mary’s 
invitation, in the refrain, to empathize with her suffering: “Who cannot wepe come lerne 
at me” (11). 
I said I cowd not wepe, I was so harde-hartid. 
Shee answerd me with wordys shortly that smarted: 
“Lo, nature shall move thee, thou must be converted; 
Thyne owne Fader this nyght is deed,” lo thus she thwarted. 
“So my soon is bobbid 
And of his lif robbid.” 
Forsooth than I sobbid, 
Veryfying the wordis she seid to me. 
“Who cannot wepe may lerne at thee.”   (12–20) 
Historically past yet lyrically present, this moment in time expands to contain the 
narrative of a shift in the lyric speaker’s emotions. The speaker’s hard-heartedness is 
represented as a barrier that prevents participation in Mary’s sorrow, a stasis that inhibits 
relationship. Her rebuke “smarted,” with the illocutionary effect of pain that dissolved 
stiffness into swiftly moving tears, “Forsoth then I sobbed / Veryfying the wordis she 
seid to me” (18–19). Over the course of the second stanza, the speaker moves from 
numbness to full participation in the project of affective engagement: 
Now breke, hert, I thee pray; this cors lith so rulye, 
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So betyn, so wowndid, entreted so fulye. 
“What wight may me behold and wepe nat? Noon truly, 
To see my deed dere soone lygh bleedyng, lo, this newlye.” 
Ever stil she sobbid, 
So hire soon was bobbid 
And of his lif robbid, 
Newyng the wordis as I say thee: 
“Who cannot wepe com lerne at me.” (21–29) 
The invitation to learn to weep repeats at the end of each of the four stanzas, and with each 
successive petition the speaker and reader are drawn more and more into Mary’s experience 
until, with the third iteration, it is no longer clear who speaks. Susannah Brietz Monta 
writes that “Repetition’s polytemporal dimensions … have the capacity to move us beyond 
our selves, even as they engage us in our own time…. repeated refrains pace the unfolding 
of poems in time, and yet even as they mark linear time they also frustrate it: they bring 
the immediate past of reading (or hearing) into the present. Similarly, repetition asks us to 
consider what words meant in the past, and what they mean now.”79 The words of the 
refrain are once echoes of Mary’s words, words attributed to the lyric speaker, and words 
reanimated by the reader. The refrain collapses all three voices into one experience of 
sorrow. 
Mary’s question, “What wight may me behold and wepe nat?” comes after the lyric 
speaker has imitated Mary’s grief, “Forsooth than I sobbid” (18) and instructed his or her 
heart to feel the sorrow of losing a loved one, “Now breke, hert, I thee pray” (21). The 
speaker’s sobs have verified and renewed Mary’s words, inviting the reader to a similar 
transformation. The question, then, is not a response to the lyric speaker’s hard-
heartedness, but an acknowledgment of the success of her plea and an invitation for the 
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reader to imitate the lyric speaker’s receptivity. The question represents a synchronizing of 
Mary’s affective state, the speaker’s, and potentially the reader’s, as repetition effects 
multiplication. This rhetorical question finds new resonance with each new repetition and 
from each of the reader’s possible subject positions. The sequential states of the speaker’s 
emotion are narrativized and made available to the reader, movements that advance or 
inhibit progress in the spiritual life in proportion to the reader’s response. The final 
repetition of the refrain is interrupted by Mary’s disappearance: “Who cannot wepe,” this 
was the laye. / And with that word she vanysht away” (38). The Trinity manuscript of the 
verse contains a variant reading, “this ys the laye,” making available the refrain to as many 
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